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3.1 Introduction

1~ is an interpreted scripting language.
Ans. :JavaScript
2. . ; is a set of instructions used to produce various kinds of outputs.
Ans. : Program
3. The programs in javaScript language are called .
Ans. : Scripts . ,
4'. .. is an object oriented scripting language and supports event based

programming facility.
Ans. : JavaScript
5. .. is platform independent scripting language.
Ans.: JavaScript
6. .. is knows as Universal client side scripting language.
Ans.: JavaScript
7. In ~ scripting the script resides on the client computer.
Ans. : Client side
8. In scripting the script resides on web server.
Ans. : Server side
9. .. scripting does not need any server interaction.
Ans. : Client side
10. .. ~ scripting communicates to the server.
Ans. : Server side
11. .. scripts 'are used for validation purpose.
Ans. : Client side.
12. .. scripts requires web browser as on 'interface.
Ans. : Client side
13. .. , scripts requires web server software to execute.
Ans. : Server side
14. .. is a JavaScript based open source frontend web framework

developed for single page application.
Ans. : Angular JS
15. .. is JavaScript based framework for building interactive user

interface.
Ans.: Vue Js.
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16. . consists of JavaScript libraries for building VI for single page
application and mobile application ..

Ans. : React

3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

17. JavaScript has a built-inmultiway decision statement known as .: .
Ans. : Switch
18. . : : refers to the execution of statement or a group of statements of

code for a fixed number of times.
Ans. : Iteration
19. loop combines initialization, condition and. loop iteration in

single statement.
Ans.: For
2~. . ; means increment or decrement value of a running variable.
Ans. : Iteration
21. .. statement is used to jump out of loop.
Ans.: Break
22. When it is necessary to skip statement block and take the control at the beginning

for next iteration statement is used. .
Ans. : Continue

3.30bjeds in JavaScript

23. The keyword is used to create new object in JavaScript.
Ans. : new
24. An :..•........ can group data together with functions needed to manipulate

it.

Ans.: Object
25. All tangible things are known as .
Ans. : Objects
26. DaM stands for : .
Ans. : Document Object Model
27. The way in which HTML document content IS accessed and modified is called as

Ans. : Document Object Model
28. property of DaM object returns the <head> element of the

document.
Ans.:Head
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29. . ; property ofDOMobject sets or returns title of the document.
Ans.: Title
30. .. : property of DOMobject returns URLof the HTMLdocument.
Arts.: URL
31. .. method of DOM object writes HTML expressions or Iavafcript

code to a document.
Ans, :writeO
32. method of DOM object adds a newline character after each

statement.·
Ans. :writelnO
33. Using 'method id properly is used to find an element.
Ans. : getElementByIdO
34. The : property is useful for getting html element and changing its

content.
Ans, : innerHTML
35. .. object is parent of all other objects.
Ans. :window
36. .. object represents an open window in a browser.
Ans. :window
37. property of window object sets or returns the name of the

window.
Ans. : Name
38. .. property of window object returns the location object for the

window.
Ans. : location
39. .. ;.. property of window object returns the document object for the

window.
Ans.; document
40. .. property of window object sets or returns the fact in the status

bar of a window.
Ans. : status
41. . : property of window object returns a Boolean valve indicating

whether a window has been dosed or not.
Ans. : closed
42. .. ; method of window object display the alert box containing

message with OKbutton.
Ans. : alert 0
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43. . method of window object displays the confirm dialog box
containing message with ok and cancel button.

Ans. : confirmO
44. .. method of window object displays a dialog box to get input from the

user.
Ans. : promptO
45~ method of window object opens the new window.
Ans.: openO
46. .. , method of window object closes the current window.
Ans. : c1oseO ,
47. ..: method of window object removes focus from the current window.
Ans, : blurO
48~ method of window object sets focus to the current window.
Ans. : focusO
49. ......•..................method of window object prints the content of current window.
Ans. : printO
50. ' ; method of window object calls a function or evaluates an expression

after a specified number of milliseconds.
Ans. : setTimeoutO

3.4 JavaScript Events

51. .. are the actions done by users or an application that occurs on the
webpage ..

Ans.: Events
52. event handler occurs when user leaves field or looses focus of an

element.
Ans. : onblur
53. . ..: event handler occurs when an element gets focus.
Ans. :onfocus
54. ..., event handler occurs when user changes content of an element or selects

drop down list ..
Ans.: onchange
55. .. event handler occurs when user selects same text of an element.
Ans. : onselect
56. .. : event handler occurs when user clickssubmit button.
Ans. : onsubmit
57. .. : event handler occurs-when user clicks reset button.
Ans. : onreset
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58. ; event handler occurswhen page/image has been loaded.
Ans. : onload
59. event handler occurs when document page has been unloaded or

closes.
Ans, : onunload

3.5 .]avaScl'ipt built-in Objects"

60. .. object is used to store or manipulate text.
An~. : Strin:g
61. .. ; property of string object returns number of characters in a string.
Ans. : Length
62. method of string object returns the character at the specified

position.
Ans. : charAtO
63. '. . : method of string object returns the index: of the first occurance

of specifiedcharacterin given string.
Ans. : indexOf()
64. method of string object returns the index of last occurance of

specified character in given string. ~
Ans. : lastIndexOfO
65. .. "method of string object removes whitespace from both sides of a

string.
Ans. :trimO
66. .. , method of string object converts a string to lower case.
Ans. : toLowerCaseO "
67. .. method of string object convert a string to upper case.
Ans. : toUpperCaseO
68. The built in : object includes mathematical constants and functions.
Ans.:math
69. .. method. of math object returns the absolute value of a number.
Ans. :absO
70. .. method of Math object returns the cube root ofa number.
Ans.: cbrtO
71. method of math object returns the next integer grater than or

equal to a given number.
Ans. :ceilO
72. .. method of math object "returns the next integer less than or equal to a

given number.
Ans, : floorO
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73. . ; ; method Ofmath object returns the highest valued number in a list
of numbers.

Ans. :maxO
74. . method of math object returns the lowest valued number in a list of

numbers.
Ans.: minO
75. . method of math object returns the base to the exponent power.
Ans. :powO
76. . method of math object returns a random number between 0

and l.
Ans.: randomO
77. ...; method of math object returns the square root of a number.
Ans.: sqrtO
78. . objectis used to create date and time values.
Ans.:date
79. .. method of date object returns the day of the month.
Ans. : getDateO
80. .. method of date object returns the day of the week.
Ans. : getDayO
81. .. method of date object returns the year.
Ans.: getFullYearO
82. .. ; method of date object returns the hour.
Ans. : getHoursO
83. .. method of date object returns the minutes.
Ans. : getMinutesO
84. .. ~ method of date object returns the month.
Ans. : getMonthO
85. . ~ method of date object-returns the seconds.
Ans. : getSeconds()
86. , method of date object sets the day of the month.
Ans. : setDateO
87... method of date object sets the full year.
Ails. : setFullYearO
88. .. method sets the hours of a date object.
Ans. : setlfoursf)
89. : method sets the"minutes of a date object.
Arts. : setMinutesO
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90. . method sets the month of a date object.
Ans, :setMonthO
91. . method sets the seconds of a date object.
Ans. : setSecondsO
92. : method sets a date to a specified number of milliseconds

after/before [an I, 1970.
Ans, : set'I'imef)
93. . object helps us to work with number.
Ans, : Number
94; property of Number object returns the largest minimum value.
Ans. :MIN_VALUE
95. . :......... property of number object returns the largest maximum

value.
Ans. : MAX_ VALUE
·96. . property of Number object represents not a number value.
Ans.:NaN
97. . method of number object determines whether the given value is

a Integer.
Ans. : isIntegetO
98. method of number object converts the given string into a

floating point number.
Ans. : parseFloatO
99. method of Number object converts the given string into a

integer number.
Ans. : parseInt()
100. . ; : method of number object returns the string that represents a

umber with exact digits after a decimal point.
Ans.: isFixedO
101. An is an object that can store a collection of items.
Ans. : Array
102. An .......•............................. is a special variable which can hold more than one value at

a time.
Ans. : Array
103. The index of the first element of an array is .
Arts. : Zero
104. .........•.........................'is referred to access and set the items in an array.
Ans, : IndexNumber
105. ..........•........................ property of Array object represents the zero based index of the

match in the string.
Ans. : Index

,.
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106. . property ofArray object reflect number of elements in array.
Ans. : length
107. . method of array object joins two or more arrays and returns a

copy of the joined arrays.
Ans. : concatO
108. . method of Array object copies array elements within the

array, to and from specified position..
Ans. : copyWithinO
109. . method of array object returns the value of the first element in an

array that satisfies a test in testing.
Ans. : findl)
110. . method of Array object calls a function for each array element.'
Ans.: forEachO
111... method ofArray object search the array for an element and

returns its position. .'
Ans. : iridexOfO
112. . method ofarray object checkswhether an object is an array.
Ans. : isArrayO
113. .. method of array object removes the last element of an array

and returns that element.
Ans.: popO
114. ~ method of array objectadds new elements to the end of an array.
Ans. : pushO
115 method of arrC;lyobject reverses the order of the elements in an

array.
Ans. : reverse()
116... method of array object sorts the elements of an array.
Ans. : sortO

3.1 Introduction

1. JavaScript is an involved scripting language.
Ans.: False
2. An interpreted language is a. type of programming. language that executes its

instructions directly without compiling machine language.
Ans. : True
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3. Program is a set of instructions used to produce various kinds of outputs.
Ans. :True
4. JavaScriptwas created to destroy web pages.
Ans.: False
5. There is no need of special software to run JavaScriptprogram.
Ans. : True
6. Java script is an objectoriented scripting language.
Ans.:True
7. JavaScript is not case sensitive language ."
Ans.: False
8. JavaScripthelps the browser to perform input validation.
Ans.: True
9. JavaScript cannot handle date and time.
Ans.: False
10. JavaScripthas the ability to create new functionswithin scripts.
Ans. : True
11-. Functions are declared in JavaScript using var keyword.
Ans.: False
12.· "Software that can run on any hardware platform is called as platform independent
" software." "

Ans, : True
13. [avafcript is platform independent scripting language.
Ans. : True
14. There are two types of scripting.
Ans. : True"
15. :rn: client side scripting, the script resides on client computer and that can run on the

client.
Ans. : True
16. Client side scripts are placed inside HTMLdocument.
Ans. : True
17. In Server side scripting the scripts resides on web server.
Ans.:True
18. Server side scripting is used at the front end.
Ans.: False
19. Clientside scripting is used at the front end.
Ans. : True
20. When a server side script is processed it communications to the client. "
Ans.: False
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21. Client side scripting does not need any server interaction.
Ans. ::J'rue
22. PHP, ASP.net etc are server side scripting languages.
Ans. :True
23. Client side scripts are generally used for validation purpose.
Ans.: True

3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

24. JavaScript has a built-in multiway decision statement known has switch.
Ans, : True
25. There should not be duplicity between the cases.
Ans, : True
26. The value for the case must be similar data type as the variable in switch.
Ans. : True
27. Iteration refers to the execution of statements of code for a fixed number of times till

the condition is satisfied.
Ans, :.True·
28. For loop combines initializing, condition and loop iteration in single statement.
Ans. : True
29. Loop will execute statement in statements block will the condition is false.
Ans.: False
30. Iteration means increment or decrement value of a running variable.
Ans. : True
31. While loop executes statements as long as the condition is false.
Ans.: False
32. Break statement is used to jump out of loop.
Ans.:.True
33. Continue sta~ement is used to make early exit from a loop.
Ans.: False
34. Continue statement is used to skip statement block and take the control at the

beginning for next iteration.
Ans.:True

3.3· Objects in JavaScript

35. [avabcript is an object based scripting language.
Ans. : True
36. A.JavaScript object is an:entity having properties and objects.
Ans. : True
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37; Properties and methods of object are accessed with "," Operator.
Ans. : True
38. JavaScript supports 4 types of objects.
Ans.: False
39. JavaScript gives facility to create user defined objects.
Ans.: True
40. The new keyword is used to create new object in JavaScript.
Ans.: True
41. DOM stands for Document Original Model. .
Ans.: False
42. The way in which HTML document content is accessed and modified is ~called as

DOM.
Ans, : True
43. Head property of DOM object returns the <head> element of the document:
Ans.: True
44. Title property is DOM object returns the name of the document.
Ans.: False
45. URLproperty ofDOM object returns full URL of the HTML document.
Ans. : True
46. Body property of,DOM object returns <body> elements respectively.
Ans. : True
47. writet) method of DOM objectwrite Java script code to a document.
Ans. : True
48. writelnO method is same as write ( ) method of DOM object.
Ans.: False
49. writelnt) method of DOM object adds a new line character after each statement.
Ans. : True
50. The outerHTML property is used to change any HTML element.
Ans.: False
51. window object is parent object of all other objects-.
Ans.: True
52. An object of window is created automatically by the browser.
Ans.: True
53. name property of window object sets or returns the name of a window.
Ans. : True
54. location property of window object returns a' Boolean value indicating whether a

window has been dosed or not.
Ans. : False
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55. document property of window object returns the document object for the window.
Ans. : True
56. . status property of window object sets the name of a window.
Ans.: False
57. alertrjmethod of window object displays the alert box containing message with ok

button.
Ans, :True
58. promptt) method of window object displays a dialog box to set output for the user.
Ans.: False
59. confirmf) method of window object displays the confirm dialog box containing

message with ok and cancel button:
Ans. : True
60. open( ) method of window object removes the focus from the current window.
Ans.: False
61. closet) method of window object closes the current window.
Ans.r True
62. blurt) method of window object removes focus from the current window.
Ans. : True
63. focusi) method of window object removes focus from the current window.
Ans.: False·
64. printO method of window object prints the content of current window .

. Ans. : True
65. setTimeoutO method of window. object calls a function after a specified number of

milliseconds.
Ans. : True

3.4 JavaScript Events

66. Events are the actions done by the user or an application that occurs on the web
page.

Ans.:True
67. onKeyPress, onKeyDown are keyboard events.
Ans. : True
68. onClick, onMouseUp ate mouse events.
Ans. : True
69. onblur event handler occurs when an element gets' focus.
Ans. : False
70. onfocus event handler occurs which an element gets focus.
Ans.: Trite
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71. onchangeeventhandler occurs when user changes content of an element.
Ans. : True
72. onselect event handler occurs when page image has been loaded.
Ans.: False'
73. onsubmit event handler occurs when user clickssubmit button.
Ans. : True
74. onreset event handler occurs when user clicksreset button.
Ans.:True
75.' onload event.handler occurs when document/page has be loaded.
Ans. : True
76. onunload event handler occurs when user clickson submit button.
Ans.: False

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

77. String is used to store zero or more character of textWithin,single or double quotes.
Ans. : True
78; String objectis used to store and manipulate numbers.
Ans.: False
79. length property returns the number of characters in a string.
Ans.:True
80. charAtOmethod of string objectreturns the character at the specified position.
Ans.: True
81.indexOfO method of string object returns the index of the middle occurrence of the

specified character in the given string.
Ans. : False
82. lastIndexOfO method of string object.returns the index of the last occurrence of

specified character in given string.
Ans. : True
83. substrt) method of string objectreturns the characters you specified.
Ans.: True
84. trimf) method of string objectsadds the white spaces from both sides of a string.
Ans.: False
85. toLowerCaseOmethod of string object converts a string to capitals.
Ans.: False
86. tol.Ipperf.asef) method of string objectconverts the string to upper case.
Ans. : True
87. TheMath object includes mathematical constants and functions.
Ans. r True
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88. There is no need to create a Math object before using it.
Ans. : True
89. abst) method of math object returns square root of a number.
Ans, : False
90. cbrtt) method of math object cube root.of a number.
Ans.: True
91. ceilt) method of math object returns the next inter greater than or equal to a given

number.'
Ans. :True
92. floort) method of math object returns the next integer less than or equal to a given

number.
Ans. : True
93. maxOmethod of math object returns the smallest valued number of a list of

numbers.
Ans.: False
94. miru) method of math object returns the power of the number.
Ans.: False
95. powO method of math object returns the base to the exponent power.
Ans.: True
96. randamO method of math object returns a random number between 0 and one.
Ans.:True
97.· sqrtt) method of math object returns the square root of anumber.
Ans. : True
98. The time object is used to create date and time values.
Ans.: False
99. Dat~ object is created using new keyword.
Ans. : True
100. getDateO method of date object returns the day of month.
Ans.:True
101. getDayO method of date object returns the day of the month.
Ans.: False
102.. getFullYearO method of date object returns the year.
Ans. : True
103. getHours() method of Date object returns the month.
Ans.: False
104. getMinutesO method of Date object returns minutes.
Ans, : True
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105. getMonthO method of Date object returns month name.
Ans.: False
106. getSecondsO method of Date object returns seconds.
Ans. : True
107. getTimeO method of Date object returns date.
Ans.: False
108. nowt) method of Date object returns the number of a milliseconds.
Ans. : True
109. setDate() method of Date object set day of the month of a date object.
Ans. : True
110. setFullYearO method of Date object sets year.
Ans. : True
111. setH ours/) method of Date object set the seconds.
Ans.: False.
112: setMinutesO method of Date objects sets minutes.
Ans. : True
113. setMonthO method of Date object sets month.
Ans. : True
114. setSecondsO method of Date object sets hours.
Ans.: False
115. sefTimet) method of ~ate object sets a date to a specified number of milliseconds.
Ans.: True
116. .Number object helps us to work with numbers.
Ans. :True
117. MIN_ VALUE property of number object returns the largest minimum value.
Ans.: True
118. MAX_ VALUE property of number objects returns the largest minimum value.
Ans.: False
119. NaN property of number of object returns Not a Number value.
Ans.: True
120. islntegert) method of number of object determine whether the given value is a

character.
Ans.: False
121. parseFloatO method of number object converts the given string into a-floating point

number. . ,

Ans. : True
122. parselntt) method of number object converts the given string into a integer number.
Ans. : True
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123. isFixedO method of number object returns the string that represents a number with
exact digits after a decimal point. .

Ans.: True
124. An array is an object that can store a collection of items.
Ans, : True
125. Arrays are used to store single value in singlevariable.
Ails.: False
126. Items of array can be accessed by referring to its index number.
Ails. .True
127. Indexof first element of an array is one.
Ans.: False
128. marks[O] is the first element ofthe array.
Ans. : True
129. Index property of Array object represents two based index of the matching the

string.
Ans.: False
130. Length property of Array object reflects number of elements in array.
Ans. :True
131. concatO method of Array object joins two or more arrays and returns a copy of

joined array.
Ans.: True
132. copyWithinO method of Array object adds array elements within the array to and

from a specified positions,
Ans.: False
133. find 0 method of Array object returns the value of the first element in art array that

satisfies a test in testing. .
Ans, : True
134. forEachO method of Array object search-the array and returns it's position.
Ans.: False
135. indexOfO method. of Array object search the array for an element and returns its

position. . .
Ans. :True
136.' isArray() method of Array object removes element from array.
Ans.: False
137. popljmethod of Array objects removes the last element of an array and returns that

element.
Ans.: True
138. pusht) method of Array object add new elements to the end of an array and returns

the new length .
.Ans.:True
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139. reverser) method of Array object returns the elements in an array.
Ans. : False
140. sortt) method of Array object sorts the elements of an array.
Ans. : True .

1. . is an interpreted scripting language.
(a) PHP (b) C++ (c) HTML (d) JavaScript

Ans.: (d)
2. . : is a set of instructions used to produce various kinds of outputs.

(a) Design (b) Software (c) Program (d) Hardware
Ans.: (c)

3. The programs in JavaScript language are called .
(a) Website (b) Scripts (c) Web server (d) Software

Ans. : (b)
4. .. ; is an object oriented scripting language and supports event based

programming facility.
(a) JavaScript (b) C++ (c) Excel (d) Word

Ans. : (a)
5. .. is platform independent scripting language.

(a) MSWord (b) JavaScript (c) PHP (d) C++
Ans. : (b) .

6. .. is knows as Universal client side scripting language.
(a) Word (b) Powerpoint _ (c) Tally (d) JavaScript

Ans.: (d)
7. In .•...•..............scripting the script resides onthe client computer.

(a) Client Side (b) Server Side (c) My Side (d) Website
Ans.: (a)

8. In scripting the script resides on the web server.
(a) Client side (b) My side (c) Server Side (d) Website

Ans.: (c)
9. .. scripting does not need any server interaction.

(a) Server Side (b) Website (c) My side (d) Client Side
Ans.: (d)
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10. . ; ; scripting communicates to the server.
(a) Client Side (b) Software Side

(c) Server Side , .. (d) Website
Ans.: (c)

11.. scripts are used for' validation purpose.
(a) Client Side (b) Server Side (c) Website (d) Web Browser

Ans.: (a)

12. . scripts requires web browseras on interface.
(a) ServerSide (b) Webpage (c) Website (d) Client Side

Ans. : (d)
13. . scripts requires web server software to execute.

(a) Client Side (b) Server Side (c) Peer (d) Home
Ans.: (b)
14. . is a JavaScript based open source frontend web framework

. developed for single page application. .
(a) VueJS (b) Response (c) Angular JS (d) React

Ans.: (c)

15. . is JavaScript based framework for building interactive user
interface.
~) VueJS (b) Response (c) React . (d) UueJS

Ans.: (a)
16. .................•................ consists of JavaScript libraries for building VI for single page

application and mobile application ..
(a) AngularJS (b) Vue JS (c) Respond (d) React

Ans.: (d)

17. Functions in JavaScript are declared using : Keyword.
(a) Function (b) Object (c) Method (d) var

Ans.: (a)

·1 .3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures 1

18. .JavaScript has a built-in multiway decision statement known as .
(a) Condition (b) Switch (c) Break (d) Continue

Ans.: (b)
19. . refers to the execution of statement ot a group of statements of

code for a fixed number of times.
(a) Statement (b) Function

Ans.: (c)
(c) Iteration (d) Method
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20. ......... loop combines
single statement.
(a) for (b) Break (d) Continue

initialization, condition and loop iteration in

(c) Switch
Ans.: (a)

21. . , means increment or decrement value of a running variable.
(a) Switch (b) Method (c) Object . (d) Iteration

Ans. : (d)
22. . -,.. statement is used to jump out of loop.

(a) Respond (b) Continue (c) Break (d) React
Ans. :(c)

23. What it is necessary to skip statement block and take the control at the beginning for
next iteration statement is used.
(a) Break

Ans.: (b)

(b) Continue (c) React (d) Response

3.3 Objects in JavaScript

- 24. The keyword is used to create new object in JavaScript.
(a) Next (b) Wend (c) Loop (d) New

Ans. : (d)
25. An can group 'data together with functions needed to manipulate

it.

(a) Method (b) Function (c) Object (d) Response
Ans.: (c)

26. All tangible things are known as .
(a) Method (b) Objects (c) Function (d) Variable

Ans.: (b)

27. DOM stands for , .
(a) Document Object Model

(c) Design One Model
Ans.: (a)
28. The way in which HTML document content is accessed and modified is' called as

(b) Document One Model

(d) Document Object Manage

(a) Design Object Model

(c) Do Object Model
Ans.: (d)

(b) Develop Object Model

(d) Document Object Model

J'"
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29. property of DOM object returns the <head> element of the
document.·
(a) head (b)hody (c) title (d) link

Ans.: (a)
30. . :preperty of DOM object sets or returns title of the document.

(a) head (b) body (c) source (d) Title
Ans.: (d) .

31. . ~ property of DOM object returns URL of the HTML document.
(a) SRC (bY HREF (c) URL (d) LINK

Ans.: (c)
32. . method of DOM object writes HTML expressions or JavaScript

code to a document.
(a) writet) : (c) closet) (d) ReadOnlyf)(b) readt)

Ans.: (a)
33. method of DOM object adds a new line character after each

statement.
(a). closet) (b) writelru) (d) readOnlyt)(c) readt)

Ans.: (b)
34. Using method id property is used to find an element.

(a) write (b) URL (c) writeln (d) getElementByIdO
Ans.: (d)
305. The property is useful for getting html element and changing its

content.
(a) write (b) URL (c) innerHTML (d) writeln

Ans.: (c)

36. ..................•................ object is parent of all other objects.
(a) window (b) math (c) string (d) number

Ans.: (a)

37. . object represents an open window in a browser.
(a) Math (b) Array (c) String (d) Window

Ans.: (d)

38. property of window object sets or returns the name of the
window.
(a) location

Ans.: (b) .

(b) name (c) document" (d) status e
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39. . ; property of window object returns the location object for the
window. .
(a) Window

Ana: (d)
(b) Array (c) Math (d) Document

40. ........................•........ property of window .object returns the location object for the
window.

(a) name (b) location (c) status (d) closed
Ans.: (b)

41. . property of window object sets or returns the text in the status.
bar of a window. .

(a) name (b) location (c) status (d) closed
Ans.: (e)

42. . property of window object returns a Boolean valve indicating
whether a window has been closed or not.
(a) closed (b) status (c) document (d) name

Ans.: (a)

43. .. method of window object display the alert box containing
message with OK button.
(a) opent) (b) closet) (c) .alertf) . (d) promptt)

Ans.: (c)

44. .. method of window object displays the confirm dialog box
containing message with ok and cancel button.

(a) blurt) (b) confirnu) (c) printt) (d) focust)
Ans.: (b)

45. . : method 'of window object displays a dialog box to get input from the
user.
(a) alertt)

Ans.: (d)

46. .. method of window object opens the new window.

(a) opent) (b) closet) (c) focust) (d) blurt)
Ans.: (a)

47. ..............•........ method of window object closes the current window.

(a) operu) (b) closet) . (c) blurt) (dy' alertt)

(b) operu) (c) confirmt) (d) prompn)

Ans.: (b)

4·8. .. . method of window object removes focus from the current window.
(a) printt) (b) operu) (c) prompu) (d) blurt)

Ans.: (d)
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49. . method of window object sets focus to the current window.
(a) focusf) (b) operu) (c) blurt) (d) close()

'Ans.: (a)
50. . method of window object prints the content of current window.

(a) alert() (b) setTimeoutO

(c) print() (d) openO
Ans.: (d)
51. .. : method of window object calls a function or evaluatesanexpression

after a specified number of milliseconds.
(a) opent) (b) setTimeout()

(c) .blurt) . (d) focust) .•
Ans.: (b)

3.4 JavaScript Events

52. are the actions done by users or an application that occurs on the
webpage .
(a) Events (b) Methods (c) Object (d) Functions

Ans.: (a)
53. . event occurs when user leaves or looses focus of an element.

(a) onchange (b) onblur (c) onfocus (d) onload .
Ans.: (b)
54. . event occurs when an element gets focus.

(a) onload (b) onblur (c) onfocus (d) onchange
Ans.: (c)
55. . event occurs when user changes content of an element or selects drop

down value.
(a) onblur' (b) onfocus . (c) onload (d) onchange

Ans.: (d)
56. ....: event occurs when user selects some text of an element.

(a) onselect . (b) onblur (c) onchange (d) onsubmit
Ans.: (a)
57. . event occurs when user clicks submit button.

(a) onblur (b) onchange (c) onfocus (d) onsubmit
Ans.: (d)
58. .. event occurs when user clicks reset button .

(a) onload
Ans.: (d)

.(b) onreset· (c) onchange (d) onsubmit
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59. . event occurs when page/image has been loaded.
(a) onblur (b) onsubmit (c) onload (d) onunload

.t\ns. : (c) ,
60. . event occurs when document page has been unloaded or closes.

(a) onsubmit (b) onunload (c) onselect (d) onload
Ans.: (b)

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

61. . ; object is used to store or manipulate text.
(a) Math (b) Date (c) Number (d) String

Ans.: (d)
62. . : property of string object returns number of characters in a string.

(a) value (b) length (c) object (d) leI)'
Ans.: (b)

63. method of string object returns the character at the specified
position.
(a) indexOfO (b) substrt) (c) charAtO (d) trimt)

Ans.: (c)
64. . method of string object returns the index of the first occurrence

of specified character in given string.
(a) indexOfO (b) substr() (c) substrmgt) (d) trimt)

Ans.: (a)
65. method of string object returns the index of last occurrence of

specified character in given string.
(a) substrt) (b) charAtO (c) lastIndexOfO (d) trimt)

Ans.: (c) ,
66. . ~ method of string object removes white space from both sides of a

string.
(a) trimt) (b) substrt) (c) indexOfO (d) substringf)

Ans.: (a)
67. .. method of string object converts a string to lower case.

(a) toUpperCaseO (b) substrt)
(c) trim() (d) toLowerCaseO

Ans.: (d)
68. . method of string object converts a string to upper case.

(a) toLowerCaseO (b) toUpperCaseO
(c) trimO (d) substringt)

Ans.: (b)
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69. The built in object includes mathematical constants and functions.
(a) String (b) Date (c), Math (d) Math

Ans.: (c)

70. . ; ; method ofmath objectreturns the absolute value of a number.
(a) absO (b) cbrt() (c) min() (d) sqrtO

Ans.: (a)

71. . method ofMath objectreturns the cube root of a number.
(a) sqrtt) (b) maxf) (c) ceilt) (d) cbrt()

Ans.: (d)

72. . : method of math object returns the next integer grater than or
equal to a given number.
(a) abs() (b) cbrt() (c) ceil() (d) floor()

Ans.: (c)

73. . method ofmath objectreturns the next integer less than or equal to a
given number.
(a) abst) (b) floort) (c) min() . (d) maxt)

Ans.: (b)

74. . ~ method of math object returns the highest valued number in a list
of numbers.
(a) min()

Ans.: (d)

75. .. method ofmath objectreturns the lowest valued number in a list of
numbers.

(b) pow() (c) .sqrtO (d) max()

(a) powO (b) max() (c) min() (d) floort)
Ans.: (c)

76. . method ofmath object returns the base to the exponent power.
(a) powO (b) floor() . (c) abst) (d) cbrtt)

Ans.: (a)

77. .. method of math object returns a random number between 0
and l.
(a) abs() (b) randomO (c) powO (d) sqrt()

Ans.: (b)

78. .. method ofmath objectreturns the square root of a number.
(a) cbrtt) (b) ceilO (c) sqrtO (d) abst)

Ans. :(c)
79. .. objectis used to create date and time values.

(a) math (b) Date (c) string (d) Number
Ans.: (b)
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80. . , method of date object returns the day of the month.
(a) getDayO (b) getHoursO (c) getMonthO (d) getDateO

Ans.: (d)

81. . , method of date object returns the day of the week.
(a) getDayO .(b) getHouisO (c) getMonthO (d) getDateO

Ans.: (a)

82. . method of date object returns the year.
(a) getDateO (b) setSecondsO (c) getFullYear() (d). setDate()

Ans.: (c)

83. . method of date object returns the hour.
(a) getHoursO (b) nowi) (c) getTimeO (d) setHoursO

Ans.: (a)

84. . : method of date object returns the minutes ..
(a) getHoursO (b) getMonthO (c)nowO (d) getMinutesO

Ans.: (d)

. 85. .................•.................. method of date object returns the month.
(a) getSecondsO (b) getMonthO
(c) setHoursO

Ans.: (b)
(d) getTimeO

86. . method of date object returns the seconds.
(a) getSecondsO . (b) getDateO
(c) getMonthO (d) nowO

Ans.: (a)

87; ; method of date object sets the day of the month.
(a) setHoursO (b) setTimeO (c) setDateO (d) setMinutesO

Ans.: (c)'

88. . method of date object sets the full year.
(a)setTimeO (b) setFullYearO (c) nowO (d) getMonthO

Ans..: (b)

89. . method sets the hours of a date object.

(a) nowO (b) getDayO (c) getMonthO (d) setHoursO
Ans.: (d)

90. .. method sets the minutes of a date object.
. (a) setMinutesO (b) getDayO (c) nowO (d) setHoursO

Ans.: (a)
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91. . ; method sets the month of a date object.
(a) sefTimef) (b) getDayO (c) setMonthO (d) getDateO

Ans.: (c)

92. .. method sets the seconds of a date object.
(a) setHoursO (b) setSecondsO (c) setMonthO (d) setTimeO

Ans.: (b)
93. .. method sets a date to a specified number of milliseconds after/before Ian 1,

1970.
(a) seffimet) (b) setSecondsO' (c) nowO (d) setHoursO

Ans. : (a) .
94. .. object helps us to work with number.

(a) Math (b) Number (c) Array (d) Date
Ans.: (b)
95. .. property of Number object returns the largest minimum value .

.' .
(a) MAX_VALUE . (b) NaN

(c) MIN_ VALUE (d) Fixed
Ans.: (c)
96. .. property of number object represents not a number value.

(a) NaN (b) Value (c) Fixed (d) Index
Ans.: (a)
97. Method of Number object determines whether the given value is a

. integer.
(a) parsel'loatt) (b) isf'ixedt) (c) isIntegerO (d) parseIntO.

Ans.: (c)
98. . ; method of number

Integer.
(a) parseFloatO (b) parselntt)

object determines whether the given value is

(c) isFixedO (d) NaN
Ans.: (a)
99. .. method of number object converts the given string into a integer

. )
number.
(a) isIntegerO (b) isf'ixedf) . (c) parseFloatO (d) parselntt)

Ans.: (d)
100. method of Number object returns the string that represents a

number with exact digits after a decimal point.
(a) isIntegerO (b) isFixedO (c) parselntt) (d) parseFloat()

Ans.: (b)
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101. How to declare string variable?
(a) var str - new str 0;
(c) a = str. Str;

Ans.: (d)

102. An , is an object that can store a collection of items .
. (a) Array (b) String. (c) Number (d) Math

(b) var a = I. T.;

(d) var str = "Information Technology";

Ans.: (a)

103. . : are used to hold more than one value at a time.
(a) Number (b) Math (c) Array (d) Date

Ans.: (c)

104.. To create an array in JavaScript the correct method is .

(a) var d = new d [one, two, three] (b) var d = (one, two three)

(c) var arr = ["One", "Two", "Three"] (d) var d = (One), (Two), (Three)
Ans.: (c)

105. To access and set the items in any array ;.. is referred.
(a) indexnumber (b) element
(c) array

Ans.: (a)

106. The index of the first element of an array is .

(a) One (b) Two (c) Three (d) Zero

(d) object

Ans.: (d)

107. . property of Array object represents the zero based index of the match in the
string.

(a) index (b) length (c) NaN (d) Close
Ans.: (a)

108. . property of Array object reflect number of elements in array.
.. (a) index (b) length (c) NaN (d) Value

Ans.: (b)

109. . ; method of Array object joins two or more arrays, and returns a copy of the
joined arrays.

(a) findj) (b) concan) (c) indexOfO (d) popt)
Ans.: (b)

110. . method of Array object copies array elements within the array, to and from
specific positions.

(a) findO· (b) search() (c) copyWithin() (d) indexOf()
Ans.: (c)
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111. . method of Array object returns the value of the first element in an array
that satisfies a test in testing.
(a)concatO (b) popt) (c) pushO' (d) findt)

Ans.: (d)
112. . method of Array object calls a function for each array element.

(a) concan) (b) forEachO (c)popO (d) pushf)
Ans.: (b)
113. . method of Array object search the array for an element and returns its

position. .
(a) concatt) (b) forEachO (c) indexOfO (d) popt)

Ans.: (c)
114. . method of Array object checks whether an objectis an array.

(a) findf) (b) popt) (c) forEachO (d) isArrayO
Ans.: (d)

115. . method of Array object removes the last element of an array and returns that
element.
(a) popO (b) puslu) (c) findt) (d) reverser)

- Ans.: (a)

116; method of Array object add new elements to the end of an array, and
returns the new length.
(a) popO (b) pusht) (c) sortt) (d) findt)

Ans.: (b)

117. . method of Array object reverses the order of the elements in an array.
(a) findt) (b) isArrayO (c) popt) (d) reverser)

Ans. : (d)
118. . method of Array object sorts the elements of an array.

(a) c6ncatO(b) sortt) (c) popt) (d) find 0
Ans.: (b)

-3.1 Introduction

1. Features of JavaScript are : .
(a) It needs special software

.(b) JavaScript is light weight scripting language'

(c) Cannot create new function

(d) It is object oriented scripting

Ans. : (b), (d)
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2. There are two types of Scripting .
(a) Server side (b) Myside (c) Browser side (d) Client side

Ans. : (a), (d)
3. Client Side Scripting ': .

(a) These scripts are paced inside ~L document
(b) In this type the script resides on Client Computer.

(c) In this type, the script resides on web server

(d) To execute script it must be activated by client then it is executed on web
server.

Ans. : (a), (b)

3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

4. Types of loops in JavaScript are .
(a) for .loop (b) while .loop

(c) for next
Ans, : (a), (b)
5. Correct method of for loop are .

(a) for(i=1;i<=5;i++) (b)

(d) while wend

for (i = 1, i! = 4);

{

document. write(i); document.write (i);

(c) for(i=1;i<=5;i++) (d) [i -1, ic = 5,i++)

document.write1n(i); document.write (i);

}

Ans. : (a), (c)

3.3 Objects in JavaScript
~.

6. JavaScript supports. following types of objects .
(a) Variables (b) built-in objects

(c) User defined objects (d) loops
Ans. : (b), (c)
7. Following are the built in objects in JavaScript .

(a) Math (b) Time (c) Array (d) ·Month
Ans. : (a), (c)
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8. Following are the properties of Document Object Model .
(a) Src (b) head (c) URL (d) title

Ans. : (a), (c)
9. Following are the methods of Document Object Model .

(a) body (b) writet) (c) URL (d) writeInO
Ans. : (b), (d)
10. Following are the properties of Window object .

(a) name (b) location (c) alertt) (d) confirmO
Ans. : (a), (b)
11. Following are the methods of Window object "

(a) operu) (b) status (c) closed (d) closet)
Ans. : (a), (d)
12. confirmt)method of window object displays confirm dialog box containing message

with '" and button.
(a) GO

Ans. : (b), (c)
(b) OK (c) Cancel (d) Click

3.4 JavaScript Events

13. Following are the event handlers in JavaScript ;
(a) onsubmit (b) writet) (c) onchange (d) writelru)

Ans. : (a), (c) .

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

14. Following are the methods of string objects .
(a) chartAtO (b) width (c) length (d)' trimO

Ans. : (a), (d)
15. To find the highest and lowest valued number in a list of numbers which Math

Object methods are used in JavaScript .
(a) ceilt) (b) sqrtO (c) maxt) (d) miru)

Ans. : (c), (d)
16. Following are the methods of Math objects .

(a) substrt) (b) absr) (c) trimO (d) randomf)
Ans. : (b), (d)

In JavaScript
specified.
(a) substringt)

Ans. : (a), (c)

17. following methods of String object returns the characters you

(b) indexOfO (~) substrf) (d) lastIndexOfO
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18. Different ways to create new Date object are .
(a) var d == new Dater): (b) vard = DateO

(c) var d =month(} (d) var d == new Date (DateString);
Ans. : (a), (d)

19. Following are the methods of Date object .
(a) setDateTimeO (b) getDateTimeO

(c) getTimeO (d) getDayO
Ans. : (e), (d)

20. Following properties of Number Object returns the largest minimum and maximum
value .
(a) MIN_ VALUE

(c) toLowerCaseO
Ans. : (a), (b)

21. Following are the properties of Number Object in Javascript , .
(a) lowercase (b) Uppercase (c) NaN (d) MAX_YALUE

Ans. : (c), (d)

22. Following are the methods of Number of object in JavaScript ; .
(a) NaN (b) parselnn) (c) isFixedO (d) toLowercaseO

(b) MAX_VALUE

(d) toUpperCaseO

Ans. : (b), (e)

23. Following methods are used to create Array variable in JavaScript .
(a) var a = "One, two",

(b) var - a ["One", "Two", "Three"];
(c) array a = ("One", "Two"),

(d) var a = new Array ("One", "Two", "Three");
Ans. : (b), (d)

24. Following are the properties of Array object in JavaScript .
(a) index (b) isFixed (c) concat (d) length

Ans.: (a), (d)

25. Following are the methods of Array object in JavaScript .
(a) index (b) length (c) forEachO - (d)isArrayO

Ans. : (e), (d)

26. Following methods of Date object returns the number of miliseconds
(a) getTimeO (b) getDateO (c) getTimeO (d) nowO

Ans. : (c), (d)
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27. The Date objectis used to create and values.
(a) date (b) string (c) Time (d) Number

Ans. : (a), (c) .--
28. The built-in Math objectincludes mathematical and ........•.........

(a) constants (b) functions (c) objects (d) values
Ans. : (a), (b)

3.1 Introduction

1. Features ofJavaScript are .
(a) Need of special software (b) It can handle date and time effectively
(c) It cannot create new functions (d) It can not create new furictions
(e) It supports event based programming
(f) It is platform dependent scripting language

Ans. : (b), (c), (e)
2. Server Side Scripting .

(a) It is used as front end (b) Doesnot need any server interactions
• . . J •

(c) Involves languages such as HTMLS,JavaScriptetc.
(d) It is used as back end (e) Specialsoftware is required to execute
(f) Script resides on web server

Ans. : (d), (e),(f)
3.. Popular Framework /libraries •.....•••.......

(a) HTML (b) Angular JS (c) Network Frame
(f) SwitchCase(d) VueJs

Ans. : (b), (d), (e)
(e) React

3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

4. Java Script looping statements are .
(a) for loop (b) switch case
(0) while loop (d) if
(e) if else if

Ans. : (a),.(c), (f)

(f) Dowhile loop
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3.3 Objects in JavaScript

5. JavaScript built in objects are .
(a) Math (b) String (c) Number
(d) Time (e) Month (f) Year

Ans. : (a), (b), (c)
6. Properties of Document Object Model are .

(a) write (b]' writein (c) title
(d) URL (e) writein () (f) head

Ans. : (c), (d, (f)
7. Methods ofDocument Object Model are .

(a) writet) (b) getElementByIdO
(d) head (e) SRC

Ans. : (a), (b), (f)
8. Methods of Window Object are .

(a) Name (b) blurt) (c) location
(e) closed (f) setTimeOutO

Ans. : (b), (d), (f)
9. Select three correct properties of Window Object ..•... , .

(a) dose (b) name (c) print (d) status
(e) open (f) closed

Ans. : (b), (d), (f)

(c) URL
(f) writelnO

(d) focust)

I .~~_~.4_Java~c!ipt _Events .

10. Select three correct event handlers in JavaScript .
(a) close (b) open '(c) onsubmit (d)onchange
(e) onunload (f) write

Ans. : (c), (4),(e)

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

11. Methods of string object are , .
(a) substrt) (b) length (c) toLowerCaseO
(d) abs (e) indexOfO (f)' ceil

Ans. : (a), (c), (e)
12. Methods of Math object are, .... , .. , ... '" .

(a) sqrtt) (b) substrt) (c) indexOfO
(e) closeO(f) floor ( )

Ans. : (a), (d), (f)

(d) random ()
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13. Methods of Date objects are .
(a) trimt) (b) getDayO (c) getHoursO (d) indexOfO

(e) get'Iimet) (f) chanAtt)
Ans. : (b), (c), (e)
14. Different ways to create new date object are .

(a) var d = new Date(); (b) var d = Datet)

(c) var d = date newO (d) var d = new Date(DateString);
(e) var d = new Date (date String) (f) var d = new Date(miliseconds);

Ans. : (a), (d), (f)
15. Properties of Number objects are .

(a) length (b) onblur

(c) onfocus (d) MIN_ VALUE

(e) MAX,--VALUE (f) NaN'
Ans. : (d), (e), (f)
16. Select three correct methods of Number object .

(a) NaN (b) parseFloatO (c) isFixedO

(d) length (e) index (f) islntegerO
Ans. : (b),(c), (f)

17. Methods of Array object are .
(a) sortt) (b) indexoft) (c) isf'ixedt)

(d) forEachO (e) islntegert) (f) parselntt)
Ans. : (a), (b), (d)

3.2 Switch Case and Looping Structures

(I) .
A B

(1) Switch case (a) Combines initialization, condition and loop iteration

(2) For loop (b) Skip statement block and take the control at the beginning
for next iteration

(3) Break (c) Server side script

(4) Continue (d) Used to jump out of loop

(e) Decision statement
-- -_ .._- -- - - -- -_ ... --_.. _ .. --- --- ~~ --_ ... ~ -- --

Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) - (a), (3) ~ (d), (4) - (b)
*. '
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3.3 Objects in JavaScript

(I)

A B
(1) Head - (a)- Returns title of the document
(2) Title (b) Returns <body> <img> elements
(3) URL (c) Returns URL of document
(4) Body,img (d) Returns <head> element of the document

(e) Writes expression
Ans.: (1) - (d), (2) - (a), (3) - (c), (4) -(b)

(II)

A B
(1) OOM (a) Defines logical structure of document
(2) writet) (b) Client Side Script
(3) writelnO (c) In which id property is used to find element
(4) getElementByldO (d) Writes JavaScript Code

(e) Writes JavaScript code to a document by adding new line
after each statement ' .

-~-. - --- - --- -_ ..._-------- -- -- - - - -

Ans. : (1) - (a), (2) - (d), (3) - (e), (4) - (e)

(III)

A B
(1) Location (a) Sets name of the window
(2) Document (b) Returns Boolean value indicating whether a window
(3) Status (c) Returns document object of window
(4) Closed (d) Returns the text in the status bar of a window
(5) Name (e) Returnsthe location object for the window -

--"- -- --

Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) - (e), (3) - (d); (4) '- (b);(5),- (a)

(IV)

A B
(1) Window object (a) Displays dialog box containing message with ok and

cancel. button

(2) alertf) (b) Opens the new window

(3) confirmt) (c) Displays dialog box to get input from the user
(4) promptO (d) Parent object of all 'other objects
(5) opent) (e) Displays box with ok button
-

Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (e), (3) - (a), (4) - (c), (5) - (b)
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(V)

A B
i
I
I

(1) closet) (a) Removes focus from the current window I

(2) blurt) (b) Prints the content of current window

(3) foeust) (c) Closes the current window

(4) prinn) (d) Calls a function after specified number of miliseconds

(5) setTimeOutO (e) Sets focus to the current window

Ans.: (1) - (d, (2) - (a), (3) - (e), (4) - (b), (5) -(d)

3.4 JavaScript Events

(I)
A

.
B

(1) On blur (a) Occurs when user changes content of an element

(2) On focus (b) Occurs when user selects some text of an element

(3) On change (c) Occurs when an element get focus

(4) On select (d) Occurs when user leaves field or losses focus of an element

(e) Closes window
~-.- - -- - - -- -

Ans.: (1) - (d), (2) -Cd, (3) - (a), (4) - (b)

(II)
A B

I
(1) Onsubmit (a) . Occurs when user clicks on reset button

(2) Onreset (b) Prints the contents of the window

(3) Onload (c) Occurs when document page has been unloaded or closes

(4) Onunload (d) Occurs when user clicks submit button

(e) Occurs when page image has been loaded

Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) -,(a), (3) - (e), (4) - (c)
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[ 3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

(I)
-..A. B

(1) Length (a) Returns the character at the specified position

(2) chartAtO (b) Returns the index of last occurrence of specified character in
given story

(3) indexOfO (c) Returns the characters you specified

(4) lastIndexOfO (d) Returns the index of the first occurrence of the character

(5) substrt) (e) Returns a number of character in a string
- - _. - - - - -- -- _ .. -- --_. - -- - -

Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) - (a), (3) - (d), (4) - (b), (5) - (c)

(II)

A B

(1) substringt) (a) Returns the characters you specified

(2) trimO (b) Converts a string into lower case

(3) toLowerCaseO (c) Returns length of string -
(4) toUpperCaseO (d) Converts the string into Upper case

(e) Removes white spaces from both sides of a string
----_. --- _ .. -- --_ ..- ----- -- ~-- -----_ .._-

Ans, : (1) - (a), (2) - (e), (3) - (b), (4) - (d)

.(III)

A B
:

(1) absO (a) Returns next integer greater than or equal to a given number -,
(2) cbrtO (b) Returns the highest valued number in a list of NUmbers
(3) ceilt) (c) Returns the absolute value of a number
(4) floorO (d) .Returns the cube root of a number
(5) max() (e) Returns next integer less than or equal to a given. number

Ans, : (1) - (c),(2) - (d), (3) -(a), (4) -(e), (5) - (b)

(IV)

A B
-

(1) mirif) (a) Returns the base to the exponent power
(2) powO (b) Returns the square root of a number
(3) randomt) (c) Returns the cube root of a number
(4) sqrtO (d) Returns a random number between 0 and 1

(e) Returns the lowest valued number in a list of number'
--

Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) ..•.(a), (3) - (d), (4) - (b)
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(V)

A B

(1) getbateO (a) Returns the year

(2) getDayO (b) Returns the Time

(3) getFullYearO (c) Returns the day of the week

(4) getHoursO (d) Returns the hour

(e) Returns the day of the month
Ans. : (1) - (e), (2)- (c), (3) - (a), (4) - (d)

(VI)

A B I

I

(1) getMiriutesO (a) Returns the number of miliseconds I

(2) getMonthO (b) Returns the minutes

(3) getSecondsO (c) Sets the month
(4) getTime() (d) Returns the month

(e) Returns the seconds
Ans. : (1) - (b), (2) - (d), (3) - (e), (4)- (a)

(VII)

A B
(1) setHoursO (a) Sets the days of the month ofa date object

(2) -nowt) (b) Returns the year
(3) . setDateO (c) Set the full year of a date object

(4) setFullYearO (d) Returns the number of miliseconds
I . (e) Sets the hours of a date object

Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) - (d), (3) - (a), (4) - (c)

(VIII)

A B

(1) setlvlinutesl) (a) Sets the month of a date object
(2) setMonthO (b) Set a date to a specified number of miliseconds
(3) setSecondsO (c) Returns day of the week

(4) set'I'imer) (d) Set the minutes of a date object

(e) Sets the seconds of a date object
Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (a), (3) - (e), (4) - (b)
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(IX)

A B

(1) MIN_VALUE (a) Represent not a Number value

(2) MAX_VALUE (b) Determines whether the given value is a Integer

(3) NaN (c) Returns the largest minimum value

(4) isInteger( ) (d) Converts string into Floating point number

(e) Returns the largest max~urn ~~ue
Ans. : (1) - (c), (2) - (e), (3) - (a), (4) - (b)

(X)

A B

(1) parseFl6atO (a) Used to create date and time values

(2) parselntl) (b) Returns the string that represents a number with exact digits
after a decimal point

(3) isFixed() (c) Converts a given string into a floating point number

(4) Date object (d) Converts the given string into integer number
Ans. : (1) - (e), (2) - (d), (3) - (b), (4) - (a)

(IX)

A B

(1) concatt) (a) Returns the value of the first element in an array that satisfies a
test .

(2) copyWithinO (b) Search the array for an element and return its position
(3) findt) (c) Calls a function for each array element
.(4) forEachO (d) Joint two or more arrays and returns a copy of joined array
(5) indexOfO (e) Copies array elements within the array, to and from specified

- -- -
positions.

Ans. : (1) .;..(d), (2) - (e), (3) - (a), (4) - (e), (5) - (b)

(XII)

A B
(1) isArrayO (a) Adds a new elements to the end of an array, and returns the new

length
(2) popt) (b) Sorts the elements of an array
(3) PushO (c) Reverse the order of the elements in an array
(4) reverset) (d) Checks whether an object is an array
(5) sort( ) (e) Removes the last element of an array, and returns the element

--- -- - - _ ..- -- -- --- -

Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (e), (3) -(a), (4) - (c), (5) - (b)
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3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

Switch Case:
The switch statement is used to perform different actions based on different
conditions, .

Syntax

switch( expression)

case x:
/ / code- block
break;
case y:
/ / code block
break;
default:
/l code block

Example: Programto print 4 different Greeting messages using switch case
Coding:

<html>

<script type='fext/javascript">

varmsg=2;

switch(msg)

{

case 1:

alert("Hellolt);

break;

case 2:

alert("Welcome");

break;

case 3:

alert("How r u");

break;
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case 4:
alert("Take care Good bye"):
break;
default:
alert("Invalid choice");

</script>
</html>

Coding:
x

C (i) File· i .E:/Xll%20SG%20IT%21L. * -e
.... , .

This page says

Welcome

Looping statement: Loops can execute a block of code a number of times.

For Loop

Syntax

The for loop has the following syntax:
For (initialization; condition; iteration)

code block to be executed
}

Example: Program to print numbers from 1 to lOusing for loop.

Coding:

<htmb-
<script type='fext/javascript''>
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var i;

for(i=l;i<=lO;i++ )

document.writeti+'<br>"):
} .

</script>

</html>

Output:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10'

Note: "language" attribute of <script> tag is replace by "type" attribute in all programs
as it is standardised.

> . While Loop: The while loop loops through a block of code as long as a specified
condition is true.

Syntax :

Initialization;

while (condition)

code block to be executed
r
Example: Program to check whether the entered number is Odd or Even.

<html>

<body>

<form name=frm'l">
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Enter a Number
<input type="number" nam~~It1"><br><br>
<input type="button" name="bl" value="Odd Even" onClick=levenO">
</form> '
</body>
<script type="text/javascript">
function event)
{
vara;
a=frml.t1.value;
if(a%7==O)
alert("Number is even");
else
alert("Number is odd");
}
</script>
</htm1>

'Output :,

> Do while Loop : The do/while loop is a variant of the while loop. This loop will
execute the code block once, before checking if the condition is true, then it will
repeat the loop as long as the condition is true.

Syntax:

Initialization;

do {
/ / code block to be executed
}
while (condition);
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~ Example: Program to print numbers from 1- 10 using do while loop.

Coding:

<html>
<script type="text/javascript">
vat i;
i=l~
do

i++;

docurnent.writefi+l'<br>"):

while(i<=lO);
</script>
</html>

Output:

2
3
4
.5
6
7
8
9'
10

~ Break Statement: The break statement" jumps out" of a loop.

Program to check whether the number is prime number of not.

Coding:

<html>
, <body>
<form name="frml">
Enter a Number

,-
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<input type='fext" name=Tlc-xbrs-cbr>

<input type="button" name="bl" valuee-'Prime Number"

onClick="prirneO">

</form>

</body>
<script type="text/javascript">

function primer)

var i,a,p;

a=parseInt( frml. tl. value);

.p=l;

for(i=2;i<a;i++ )

if(a%i===O)

p=O;
break;

if(p==l)
alert("Number is Prime number");

else

alert("Number is not a Prime number");

</script:>
</htrnl>

Output:

/
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I 3.3 Objects in JavaScript I·
JavaScript is an object based scripting language. A [avaScript object is an entity
having properties and methods.Prosperities and methods of object's are accessed
with ":" operator. JavaScript supports two types of objects built-in objects and user
defined objects. .

DOM(Do~ument 'Object Model) :
When a web page is loaded, the browser creates Document Object Model of the
page.
The DOM is a W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standard. "The W3C Document
Object Model (DOM) is a platform and language-neutral interface that allows
programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and
style of a document."

Following are the predefined methods and properties for DOM object :

Property .Description
head Returns the <head> element of the document

Title Sets or returns title of the document.

URL Returns full URL of the HTML document.

body,img Returns <body>, <img> elements respectively.

Method Description
writet) Writes HTMLexpressions or JavaScript code to a

document.

writelnO Same as write(), but adds a newline character after
each statement. ,

getElementByIdO There are many ways of accessing form elements, of
which the easiest is by getElementByldO method. In
which id property is used to find an element.

Example:

<html>

<script type="text/javascript">

function domt)

var s=="<h2style=color-red>":

var t="DocumentObject Model";

var c="</h2>";

document.getElementByld('para').
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innerHTML=s+t+c;

</script>
<body>
<p id="para">Welcometo mywebsite</p>
<form>
<input type="button" nameeb.l" value="Change Font" onClick="dorit()">
</form>
</body>
</html>

Output:
Before Button dick After Button Click

WelcO!lle'to my website

~ Window Object : Window object is the parent object of all other objects. It
represents an open window in a browser. An object of a window is created
automatically by the browser. Folfowing are the methods and properties of
Window objet ..
Property Description

name Sets or returns the name of a window.
location Returns the Location object for the window.
document. Returns the Document object for the window.
status Sets or returns the text in the status bar of a window.
closed Returns a Boolean value indicating whether a window has' been

closed or not.
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Method Description
alertt) Displays the alert box containing message with ok button.

confirmt) Displays the confirm dialog box containing message with ok and
cancel button.

promptO Displays a dialog box to get input from the user.

operu) Opens the new window.

closet) Closes the current window.

blurt) Removes focus from the current window.

focusO Sets focus to the current window.

prinn) Prints the content of current window.

set'I'imeoutt) Calls a function or evaluates an expression after a specified number
. of milliseconds .

- - ..-.~-.~- ---_ .._ ... _--_ .._- - - -- ----

~ Programtomake use of some properties of Window object
Coding:

•

<html>
<script type=ttext/javascript">

window.status="hello";

var a= window.open("", "My New Window", "width=200,height=100");

a.document.writef'<brc-cbre-This window's name is: " + a.name):
</script> .

</html>

Output:
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~ Programto display alert, prompt and confirm methods of Window Object.

Coding:
<html>
<script type="text/javascript">
varn;
n=prompt("Enter your Name");
alertt'Your Name is "+n);
confirm("Press OK");
</script>
</html>

Output :-

.( a ,,;::;:;1
¥DIJ[Noam£'IsBum ••i

•

~ Program to change background colour of the page in every 4 seconds, there
should be altleast 4 distinct colours except default colour.

Coding:

.<html>
<script typee'fext/javascript"» ..
function colorl ()

document.bgColore'tred":
window.setTimeout("color20",4000);

function color20 .

document.bgColor="green";
window.setTimeout("color30",4000);
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.function color30

documen.t.bgColor="blue";
window:setTimeout("color40",4000);

function color40

document.bgColor="yellow";
window.setTimeout("colorlO",4000);
.}

</script>
<body>
<form name="frml ">
<center>
<input type=''button'' name="bl" value="Change Colors"
onMouseOver="colorlO">
</center>
</form>
</body>
</htmi>

Output:
'" cO~Of,htm~
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~ Program to make use of open, close-and print methods of Window object.

Coding:

<html>

<script type="text/javascript">

window.open("http://www.grnail.com"); / /will open gmail website
window.print(); .

window.closet): / / will close the current window

</script>

</html>

3.4 JavaScript Events

~ Events are the actions done by user that occurs on the web page. Following are
some of the events used with form objects.

Event handler Description

onblur It occurs when user leaves field or losses focus of an element.

onfocus It occurs when an element gets focus.

onchange It occurs when user changes content of an element. or selects
dropdown value. E.g .. for textbox, password, select box, textarea
etc.

onselect It occurs when user selects some text of an element.

onsubmit It occurs when user clicks submit button.

onreset It occurs when user clicks reset button.

onload It occurs when page/image has been loaded.

onunload It occurs when document/page has been unloaded or closes.
----

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects J
~ JavaScript has several built-in objects. These objects provide different-properties

and methods that are useful while creating web pages.

String Object :

String is used to store characters of text with single or double quotes. It is used to
store and manipulate text.

Property Description
Length Returns the number of characters in a string
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Method Description
char.Att): Returns the character at the specified position (in Number).
indexOfO Returns the index of the first occurence of specified character

in given string, or -1 if it never occurs, so with that index you
can determine if the string contains the specified character.

lastIndexOfO Returns the index of the last occurrence of specified character
in given string.

substrO Returns the characters you specified: (14,7) returns 7
characters, from the 14th character.

substringO Returns the characters you specified: (7,14) returns all
characters between the 7th and the 14th.

trimf) The trimt) method removes whitespace from both sides of
a String

toLowerCaseO Converts a string to lower case
toUpperCaseO Converts a string to upper case

- -

~ Example: Program to make the use of string object.

Coding:

<html>

<script type="text/javascript">

var n=" Information Technology ";

document.write("<br><br>String is "+n);

document.write("<br><br>Length of String is "+n.length);

document.write("<br><br>Element at 4th place is "+n.charAt(3»;

document.writet'<brc-cbrc-Pirst occurrence of 0 is "+n.indexOf(,o'»;

document.writei'<brc-cbrc-Last occurrence of 0 is "+n.lastIndexOf('o'»;

document.write("<br><br>Display the characters from 3 to 7 place
"+n.substr(3,7»;

document.write("<br><br>Substring is "+n.substring(3j7»;

document.write("<br><br>Remove spaces from the string "+n.trim());

document.write(" <br><br> Lowercase conversion" Tn.toLowerCaseO);

document. write(" <br><br>Uppercase conversion" Tn.toUpperCaseO);

. -c/script»

-c/html»
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Output:
". 5tring,ht'11i x

.~ "'" C (DFiie

String is Information Technology

Length of String is 26

Element at 4th place is n

First oceurance of 0 is 5

Last occurance of 0 is 21

Display the characters from 3 to 7 place nformat

Substring is nfor

Remove spaces from the string Information Technology

Lowercase conversion information technology

Uppercase conversion INFOR.i.\1ATION TECHNOLOGY

Math Object :
The math object includes mathematical constants and functions. Following table
consists list of Math objects. .

Method Description

absO Returnsthe absolute value of a number:

cbrt(x) Returns the cube root of a number.

ceil(x) Returns the· next integer greater than or equal to a given
number (rounding up).

floor(x) Returns the next integer less than or equal to a given number
(rounding down).

max(x, y, ...) Returns the highest-valued number in a list of numbers.

min(x, y, ...) Returns the lowest-valued number in a list of numbers.

pow(x, y) Returns the base to the exponent power, that is, xy.

random(x) Returns a random number between 0 and 1 (including 0, but not 1).

sqrt(x) Returns the square root of a number,
- ..------------------- - ---
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~ Program to make use of Math Object

Coding:

-chtrnl>
<script type="text/javascript">
var x=-25.667;
vary=lO;
var z=Z;

document.writef'<br> Value of X is "+x);
document.writet'<br> Value of Y is "+y);
document.write("<br><br> Absoulte value of x is "+Math.abs(x»;
document.writef<brc-cbr> Cube Root of y is "+Math.cbrt(y»;
docllment.write("<br><br>Highest value among x and y is "+Math.max(x,y»;
document.write("<br><br>Lowest value among x and y is "+Math.min{x,y»;
document.writef'<brc-cbrc-Power is "+Math.pow(x,z»;
document.write("<br><br>Square Root of y is "+Math.sqrt(y»;
</script>
</htm1>

Output:
" math,html x

<t,. ") C

Value of X is -25.667
ValueofY is 10

Absoulse value ofx is 25.667

Cube Root ofy is L 154434690031884

Highest value among x and y is 1I)

Lowest value among x and y is -25 ..667

PO'IV"et is 658)948890000001

Square Root ofy is 3.1622776601683795
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. Date Object:
Date object is used to create date and time values. It is created using new keyword.

Method Description
getDateO Returns the day of the month (from 1-31)

getDayO Returns the day of the week (from 0-6)

getFullYearO Returns the year (four digits).
getHoursO Returns the hour (from 0-23).

getMinutesO Returns the minutes (from 0-59).

getMonthO Returns the month (from 0-11).

getSecondsO Returns the seconds (from 0-59).

getTimeO Returns the number of milliseconds since midnight jan I, 1970.

nowO Returns the number of milliseconds since midnightIan I, 1970.

setDateO Sets the day of the month of a date object.
setFullYearO Sets the full year of a date object.
setHoursO Sets the hours of a date object.
setMinutesO Set the minutes of a date object.
setMonthO Sets the month of a date object.
setSecondsO Sets the seconds of a date object.
setTimeO Sets a date to a specified number of milliseconds after Ibefore

Ian I, 1970.

~ Program to make use of various methods of date object.

-Coding:

<html>
<script type="textljavascript">
var d=new Datet):
document.wntet'xbrc-cbr» Date is "+d);
document.writef'xbrc-cbr» Day of the month is "+d.getDate());
document.write(,,<br><br> Day of the week is "+d.getDay());
document.write(,,<br><br> Year is "+d.getFullYear(»;
document.writet''cbrc-cbr» Month is "+d.getMonth());
document.writef''cbrc-cbr» Hours "+d.getHoursO);
document. write("<br><br> Minutes "s-d.getlvllnutesu):

document.write(" <br><br> Seconds" +d.getSeconds());
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document.writel'xbro-cbr> Time in millseconds "+d.getTime());
</script>
</html>

\

Output:
'" date,htmi

~" -); C

Date is Mon Apr 272020 14:19:12 GMT+0530 (India Standard Time)

\

Day of the month is 27

Day of the week is 1

Year is 2020

Month is 3 '

Hours 14

Minutes 19

Second. 12

Time in millseconds 1587977352499

Number Object:

It helps in working with numbers. Property and Methods of number object are:
Property Description

MIN_VALUE Returns the largest minimum value.
¥AX_VALUE Returns the largest maximum value.
NaN It represents 'Not a Number' value.
Method Description
isIntegerO It determines whether the given value is a Integer
parseFloatO It converts the given string into a floating point number.
parselntt) It converts the given string into a integer number.
isFixedO It returns the string that represents a number with exact-digits after

--

a decimal point.
~- -- ~ _ ... --- ----'"-- .. -.-~--.~ ..~. ~ --- -

}> Program to make the use of Number property and methods.

Coding:

-chtml»
<script type="text/javascript">
var a,b;
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var x=Number.MAX_ VALUE;

var y-Number.Mfbl , VALUE;

a=25.36;
b=" 20.33 ";

document.writef''<brc-cbr> Convert data in to Integer "+parseInt(a));

document.writel'<br>cbr> Convert data in to Float "+parseFloat(b»;

document.writet'<brc-cbr> Value of X is "+x);

document.write("<br><br>Value of Y is"+y);

document.writef'<bre-cbrc-Is integer "+Number.isInteger(b»;

document.writef'<brc-xbrxls Not a Number "+Number.isNaN(b»;

-c/script»

</html>

Output:
x

c

Convert data in to Integer 25

Convert data in to Float 10.33

Value of X is L7976931348623157e+308

Value ofY is 5e~324

Is integer false

Is Not a Number false

Array Object:

An arrayis an object that can store a collection of items. Arrays are used' to store
multiple values in single variable. Array is a special variable which can hold more
than one values at a time. Property and Methods of array object are:
Property Description

Index The property represents the zero-based index of the match in the
string

Length Reflect number of elements in array. !
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Method Description

concat() Joins two or more arrays, and returns a copy of the joined arrays

copyWithinO Copies array elements within the array, to and from specied
.positions.

findt) Returns the value of the first element in an array that satisfies a test
in testing.

forEachO Calls a function for each array element.

indexOfO Search the array for an element and returns its position.

isArrayO Checks whether an object is an array.

popt) .Removes the last element ofan array, and returns that element.

pusht) Adds new elements to the end of an array, and returns the new
length.

reverser) Reverses the order of the elements in an array.

sortt) Sorts the elements of an.array.
_ .. _ .. -_ .. -- --- --- -- -- - - -

~ Program to make use of methods and property of Array Objects.

Coding: .

<html>

<script type='fext/javascript">

var color=["Red","Green","Blue","Orange","Pink"];

vat colorl=:["Black","white"];
document.write("<br><br> Original Array elements are "+color);

document.writef'<brs-cbrxLength of array is "s-cclor.Iength):

document.write("<br><br>Add both arrays "s-color.concatfcolor'l l):

document.write("<br><br>Adding elements to an array ")~

color.pushi'Yellow"):

.document.write("<br><br>");

document.write( color);

document.write("<br><br>Removing elements to an array");

color. popt):
document. writet'<br>cbr>" +color):

document.write(" <br> <br> Reversing array elements "+color.reverseO);

document.write(,,<br><br> Sort array elements "s-color.sortu):

document.write("<br><br>Check whether object is array or not
"+Array.isArray( color»;
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document. write("<bre-cbrc-Check Positions of blue II+color.indexOf("Blue"»;
document.writet'<brc-cbrc-Copy elements at the end to beginning

"+color.copyWithin(O,2));
</script>
</html>

Output:
em File t E:!Xn%20SCl9&20.n-%202020-.21/ji31vascr'i...

Or!i:ginalArray' elements are Red.Green.Btue.Orange .•Pink

Le-ngt-h. of array 1.S. 5

Add 'both arrays: Re~Gr~i.Blue,.Or~ge~Pink,.~lac-k.~vhite

Adding edesraesrts. to an array

Red"Gl."een.Blue:-Orange,Pirik." Yeljow

Removmg e!ernents: to ru:~arilray

Red .•Green.Blue"Orange"Pink

Reveremg array ;e·lernentsPlnk"Ora.nge~Blue:-Green.,Red

Sort array elemesas Blue,Gr-een,Onmge,Pink,Red

Check ,,,-bether object is array or not- tree

Check Positions of blue 0

.Copy efemenrs at-the'end to be.ginningOrange.,Pink.Red'pWk,R...o:d

3.1 Introduction

1. Explain the features of JavaScript.
Ans.:
• JavaScript is light weight scripting language.
• No need of special software to run JavaScript Programs
• JavaScript is object oriented scripting language
• It can handle. date and time very effectively.
• It is case sensitive language.
2. Explain difference between Client Side and Server Side Scripting.
Ans.: Client Side Scripting:
(a) It is used at frontend which users can see from the browser.
(b) Client side scripting does not need any server interaction.
(c) Client Side scripting language involves languages such asHTML5, JavaScript etc.
(d) Client side scripting is used for validation purpose.
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Server Side Scripting:

(a) It is used at the backend, where the source code is not visible or hidden at the client
browser.

(b) When a server side script is processed it communicates to the server.

(c) Server side scripting language involves languages such as PHP, ASP.NET, Python
etc.

(d) Server side scripting is useful in customizing the web pages and implements the
dynamic changes in the web site.

3.2 Switch case and Looping Structures

3. Explain Switch case.
Ans ..:

[avafcript has decision control statement known as switch. The switch statement
test the value of given expression against the .list of case values and when. the match is
found a block of statement associated with that case is executed.

Syntax of switch case is:

switch( expression)

case x:
II code block
break;

case y:
II code block
break;
default:
II code block

4. Explain For loop with syntax.
Ans.:

The JavaScript for loop iterates the elements for the fixed number of times. It should
be used if number of iteration is known. The syntax of for loop is given below:

for (initialization; condition; increment)

code to be executed
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5. Explain while loop with syntax.
Ans.: The JavaScript ,while loop iterates the elements for the infinite number of times. It
should be used if number of iteration is not known. The syntax of while loop is given
below.

while (condition)

code to be executed

6. ExplainDo while loop with synta,x.
Ans. : The javascript do while loop iterates the elements for the infinite number of times

. like while loop. But, code is executed at least once whether condition is true or false. The
syntax of do while loop is given below.

do{

code to be executed;

} while (condition);

7. Explain Break and Continue statement in JavaScript.
Ans.:
1. Break statement: The break statement.isusedto jump out of a loop. It breaks the

loop and continues executing the code after the loop.

2. Continue statement: The continue statement "jumps over" one iteration in the
loop. It breaks iteration in the loop and continues executing the next iteration in the
loop.

3.3 Objects in JavaScript

8. Explain DOM (Document Object Model).
Ans.: Every web page resides inside a browser window which can be considered as an
object. A Document object represents the HTML document that is displayed in that
window. The Document object has various properties that refer to other objects which
allow access to and modification of document content. The way document content is
accessed and modified is called the Document Object Model, or DOM.

9. Explain Methods and Property of DOM.
Ans.:

Property Description
head Returns the <head> element of the document
Title Sets or returns title of the document.
URL Returns full URL of the HTML document.

body, img Returns <body>, <img> elements respectively.
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Method Description
writet) Writes HTML expressions or JavaScript code to a document.
writelnO Same as write(), but adds a newline character after each

statement.
getElementByldO There are many ways of accessing form elements, of which the

easiest is by getElementByldO method. In which id property is
-used to find an element.

10. Explain alert, prompt and confirm methods of Window Object.
Ans. .

alertf) Displays the alert box containing message with ok button.
confirmf) Displays the confirm dialog box containing message with ok and cancel

button.
promptO Displays a dialog box to get input from the user.

3.4 JavaScript Events

11. Explain onblur, onsubmit, onload, onfocus event handlers in JavaScript.
Ans.:

Event handler Description
Onblur It occurs when user leaves field or losses focus of an element.
Onfocus It occurs when an element gets focus.
Onsubmit It occurs when user clicks submit button.
onload L I~~c,=-u~swhen p~ge/image has been loaded.
--- ---.-.~-- ----

3.5 JavaScript built-in Objects

12. Explain methods of String object (any 5) in JavaScript.
Ans.:

Method Description
charAtO Returns the character at the specified position (in Number).
indexOfO Returns the index of the first occurrence of specified character in

given string, or -1 if it never occurs, so with that index you can
determine if the string contains the specified character.

substring() .' Returns the characters you specified: (7,14) returns all characters
between the 7th and the 14th.

trimO The trimO method removes whitespace from both sides of a string
toLowerCaseO Converts a string to lower case

----- -- - ---- ~
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13. Explain methods of Math object (any 5) in JavaScript.
Ans.:

Method , Description
abs(x) Returns the absolute value of a number.
cbrt(x) Returns the cube root of a number.
ceil(x) Returns the next integer greater than or equal to a given number

(rounding up).
max(x, y, ...) Returns the highest-valued number in a list of numbers.
pow(x,y) Returns the base to the exponent power, that is, xy.

14. Explain methods of Date object (any 5) in [avabcript.
Ans. :

Method Description
getDateO Returns the day of the month (from 1.,31)
getSecondsO Returns the seconds (from 0-59).
setMinutesO Set the minutes of a date object.
setMonthO Sets the month of a date object.
setTimeO Sets a date to a specified number of milliseconds after/before

[an 1, 1970.
15. Explain methods of Number object (any 4) in JavaScript.
Ans.:

Method Description
islntegerO It determines whether the given value is a Integer
parseFloatO It converts the given string into a floating point number.
parseInt() It converts the given string into a integer number.
isFixedO It returns the string that represents a number with exact digits after a

decimal point.
- - - , -

16. Explain methods of Array object (any 5) in JavaScript.
Ans. : .

Method Description ,

concan) Joins two-or more arrays, and returns a copy of the joined arrays
indexOfO Search the array for an element and returns its position.

popO , Removes the last element of an array, and returns that element.

pusht) Adds new elements to the end of an array, and returns the new length.
reverset) Reverses the order of the elements in an array,

__ .. ~_.__ ____ -I _____ . __ , ___ _.. _
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1. Program to print Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division of two
numbers.Acceptnumbers fromuser.

Coding:

<html>

<script type="text/javascript">

var a,b,res;

a=parseInt(prompt("Enter First Number"»;

b=parseInt(prompt("Enter Second Number"»;

res=a+b:
document.write("<br><br>Addition is "+res);
res=a..;b;

document.write(,,<br><br>Substraction is "+res);

res=afb:

document.write("<br><br>Multiplication is "+res);

resea/b:
document.write("<br><br>Division is "+res);

</script>
</html>

2. Program to print Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division of two
numbers using switch case.Acceptnumbers fromuser.

Coding:

<html>

<body>

<form name="frml ''>

Enter First Number

<input type="text" namee'f l'c-cbro-cbr>

Enter Second Number

<input type="text" name="t2"><br><br>

Enter your choice between 1 -4

<input type="text" name="t3"><br><br>

<input type="button" name='b'l" value=Check'' onClick="resO">

<Iform>
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</body>

<script type="text/javascript">
function rest)

var a,b,c,r;

a=parseInt(frm1.t1.value);

b=parseInt(frm1.t2.value);

c=parseInt(frm1.t3.value);
switch(c)

case 1:

r=a+b;

alert("Addition is "+r);
break;

case 2:

r=a-b;

alert("Substraction is "+r);
break;

case 3:

r=a*b;

alert("Multiplication is "+r);
.break;

case 4:

r=a/b;

alert("Division is "+r);
break;

default:

alert("Invalid choice ");

</script>
</html>·
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3. Programto display numbers from 1 to 50.

Coding:

<html>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i;
document.writet''<brc-Numbers from 1-50are <br>");
for(i=I;i<=50;i++ )
{

document.write(,,\ t"+i);

</script>
</html>

4. Programto display Evennumbers from 25to 50.

Coding:

<html>
<script type='text/javascript">
var i;
document.writef<brc-Even Numbers from 25-50 are <br>");
for(i=26·i<=50·i=i+2),.,

docnment.writef'Yt'x-i):

</script>
</html>

5. Programto print Multiplication table of the entered number:

Coding:

<html>
<script type="text/javascript">
var n,i,m;
n=prompt("Enter a Number");
document;write("<br>Multiplication Table is <br>"):
for(i=I;i<=lO;i++ )
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m=rrti:
document.write(n+" X H+i+"= "+m+"<br><br>n);

</script>
</html>

6. Programto print factorial of a number, accept number from the user.

Coding:
<html>

<script type='fext/jevascript''>

var n.i.f=I:

n=promptr'Enter a Number"):

for(i=n;i>=l;i-- )

f=f*i;

J
document.writef'<brc-Factorial is "+f);

</script>

</htm1>

Fill in the blanks

1. script resides on server computer.
Ails. : ServerSide
2. ____ statement is-used to jump out of loop.
Ans.:Break
3. defines logical structure of document.
Ans. :DOM (Document Object Model)
4. property of window object returns Boolean value in- dictating whether

window is closed or not.
Ans, : closed

____ event occurs when an element looses its focus.5.
Ans. :onblur
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State whether given statement is true or false.

1. JavaScript is case sensitive language.
Ans.:True
2. Math.ceilf) function is used to return the nearest integer less than or equal to given

number.
Ans.: False
3. MAX_VALUEproperty of number object returns smallest possible value.
Ans.: False
4. getDayO method of Date object returns month in number.
Ans. : False
5. onKeydown event occurs when user moves mouse pointer.
Ans.: False

Multiple choice questions. Select one correct answer.

1. JavaScript is language.
(a) Compiled . (b) Interpreted
(c) Both a andb (d) None of the above

Ans. : (c)
2. . Select correct method name of String object .

(a) charAtO (b) characterAtO
(c) valueAtO (d) lengthAtO

Ans.: (a)
·3. method displays message box with Ok and Cancel button ..

(a) Confirmt) (b) Alertt)
(c) both a and b (d) None of these

Ans. : (a)
4. We can declare all types of variables using keyword _

(a) var (b) dim (c) variable (d) declare
Ans.: (a)
5. .Traceoutput of following JavaScript code.

var str="Information Technology";_
document.write(str.lastIndexOf("o");
(a) 18 (b) 19 (c) 20 (d) 21

Ans.: (c)
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.Multiple choice questiens. Selecttwo'cofl'e~tanswer.

1. Valid two methods of Date object are and -'-
(a) set'I'imet) (b) getValidTimeO

(c) get'I'imef) (d) setValidTimeO
. Ans.: (a, c)
. 2. Properties of document object are and ~ _

(a), URL (b) title (c) name (d) status
Ans.: (a, b)
3.

t

_______ and are event / event handler used with text object in
JavaScript.
(a) onlslur

Ans, :(a,~L
(b) onMove (c) onFocus (d) onAction

Multipleehoiee questions. Select three eerrect answers.

Select three correct methods of window object _
(a) write() (b) alert() (c) writelnO
(e) operu) (f) charAtf)

Ans. : (b, d, e)
2. JavaScriptfeatures are . and .

(a) supports event based facilities (b). is platform dependent language
. (c) case insensitive scripting language (d) provide inbuilt objects
(e) can handle date and time effectively (f) requires special software to run

1.
(d) closet)

Ans. : (b, c, e)
Inbuilt objects in JavaScript are and '
(a) Time (b)' Date
(d) Array (e) Number

Ans. : (b, d, e)

3.
(c) Inheritance
(f) function

Explain the following.

1.' What are similarities and differences between client side scripting and server side
scripting.

Ans.: Refer answer the followingQ. 2.3.1.
2. Briefly explain features of JavaScript.
Ans. : Refer answer the following Q. 1.3.1.
3. Explain switch case conditional statement in JavaScript with example.
Ans. : Refer answer the following Q. 1.3.2.
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Write event driven JavaScript program for the following.
1. Display Addition, substraction, multiplication, division of two numbers, which

were accepted from user.
Coding.:

<htm1>
<script type="text/javascript">
vara,b,res;
a=parselnt(prompt("Enter First Number"»;
b=parseInt(prompt("Enter Second Number"»;
res=a+b:

- document.wri,te("<br'><br>Addition is "+res);
rese.a-b:
document.write("<br><br>Substraction is "+res);
res=a*b;
document.write("<br><br>Multiplication is "+res);
resea/b:
document.write("<br><br>Division is "+res);
</script>
</html>

2. Display number sequence from 100 to 150 in following fonnat.
(100 101102 150>

Coding:
<html>

I <script type="text/javascript">
var i;
document.writef'<brc-Numbers from 100-150 are <br>"):
for(i=100;i<=150;i++ )
{
document.write("\ t"+i);

</script>
</html>

3. Find and display factorial of given number.
Coding:

<html>
<script type="text/javascript">
var n=4,i,f=1;
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,for(i=n;i>=l;i--)
{
f=f>ti;
}
document.writef'<brc-Factorial of 4 is n+f);

</script>
</html>

4. Accept any string from user and count and display number of vowels occurs in it.
Coding:

<html>
<script type=tltext/javascripttl>
var n,i,ch,cnt=O;
n=prompt(tlEnter a String"):
for(i=O;i <n.length;i ++ )

{
ch=n.charAt(i);
if(ch=='a' I I ch=='A' I Ich=='e' I I ch=='E' I Ich=='i' I I ch=='i' I I

ch=='o' I I ch=='O' I I ch=='u' I I ch=='U')
{
cntecnt+ 1;.
}
}

document.writef'Number od vowels in string are "s-ent):
</script>
<7html>

Match the following
-~~

A B
1. cellO (a) Writes HTML expression or JavaScript code to a document.

2. floorO (b) Sets focus to current window.

3: writeO (c) Removes white ~paees from both sides of string.

4; .... focusf) (d) Returns next integer greater than or equal to given number.

5. trimO (e) Returns the next integer less than or equal to given number,

Ans.: 1. - d, 2. - e, 3. - a, 4. - b, . 5. ~c

DDD



Emerging Technologies

I Chapter at a Glance
4.1 10T(Intemet o·f Things)

Network of the physical devices and other items embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators and connectivity

t
rAdvantages
• Efficient resource utilization
• Minimum human ·effort
• Time saving
• Enhance data collection
• Improve, security

Disadvantages
• Privacy
• Complexity

Applications
• Smart Lighting
• Smart Thermostats
• smart locks
• Smart security camera
• Smart traffic signal. , etc

4.2 Cloud computing .

ismodel foe enabling, convenient on-demand network
access to a shared pool of computing resources

.( Model of Cloud Computing I
t f

SaaS
(Software as a Sel'Vice)
Delivers.sofiwacre and
application through

theintemet

IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Sel'Vice)
Gives user access to storage,

networking, servers and other
computing resources via cloud

PaaS
.(Platform as a Service]

Offers access to ckmd-based
environment in which user

can develop, manage
and del.iver application ./
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t·
Public Cloud

All the services and supporting
infrastructure are managed over

internet and shared across
multiple user

"

t
Hybrid Cloud

Hybrid cloud' environment
combines both public and
private cloud element

Private Cloud
Provide IT services through
internet to selected users
rather than general public

. 4.3AI(Artifidal Intelligence)
Artificial Intelligence is an area of computer science that empllasiz.e."on

creation on intelligent machine that work and react like human

Sub Fields of AI
• Ma.chine leaming
• Neural Network
• Deep leaming
• Cognitive Computing
• Computer Vision
• Natural language Processing

Disadvantages of AI
• High Cost of Creation
• Unemployment

Advanta.ges of AI
. • Reduction in human error
• Digital Assistance
• Faster Decision
• Daily Application

,.
4.4SG

It is the 5th Generation of Cellular network technology

II

Application of 5G

• Online 5G Games
• Automated Vehicles
'. VIrtual Classroom

rFeaturesof 5G

• Ultra HD Videos
• Reduced Website Load time

. • Reduce AppLoadtime
• Multiple times Faster lhan4G
• lOT Based Application
• High Speed Data Trans·fer .
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4.1 loT (Internet of Things)

1. loT stands for __ ---'- _
Ans, : Internet of Things
2. The internet of things is the _

appliances etc.
-Ans, : network
3. loT helps to ~ human efforts.

of physical devices ,vehicles, home

Ans.: reduce
4. ____ is the primary factor in automation which can save through loT platform.
Ans.j Time
5. loT devices can collectdata from ~ __
Ans. : Environment
6. The data collected using loT devices can be used to take _
'Ans, : decisions
7. -based security systems canmake home or officeenvironment secure.
Ans.: loT
8. Allows users to schedule, monitor and remotely control home

temperatures.
Ans. : Smart thermostats
9. Illumination of light is controlled on the basic of day light is example of _-'-- __
Ans. : Smart Lighting
10. Smart Home is the application of Technology.
Ans.: loT

4.2 Cloud Computing

11. SaaSstands for _
Ans, : Software as a Service
12. laaS Stands for _
-Ans. : Infrastructure as a Service
13. PaaSStands for -,- __
Ans. : Platform as a Service-
14. gives user access to storage, networking, servers and other computing

resources via the cloud.
Ans.: laaS

I
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15. Instead of purchasing hardware outright, users pay for on-demand ..
Ans.: IaaS
16. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is an example of_---
Ans. : IaaS
17. In IaaS __ -'--__ is Scalable depending on processing and storage needs.
Ans.: Infrastructure
18. IaaS provides automated and scalable __ ~ __ that provide a high degree of

control and flexibility for the user.
Ans. : Environment
19. PaaS provide' a 'with tools to test, develop and host application in

the same environment.
Ans. : Platform
20. provide a platform with tools to test, develop and host application in

the same environment.
Ans.:PaaS
21. ____ enables organization to focus on development without having a worry

about underplaying infrastructure.
Ans, :PaaS
22. SaaS service provider delivers and application through internet.
Ans. : Software
23. In user do not install application on their local devices.
Ans.: SaaS
.24. In SaaS the application reside on a remote cloud network accessed through the web

oran ,

Ans. : API
25. In SaaS the application reside on a remote cloud network accessed through the

or an API.
Ans.:web
26. _--'----,-... vendors provide users with software and application via a subscription

model.
Ans:: SaaS
27. .Users do not have to manage, install or upgrade software, -'- manage

this.
Ans. : SaaS providers
.28. is secure on cloud.
Ans, : Data
29. GitHub is an example of _
Ans.: SaaS
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30. In ~ all the services and supporting infrastructure are shared across
multiple users.

Ans.: public cloud
31. is more efficient and inexpensive than other cloud solution.
Ans.: public cloud
32. In - cloud all data is protected behind the firewall.
Ans. : Private
33. solutions are preferred for enhanced security and privacy by the '!sers.
Ans. : Private cloud
34. cloud environment combines both Public and Private element.
Ans, : Hybrid
35. cloud allows greater flexibility.
Ans. : Hybrid
36. Hybrid cloud allow greater _
Ans, : Flexibility
37. computing solutions are inexpensive than the actual overall infrastructure

set up for the I. T services.
Ans.: Cloud
38. Cloud computing solutions are than the actual overall infrastructure set

up for the I.T services.
Ans. : Inexpensive
39. computing solution are more reliable than in-house I.T infrastructure.
Ans.: Cloud
40. computing solutions are more portable
Ans.: Cloud

4.3 AI (Artificial Intelligence)

41. AI stands for-------
Ans. : Artificial Intelligence
42. is an area of computer science that emphasizes on creation of intelligent

machines that work and react like )luman.
Ans. : Artificial intelligence
43. Machine learning is a sub field of _
Ans, : Artificial Intelligence
44. Deep Learning is a sub field of _
Ans.: ArtificialIntelligence
45. imitate the brain's array of interconnected neurons .
.Ans, : Neural networks
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46. ___ ~ is used for application like image and speech recognition.
Ans. : Deep Learning
47. computing is about creating a "natural .human-like interaction",

including using the abilities to interpret speech and respond to it.
Ans. : Cognitive
48. employs pattern recognition and deep learning to understand

content of pictures and videos.
Ans. : Computer Vision
49. involves analyzing and understanding -human language and

responding it.
Ans. : Natural Language Processing
50. Artificial Intelligence helps to --'-~human errors.
Ans.: reduce
51. Chatbot are example of '
Ans. : Digital Assistance

52. 5G Stands for .
Ans. : fifth generation
53. 5G is the next generation of communication.
Ans. : .wireless

____ is the next generation of wireless communication.54.
Ans.:5G
55. LTE stand for _
Ans. : Long Term.Evolution
56., 5G technologies may use a variety of - __
.Ans, :Spectrum Bands
57. is the faster method of data transfer.
Ans, :5G

4.1' Io'I'(Internet of Things)

1. The internet of thing is the network of physical devices only.
Ans.: False
2. With the help of loT devices can communicate and interact over the internet, and

they can be remotely monitored and controlled,
Ans. : True

r
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3. loT helps to minimize the human efforts.
Ans. : True
4. Time is the primary factors in automation which can be saved through loT

platforms.
Ans.: True
5. The data collectedusing Io'I' devices is used for taking decisions.
ADs.: True
6. The designing ,developing, maintaining and enabling the large technology to Io'I'

system is easy.
Ans.: False

4.2 Cloud Computing

7. laaS provide automated and static environment.
Ans.: False
··8. In IaaSenterprises saves the cost of buying and maintaining their own hardware.
ADs.: True
9. PaaS provides a platform tools to test, develop and host application in the same

environment,
Ans.: True
10. PaaSDonot provide collaborativework if teams works remotely..
Ans. : False
11. In SaaSa serviceprovider delivers software and application through the internet.
Ans. : True .
12. .PaaS vendors provides users with software and application via a subscription

model.
Ans.: False
13. SaaSprovider manage, install and .updatethe software.
Ans.:True
14. Public cloud are more efficientand inexpensive than private and hybrid cloud.
Ans, : True
15. In Private cloud all the services and supporting.jnfrastructure is shared among

across the multiple users.
Ans.: False
16. Private cloud is accessibleto selected public rather than general public.
Ans. : True
17. Hybrid cloud allows greater flexibility.
Ans. : True
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18. Cloud computing solution are inexpensive than the actual overall infrastructure.
Ans.:True
19. Cloud computing solution are not reliable than In-house I.T infrastructure.
Ans.: False
20. Cloud computing solutions are more portable.
Ans.: True

4.3 AI(ArtificialIntelligence)

21. Artificial intelligence is an area of computer science that emphasizes on creation of
intelligent machines that work and reach like human.

Ans.:True
22. Computer is programmed properly with artificial intelligence gives lOO'Yo accuracy.
Ans.:True
23. Chatbot are example of Digital Assistance
Ans.:True
24. AI helps to take faster decision as compare to humans.
Ans.: True
25. AI creates 'Unemployment.
Ans. :True
26. Creation cost is high in AI.
Ans.:True

4.4' 5G.t

27. 4G is the next generation of wireless communication
Ans.: False
28. 5G technologies may use variety of spectrum ?rands.
Ans. : True
29. '5G is the fastest method of a data transfer.
Ans. :True

The internet of things is the of physical devices ,vehicles, home
appliances etc.
(a) collection
(c) relation

An$. : (a) network

1.

(b) network
(d) group
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2. loThelps to -,-.human efforts.
(b) reduce (c) increase (d) stop .(a) remove.

Ans.: (b) reduce
3. loT device can collectdata from _~ _

(a) environment
(c) books

Ans.: (a) environment

(b) internet
(d) documents

4.2 Cloud Computing

4. SaaSStand for _
(a) Software as a Service
(c) Softwareas Secure

Ans. : (a) Software as a service
5. PaaSStand for '

(a) Platform as a Service
(c) Platform asSecure

Ans. : (a) Platform as a service
6. IaaS Stand for _

(a) Infrastructure as a Service
(c) Infrastructure as Secure

Ans. : (a) Infrastructure as a service
7. In cloud services

multiple users.
(a) public (b) private

Ans. : (a) public
8. In cloud servicesall the data is protected behind the firewall.

(a) public (b) private (c) secure (d) hybrid
Ans. : (a) private

(b) Software as a self
(d) Software as a Section

(b) Platform as a self
(d) Platform as a Section

(b) Infrastructure as a self
(d) Infrastructure as aSection

and supporting infrastructure are shared across

(c) secure (d) hybrid

4.3 AI(Artificial Intelligence)

9. imitate the brain's array of interconnected neurons.
(a) Machine learning (b) Neural network
(c) Deep learning (d) Computer vision

Ans.: (b) Neural network
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10. is about creating a "natural, human-like interaction".
(a) Machine learning (b) Neural network

(c) Cognitive computing
Ans.': (b) Cognitive computing

(d) Computer vision

4.4 5G

11. is the next generation of wireless communication.
(a) 5G. (b) 4G (c) 3G (d) 6G

Ans.: (b)5G
12. LTE stands for _

(a) Long Term Evolution

(c) Large Term Evolution
Ans. : (b) Long Term Evolution

(b) LongTermEvolve

(d) Long Test Evolution

4.2 ,Cloud Computing

1. Primary service models of cloud computing are _
(a) SaaS (b) PaaS (c) FaaS

(d) DaaS (e) CaaS
Ans. : (a), (b)
2. Example of SaaS are ~_

(a) Amazon Web Services

(c) GitHub

(b) Microsoft Azure VM

(d) Google's G Suit (e) SAP

Ans. : (a), (b)
3. Example of SaaS are ----'-- _

(a) GitHub (b) SAP (c) Dropbox

(d) AWS (e) Microsoft Azure-Vlvl
Ans. : (a), (c)
4. Following are the types of cloud.

(a) Public Cloud (b) Private Cloud

(c) Personal Cloud (d) secure Cloud
Ans. : (a), (b)
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5. In SaaS the application reside on, a remote cloud network accessed through the
or an

(a) web

(d) wifi
Ans. : (a), (c)

(b) file

(e) Bluetooth

(c) API

4.3 AI(Artificial Intelligence)

6. . Disadvantages of AI are _
(a) Digital Assistance

(c) Cost of creation

(e) Daily application
Ans. : (c), (d)

(b) Faster Decisions

(d) Unemployment

1. Internetof Things (Io'T) is the network of _
(a)PhysicaJ devices (b) sensors

(c) actuators
Ans. : (a), (b), (c)

(d) wires

Advantages ofIoT are _

(a) Time saving

(c) Improve security
Ans. : (a), (b), (c)

2.
(b) Enhance data collection

(d) privacy

4.2 Cloud Computing

3. Primary service models of cloud computing are _
(a) SaaS (b) PaaS (c) FaaS

Ans. : (a), (b), (d)
4. Example of SaaS are __ ----'--_

(a) Amazon Web Services

(c) Google Compute Engine
Ans. : (a), (b), (c)

(d) IaaS

(b) Microsoft Azure VM

(d) Google's G Suit
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Example of SaaS are -

(a) GitHub (b) SAP
, Ans. : (a), (b), (c)

5.
(c) Dropbox (d) AWS

6. Types of Cloud are ~

(a) Public Cloud (b) Private Cloud

(c) Personal Cloud (d) Hybrid Cloud
Ans. : (a), (b), (d)

4.1 Io'I'(Internet of Things)

A B
1. Smart, City (a) Network of physical devices, sensors, connectivity ,etc

2. Internet Of Things (b) loT
Ans. : 1. = (b) 2. = (a)

4.2 Cloud Computing

A B
1. Public Cloud (a) Software as a Service

2. laaS (b) Shared across multiple users -3. SaaS (c) Infrastructure as a Service.

4. PaaS (d) All data is protected behind the firewall

5. Hybrid Cloud (e) Platform as a service

6. Private Cloud (f) Allows greater flexibility

Ans.:
1.= (b) 2.= (c) 3. = (a) 4. = (e) . 5. = (f) 6. = (d)

4.3 AI (Artificial Intelligence)
-A B

l. Artificial Intelligence (a) imitate the brain's array of interconnected
neurons

2. Machine Learning (b) image and speech recognition

3. Neural Network (c) creating a "natural,human-like interaction"

4. Deep Learning (d) Area of Computer Science

I

I
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A B

5. Cognitive computing (e) Analyze and understand human language
6. Computer Vision (f) Digital assistance
7. Natural Language Processing (g) Automates analytical model building
8. Chatbot (h) OKCoogle
9. Coogle's (i) understanding the content of pictures and

• videos
Ans.:
1.= (d) 2.= (g)

6. = (i) 7.,= (e)

3. = (a)

8.= (f)

4. = (b)

9. = (h)

5. = (c)

4.4 5G

A B
1. 5G (a) Long Term Evolution
2. LTE (b) fifth generation

Ans.: 1. = (b) 2. = (a)

4.1 loT (Internet of Things)

1. Define loT with example.
Ans.:
Definition:
(i) loT stands for Internet of Things, which is a way of connecting all the devices and

objectsaround us into a common cloud network.
(ii) It helps in.creating opportunities for more direct integration of the physical world

into computer based systems.
(iii) It improves efficiency,reduces cost and human efforts.
(iv) lOT extends Internet connectivity beyond standard devices, like desktops, laptops,

smart phones and tablets, to any range of traditionally dumb or non-internet
enabled devices and evetydayobject. .

(v) Following are some examples of loT:
(vi) Smart lighting - Illumination of light is controlled on the basis of day light.
(vii) Smart thermostats - Allows users to schedule monitor and remotely control home

temperatures.
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(viii) Smart locks and garage door openers, Password based or facial recognition based
doors and locks.

(ix) Smart security cameras - Security cameras that can identify known and unknown
person and raise alarm, in case of security threat.

(x) Smart traffic signals - Signal that can adjust their HIlling to accommodate
commutes and holiday traffic and keep cars moving.

2. Explain advantages and disadvantages of loT.
Ans.:
Advantages of loT are as follows:
(i) Efficient resource utilization: If we know the functionality and the way that how

each deviceworks, we definitely increase the efficientresource utilization.
(ii) Minimize human effort: As the devices of Io'I' interact and communicate with each

other and d? lot of task for us, then they minimize the human effort.
(iii) Time saving : Time is the primary factors in automation which can be saved

through lOTplatform.
(iv) Enhance Data Collection: loT devices can collect data from environment like

weather, sound, pollution etc. This data then can be used to take decisions.
(v) Improve security: loT based security systems helps in increasing security.
Disadvantages of loT are as follows:
(i) Privacy: loT uses internet due to which personal data may get hack
(ii) Complexity: The designing, developing, maintaining of loT system is quite

complicated.
3. Give some application of loT.
Ans.:
Following are some applications of loT:
(i) Smart thermostats -Allows users to schedule monitor and remotely control home.
(ii) Smart lighting - Illumination of light is controlled on the basis of day light.
(iii) Smart locks and garage door openers, Password based or facial recognition based

doors and locks.'
(iv) Smart security cameras - Security .cameras that. can identify known and unknown

person and raise alarm, in case of security threat.
(v) Smart traffic signals - Signal that can adjust their timing to accommodate

commutes and holiday traffic and keep cars moving.
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4.2 Cloud Computing

4. Explain detail about Cloud Computing.'
Ans.:
(i) Cloud computing is the ori-demand availability of computer system without direct

active management by the user ..
(ii) There are three primary service models of cloud computing that are Infrastructure

as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).

(iii) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) : IaaS provides automated and scalable
': environments that provide a high degree of control and flexibility for the user.

(iv) Platform' as a service (PaaS) : A service provider offers access to a cloud-based
environment in which users can develop, manage and deliver applications.

(v) Software as a service (SaaS) : A service provider delivers software and applications
through the internet or an API. I·

(vi) There are three basic types of deployment of cloud computing that are Public,
Private and Hybrid.

(vii) In public cloud, all the services and supporting infrastructure are managed off-site
over the internet and shared across multiple users.

(viii) Private cloud provides I.T services through the internet or a private network to
selected users rather than to general public.

(ix) Hybrid cloud environments combines both Public and Private cloud elements.

5. Explain models of Cloud Computing.
Ans.:
(i) Cloud Computing is the on-demand availability of computer system without direct

active management by the user.
(ii) There are three primary service models of cloud computing that are Infrastructure

asa Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service ··(SaaS).

(iii) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

e IaaS provides automated and scalable environments that provide a high
degree of control and flexibility for the user.

e Instead of purchasing hardware, users pay for IaaS on demand.

eExamples : Amazon web services (AWS), Microsoft Azure VM, Coogle
Compute Engine (GCE)

(iv) Platform as a service (PaaS)

e A service provider offers access to a cloud-based environment in which users
can develop, manage and deliver applications.
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• PaaS provides a platform with tools to test, develop and host applications in
the same environment

• Examples: GoogleApp Engine
(v) Software as a service (SaaS)

• A service provider delivers software and applications through the internet or
an API.

• Applications are accessible from almost any internet-connected device, from
virtually anywhere in the world.

• Examples: Coogle's G suite, GitHub , Dropbox.
6. Explain types of Cloud Computing.
Ans.:
(i) There are three basic types of deployment of cloud computing that are Public,

Private and Hybrid.
(ii) Public Cloud: In public cloud, all the servicesand supporting infrastructure are

managed off-siteover the internet and shared acrossmultiple users.
(iii) Public Cloud : These are' more efficient and inexpensive than private and hybrid

cloud solutions.
(iv) Private Cloud: As the name suggests private cloud provides I.T services through

the internet or a private network to selected users rather than to general public.
(v). In.private cloud data is protected behind the firewall.
(vi) Private cloud solutions are preferred for enhanced security and privacy by the

users.
(vii) Hybrid Cloud : Hybrid cloud environments combines both Public and Private

cloud elements. '
(viii) Communication in hybrid cloud is done over an encrypted connection and allow for

the portability of data and applications.
(ix) .Hybrid cloud allows greater flexibility as compared to that of public and private .

cloud solutions
7. Explain somebenefits of Cloud Computing.
Ans. :
Benefits of Cloud Computing are as follows: .'
(i) Cost saving : Cloud computing solutions are inexpensive than physical

infrastructure.
(ii) Reliable: Cloud computing solutions are more reliable than In-house I.T

infrastructure.
(iii) Mobility: Cloud computing solutions are more portable because user can access

data anytime, anywhere as required.
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(iv) Scalability: Cloud computing ismore scalable than physical storage.
(v) Automatic update rData on cloud gets updated automatically

4.3 AI(Artificial Intelligence)

8. Givebrief idea about AI..
Ans.:
(i) Artificial Intelligence is the study of making intelligent machine's that can perform

operation like human being.
(ii) AI is different from robotics, but related to some extent, in which machines sense

their environment, perform calculationsand do physical tasks either by themselves.
Different fields of AI are as follows:
(iii) Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically

through experience.
(iv) Neural networks imitate the brain's array of interconnected neurons, .and relay

information between various units to find connections and derive meaningfrom
data.

(v) Deep learning utilizes really big neural networks and a lot of computing power to
find complex patterns in data, for applications such as image and speech
recognition.

(vi) Natural language processing involves analyzing and understanding human
language and responding to it.

9. DefineAIwith sub fields ofAI.
Ans.:
(i) Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that emphasizes on

creation of intelligentmachines that work and reacts like humans.
(ii) AI is different from robotics, but related to some extent,·in which machines sense

their environment, perform calculations and do physical tasks either by themselves
or under the direction of people.

(iii) Different fields ofAI are as follows:-
(iv) Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically

through experience.
(v) Neural networks imitate the brain's array of interconnected neurons, and relay

information between various units to find connections and derive meaning from
data.

(vi) Deep learning utilizes really big neural networks and a lot of computing power to
find complex patterns in data, for applications such as image and speech
recognition.
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(vii) Natural language processing involves analyzing and understanding chuman
language and responding to it.

(viii) Cognitive computing is about creating a "natural, human-like interaction",including
using the ability to interpret speech and respond to it.

(ix) Computer vision employs pattern recognition and deep learning tounderstandthe
content of pictures and videos, and to enable machines to use real-rime images to .
make sense ofwhat's around them.

10. What are the advantages and disadvantages ofAI?
Ans.:
Advantages of Artificial Intelligence are as follows:
(i) Reduction in human error : Computers if programmed properly. with artificial

Intelligence gives 100% accuracy as compared to task performed by human as there
is always a chance for human mistakes...

(ii) Digital Assistance : Some of the highly advanced organizations use digital
assistants to interact with users which save the need for human resources. Example-
Chabot

(iii) Faster Decisions : Using AI alongside other technologies, we can make machines
take decisions faster than a human and carry out actions quicker. .

(iv) .paily Applications : Daily applications such as Apple's Siri, Window's Cortana,
and Google's OK Google are frequently used in our daily routine whether it is for
searching a location, taking a selfie, making a phone call, replying to a mail and
many more.

Disadvantages of AI are as follows:
(i) High Costs of Creation :As the machines used in AI based environments are very

complex and high in price, it increases the cost for overall set up.
Unemployment : As AI is replacing the majority of the repetitive tasks and other
works with robots. This will reduce human interference but cause major problems
in the employment standards.

(ii)

I 4.4 5G

11. Explain concept of SG.
Ans.:
(i) 5Gis the fifth generation of cellular network technology.
(ii) 5G is the next generation of wireless communications. It is expected to provide

Internet connections that are multiple times faster than 4G LTE (Long Term
Evolution).

(iii) 5G technology may use a variety of spectrum bands, including millimeter wave
(mmWave) radio spectrum, which can carry very large amounts of data at a short
distance.
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(iv) The drawback of the higher frequencies is-that they are more easily obstructed by
the walls of buildings, trees and other foliage, and even changes in the weather.

(v) The newSG networks will be able to transmit very large amounts of data-but only
a few blocks at a time.

(vi) SG networks are digital cellular networks, in which the service area covered by
providers is divided into small geographical areas called cells.

(vii) SG can support up to a million devices per square kilometer, compared to 4G.
12. Explain features of SG.
Ans.:
(i) It is much faster than 4G.
(ii) It reduces website load time.
(iii) It enables high speed data transfer.
(iv) It can stream high resolution videos easily.
(v) It is more reliable than 4G.
(vi) loT based application are easy to build using SG.

Fill in the Blanks

1. loT is Referred as _
Ans. : Internet of Things
2. Smart Home is the application of Technology.
Ans.:IoT·
3. Amazon is the service provider.
Ans: Saas

Match the Poflowing

(1)
'A' 'B'

1. Smart City (a) Software as a Service
2. Amazon Web Server (b) Platform as a Service
3. PaaS (c) Cloud Computing
4. SaaS (d) . lOT.

Ans. : 1.- (d), 2.- (c), 3.- (b), 4.- (a)
\.
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State whether the following statement is True or False

1. PaaS provides a platform. tools to test, develop and host application in the same
environment.

Ans.: True
2. Cloud computing means to store and access data and programs over the internet.
Ans.r True

. '.Answer Briefly

1. Give some application of Io'I',
Ans. :
Following are some applications of loT:
(i) Smart thermostats -Allows users to schedule monitor and remotely control home.
(ii) Smart lighting - Illumination of light is controlled on the basis of day light.
(iii) Smart locks and garage door openers, Password based or facial recognition based

doors and locks.
(iv) Smart security cameras - Security cameras that can identify known and unknown

person and raise alarm, in case of security threat.
(v) Smart traffic signals - Signal that can adjust their timing to accommodate

commutes and holiday traffic and keep cars moving.
2. Explain detail about Cloud Computing.
Ans.:
(i) Cloud computing is the on-demand availability of computer system without .direct

active management by the user.
(ii) There are three primary service models of cloud computing that are Infrastructure

as ~ Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).
(iii) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) : IaaS provides automated and scalable

environments that provide a high degree of control and flexibility for the user.
(iv) Platform as a service (PaaS) : A service provider offers access to a cloud-based

environment in which users can develop, manage and deliver applications. .
(v) Software as a service (SaaS) : A service provider delivers software and applications

through the internet or an API.
(vi) There are three basic types of deployment of cloud computing that are Public,

Private and Hybrid .
. (vii) In public cloud, all the services and supporting infrastructure are managed off-site

over the internet and shared across multiple users.
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(viii) Private cloud provides LT services through the internet or .a private network to
selected users rather than to general public.

(ix) Hybrid cloud environments combines both Public and Private cloud elements.
3. Explain models of Cloud Computing.
Ans.:
(i) Cloud Computing is the on-demand availability of computer system without direct

active management by the user.
(ii) There are three primary service models of cloud computing that are Infrastructure

as a Service (IaaS),Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).
(iii) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

• IaaS provides automated and scalable environments that. provide a high
degree of control and flexibility for the user.

• Instead of purchasing hardware, users pay for IaaS on demand -.
• Examples: Amazon web services (AWS), Microsoft Azure VM, Google

Compute Engine (GCE)
(iv) Platform asa service (PaaS)

• A service provider offers access to a cloud-based environment in which users
can develop, manage and deliver applications. '

• PaaS provides a platform with tools to test, develop and host applications in
the same environment

• Examples: Google App Engine
(v) Software as a service. (SaaS)

• A service provider delivers software and applications through the internet or
anAPl. .

• Applications are accessible from almost any internet-connected device, from
virtually anywhere in the world.

• Examples: Google's G suite, GitHub , Dropbox.
4. Give brief idea about AI.
Ans.:
(i) Artificial Intelligence is the study of making intelligent machine's that can perform

operation like human being.
(ii) AI is different from robotics, but related to some extent, in which machines sense

their environment, perform calculations and do physical tasks either by themselves.
Different fields of AI are as follows:
(ill) Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically

through experience.
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(iv) Neural networks imitate the brain's array of interconnected neurons, and relay
information between various units to find connections and derive meaning from
data.

(v) Deep learning utilizes really big neural networks and a lot of computing power to
find complex patterns in data, for applications such as image an~ speech
recognition.

(vi) Natural language processing involves analyzing and. understanding human
language and responding to it.

5. Explainconcept of 5G.
Ans.:
, (i) 5Gis the.fifth generation of cellular network technology.
(ii) 5G is the .next generation of wireless communications. It is expected to provide

Internet connections that are multiple times faster than 4G LTE (Long Term
Evolution).

. '

(iii) 5G technology mayuse a variety of spectrum bands, including millimeter wave
(mmWave) radio spectrum, which can carry very large amounts of data at a short
distance.

(iv) The drawback of the higher frequencies is that they are more easily obstructed by
the walls ofbuildings, trees and other foliage,and even changes in the weather.

(v) The new 5Gnetworks will be able to transmit very large amountsof data-but only
a few blocks at a time.

(vi) 5G networks are digital cellular networks, in which the service area covered by
providers is divided into small geographical areas called cells.

(vii) 5Gcan support up to a million devices per square kilometer, compared to 4G.

QQQ
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5.2 Server Side Scripting

1. A is a Computer system that serves as a central repository of data and
programs~

Ans. : Server
2. The server side environment that runs a scripting language is called .
Ans.: Web Server
3. PHP is side scripting language.
Ans. : Server

5.3 Features of PHP

4. PHP is language, there is no need for compilation.
Ans. : Interpreted

5.4 First Sample code of PHP

5. PHP files have extension ~ .
Ans. :.php
6. . keyword is used to display text on web page.
Ans.: echo
7. . is a symbol or name that stands for a value.
Ans. : Variable
8. A variable starts with the sign followed by the name of the variable.
Ans.:$
9. A variable declared outside a function has a scope and can only be

accessed outside a function.
Ans. : Global
10. A variable declared within a function has a scope and can only be

accessed within that function.
Ans.: Local

C!' 11. . are the statements in PHP code, which are not visible in the output of the
program.

Ans.: Comments
12. The statement allows programmer to make decision based on one more

conditions.
Ans.: if
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13. The statement allows programmer to make decision based on either this
or that condition.

Ans. : if else
14. . are used to execute the same block of code repeatedly as long as certain

condition is satisfied.
Ans.: loop
15. . loop works only on arrays.
Ans. : foreach
16. . functions returns the length of a string.
Ans. : strlenO
17. . functions counts the number of words in a string.
Ans.: stcword_countO
18. . function reverses a string.
Ans. : strrevO
19. . function searches for a specific text within a string.
Ans. : strposO
20. . function replaces some characters with some other characters in a string.
Ans. : stcreplaceO
·21. function returns a part of a string.
Ans. : substrO
22. . function converts a string to lowercase.
Ans. : strtolowerO
23. . function counts the number of times a substring occurs in a string.
Ans. : substr_countO
24. . converts the first character of each word in a string to uppercase.
Ans. : ucwordsO
25. . . . . . . . .. functions removes whitespace and other predefined characters from both

sides of a string.
Ans.: trimO

5.5 PHP String Functions

26. A is series of characters.
Ans.: string
27. A is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.
Ans. : function
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5.6 PHP Arrays

28. An is a special variable which can hold more than one value at a time.
Ans.: array
29. An stores multiple values in single variable.
Ans.: array
30. The PHP functions is used to create an array variable.
Ans. : arrayO
31. There are types of arrays in PHP.
Ans.: Three
32. The arrays are the arrays with numeric index.
Ans. : Indexed
33. The arrays are the arrays with named keys.
Ans. : Associative
34. The arrays are the arrays containing one or more arrays.
Ans.: Multi-dimensional
35. The function is used to return the length of an array.
Ans. : countO

5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

36. A is a block of statements that can be repeatedly in a program.
Ans. : function
37. Information can be passed to functions through .
Ans. : Arguments
38. . are specified after the function name, inside the parentheses.
Ans. : Arguments
39. The statement is used to let a function return a value.
Ans. :retum

5.8 PHP Form Handling

40. The form data is sent with the ; method.
Ans. : HTTP POST
41. . is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.
Ans.:$_GET
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42. . is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.
Ans. : $_POST
43. Information sent from a form with method is visible to everyone.
Ans.: GET
44. . method may be used for sending non sensitive data.
Ans.: GET
45. Information sent from a form with .method is invisible to everyone.
Ans.:POST
46. . method has no limits on the amount of information to send.
Ans.:POST
47. .. object helps to connect PHP code with any database server.
Ans.:PDOO
48. . method in PHP is used to check whether variable has value or not.
Ans. : issetO
49. A is a small text file that the server sends on the user's computer.
Ans. : Cookie
50. . is used to identify user or its machine and track activities created on the

user computer.
Ans. : Cookie
51. When browser requests server page are sent along with the request.
Ans. : cookie
52. . is used to store user information on server to track user activities.
Ans. : session
53. . helps web application to maintain user information on all the pages.
Ans. : Session

5.1 Introduction to PHP

1. PHP is widely used open source general purpose scripting language.
Ans.: True
2. PHP does not supports databases.
Ans.: False
3. PHP runs on client side.

Ans.: False
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5.2 Server Side Scripting

4. The server side environment that runs a scripting language is termed web server.
Ans. : True
5. PHP hides the code from the user.
Ans. : True

5.3 Features of PHP

6. PHP is very difficult to use.
Ans.: False
7. There is no need of compilation for PHP code.
Ans. : True
8. PHP is faster than other scripting language.
Ans. : True
9. You need to pay for use of PHP.
Ans.: False
10. PHP is platform independent.
Ans.: True
11. PHP is case sensitive only at the time of variable declaration.
Ans. : True

5.4 First Sample code of PHP

12. The PHP code can also be embedded with HTML tags using <?PHP and? >
Ans.: True
13. PHP files are saved with .htrnl extension.
Ans.: False
14. echo keyword is used to display text on web page.
Ans. : True
15. Variables are used to store values.
Ans. : True
16. A variable starts with $ sign, followed by name of variable.
Ans.: True
17. A variable name can starts with a number.
Ans.: False·
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18. A variable name can contain only alpha-numeric characters and underscores.
Ans. : True
19. A variable declared outside a function has a GLOBAL SCOPE.
Ans. : True
20. A variable declared within a function has a LOCAL SCOPE.

Ans.: True
21. Variables can store data of different types.
Ans. : True
22. To check data type of variable var _ put ( ) method is used.
Ans.: False
23. Comments are the non executable statement in PHP code.
Ans.: True
24. If statement allows to make decision based on one or more conditions.
Ans. : True
25. For each loop works only on arrays.
Ans.: True
26. StrLengthO function returns the length of a string.
Ans.: False
27. Strword countt) function counts the number of words in a string e ,

Ans.: True
28. StrrevO function reverses a string.
Ans. : True
29. Strpost) function returns a string.
Ans. : True
30. Str_replaceO function replaces some characters with some other characters in a

string.
Ans. : True
31. Substrt) function returns a part of a string.
Ans.: True
32. Strlowert) function converts a string to lower case.
Ans.: False
33. Substrjcountt) function counts the number of times a substring occurs in a string.
Ans. : True
34. Ucwordsl) function converts the first characters of each word in a string to

uppercase.
Ans. : True
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35. trimt) function adds white space and other pre defined characters from both sides of
a string.

Ans.: True

5.5 PHP String Functions

36. A string is a series of characters.
Ans. : True
37. A function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.
Ans.: True

5.6 PHP Arrays

38. Array can store multiple values at a time.
Ans.: True
39. In PHP, arrayf) function is used to create a array.
Ans.: True
40. Syntax of creating array variable is a = arr (values).
Ans.: False
41. In PHP there are six types of arrays.
Ans.: False
42. An array with a numeric index is called indexed arrays.
Ans.: True
43. Multi-dimensional arrays are the arrays with named keys.
Ans.: False
44. Associative array contains one or more arrays.
Ans.: False
45. Array index always starts with zero.
Ans.: True
46. The lent) function is used to return the length of an array.
Ans.: false
47. PHP can handle multiple levels of multi dimensional arrays.
Arts. : True
48. We can create our own functions in PHP.
Ans.: True
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5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

49. A function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.
Ans. : True
50. A function name cannot start with a number.
Ans. :True
51. Information can be passed to functions through methods.
Ans.: False
52. Arguments are specified after the function name, inside the parentheses.
Ans.: true
53. Return statement is used to return a value of a function.
Ans.: True

5.8 PHP Form Handling

54. The form data is sent with the HTTP Post method.
Ans.: True
55. The PHP superglobals $_GET and $_POST are used to collect form data.
Ans.: True
56. $_GET and $_POST syperglobals which means that theyare never accessible.
Ans.: False
57. $_GET is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.
Ans.: True
58. $_POST is an array of variables passed via the HTTP POST method.

Ans.: True
59. Information sent from a form with GET method is not visible to everyone.

Ans.: False
60. GET has limits on the amount of information to send.
Ans. : True
61. GET should NEVER be used for sending passwords or other sensitive information.
Ans.: True
62. Information sent from a form with POST method is invisible to everyone.
Ans. : True
63. POST has limits on the amount of information to send.
Ans.: False
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64. issetO method in PHP is used to check whether variable has value or not.
Ans. :True
65. A cookie is a small text file the client sends on the user's computer.
Ans.: False
66. When browser requests server page, cookies are sent along with the request.
Ans. :True
67. Cookies store visited page on browser to optimize search.
Ans.: True

68. Session is used to store user information on server to track user activities.
Ans. :True
69. Session helps web application to maintain user information on all the pages.
Ans.: True

70. PHP Data Object helps us to connect PHP code in UniformMethod of access to
multiple databases.

Ans.: True

5.1 Introduction to PHP

1. ., . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. is a widely used open source server side programming language
which runs on various platforms.

(a) Word (b) PHP (c) Excel (d) PowerPoint
Ans.: (b)

5.2 Server Side Scripting

2. A is a Computer system that serves as a central repository of data and
programs.

(a) Server (b) Network (c) Client (d) Object
Ans.: (a)
3. The server side environment that runs a scripting language is termed .

(a) Browser (b) Computer (c) Web server (d) Client
Ans.: (c)
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5.3 Features of PHP

4. . is a script executed on server which generate dynamic HTML pages.

(a) PHP . (b) MS Word (c) MSExcel (d) Client
Ans.: (a)

5.4 First Sample code of PHP

5. The PHP code can also be embedded with HTML tags using , .

(a) <!Php!> (b) <Pphp and T»

(c) <=php> (d) <#php#>
Ans.: (b)

6. PHP files are saved with extension.

(a) .html
Ans.: (d)

(b) .xml (c) .js (d) .php

7. . keyword is used to display text on web page.

(a) echo (b) print (c) write (d) cin
Ans.: (a)

8. . is a symbol or name that stands for a value.

(a) Method (b) condition (c) Variable (d) Value
Ans.: (c)

9. A variable in PHP starts with the sign followed by name of the variable.

(a) # (d) $(b) @ (c) =

Ans.: (d)

10. PHP variable name cannot starts with a .

(a) Number

(c) Alphanumeric

(b) Character

(d) Dollar
Ans.: (a)

11. Correct method for declaring PHP variable is .

(a) # age (b) $ age (c) @ age (d) age
Ans.: (b)

12. A variable declaration a function has a GLOBAL SCOPE.

(a) inside (b) middle (c) outside (d) topside
Ans.: (c)
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13. A variable declared a function has a LOCAL SCOPE
(a) Inside (b) outside· (c) between (d) within

Ans. : (d)
14. PHP stores all variables in an array called $GLOBAL[Index]

(a) local (b) global (c) Static (d) within
Ans.: (b)
15. To check data type of variable in PHP method is used.

(a) var_dumpO (b) var _delO

(c) var removet) (d) var_deleteO
Ans.: (a)
16. . are the statements in PHP code which are not visible in the output of the

program.

(a) Methods
Ans.: (b)

(b) comments (c) Objects (d) values

17. How to add a single line comment in PHP ?

(a) / / (b) # (c) $ (d) @

Ans.: (a)

18. How to a multiline comment in PHP ?

(a) / / (b) # (c) $ (d) /*and*/
Ans.: (d)
19. . statement allows programmer to make decision, based on one or more

conditions.

(a) if (b) loop (d) method(c) variable
Ans.: (a)

20. . statement allows programmer to make decisions based on either this or
that decision.

(a) loop

(c) variable

(b) if else

(d) method
Ans.: (b)
21. . are used to execute the same block of code repeatedly as long as a certain

condition is satisfied.

(a) Variable (b) Method (c) Object (d) loops
Ans.: (d)
22. ............ loop works only on arrays.

(a) for next (b) for (c) foreach (d) forone
Ans.: (c)
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23. . function returns the length of a string.

(a) strrevO (b) strleru) (c) strlengthO (d) substri)
Ans.: (b)
24. . function counts the number of words in a string.

(a) strleru) (b) strword countf)

(c) substrt) (d) trimt)
Ans.: (b)

25. . .. , function reverses a string.

(a) strrevO (b) trirru) (c) UCwordsO (d) stropst)
Ans.: (a)

26. . function searches for a specific text within a string.

(a) substrt) (b) strrevt) (c) strpost) (d) str replacet)
Ans.: (c)

27. . function replaces some characters with same other character in a string.
(a) strrevt) (b) str ~replaceO

(c) trimt) (d) strpost)
Ans.: (b)
28. . function returns a part of a string.

(a) substrt) (b) trimt) (c) strrevO (d) strIenf)
Ans.: (a)
29. . function converts a string to lowercase.

(a) UCwordsO (b). strtolowert)

(c) strlowert) (d) trimt)
Ans.: (b)
30. . function counts the number of times substring occurs in a string.

(a) substrt) (b) substr counn)

(c) trimt) (d) strleru)
Ans. (b)
31. . function converts the first character of each word in a string to upper case.

(a) substrt) (b) strtolowert)

(c) trimt) (d) ucwordst)
Ans.: (d)
32. .. . .. .. .. ... function removes whitespace and other predefined characters from both

sides of a string.
(a) trimr) (b) strleru) (c) strapst) (d) strrevt)

Ans.: (a)
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5.5 PHP String Functions

33. A is series of characters.

(a) String (b) Number (c) Object (d) Value
Ans.: (a)

34. A is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.

(a) function (b) class (c) method (d) variable
Ans.: (a)

5.6 PHP Arrays

35. ..: is a variable which can hold more than one value at a time.

(a) Array (b) Method (c) Object (d) Constant
Ans.: (a)
36. In PHP function is used to create array.

(a) art'() (b) arrayt) (c) valuef)
Ans.: (b)
37. Syntax of creating array variable is .

(a) @ a = arrayf) (b) #a = arrt)

(d) variablet)

(d) $a = array (values)(c) = arrayi)
Ans.: (d)
38. There are types of arrays in PHP.

(a) Two (b) One (c) Three (d) Four
Ans.: (c)
39. . arrays are the arrays with a numeric index.

(a) Associative (b) Indexed

(c) Multi-dimensional
Ans.: (b)
40. . arrays are the arrays with named keys.

(a) Indexed (b) Associative

(c) Dimensional (d) Normal

(d) Normal

Ans.: (b)
41. . arrays are arrays containing one or more arrays.

(a) Multi-dimensional (b) Indexed

(c) Associative (d) Numbered
Ans.: (a)
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42. Array index always starts with .

(a) one (b) two (c) zero
Ans.: (c)

(d) four

5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

43. A is a block of statements that can be repeatedly in a program.

(cr) function (b) condition (c) object (d) value
Ans.: (a)
44. Information can be passed to functions through .

(a) Condition (b) arguments (c) array (d) variable
Ans.: (b)

5.8 PHP Form Handling

45. The form data is sent with the method.

(a) HTTP POST

(c) STP POST

(b) FTPPOST

(d) SMPT POST
Ans.: (a)
46. . is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.

(b) #GET (c) ._GET
Ans.: (a)
47. . is an array of variables passed via the HTTP POST method.

(a) $POST (b) $_POST (c) @_POST (d) #_POST
Ans.: (b)
48. Information sent from a form with method is visible to everyone.

(b) GET (c) HTTP (D) FTP(a) POST
Ans.: (b)
49. Information sent from a form with method is invisible to everyone.

(a) POST (b) GET (d) PTP(c) HTTP
Ans.: (a)
50. . .. , NEVER be used for sending sensitive information.

(a) POST (b) HTTP (c) GET (d) PTP
Ans.: (c)
51. . method in PHP is used.to check whether variable has value or not.

(a) outsett)
Ans.: (d)

(b) insett) (c) nosett) (d) issetf)
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52. A is a small text file that the server.sends on the user's computer.

(a) Cookie (b) session

(c) Presentation (d) Method
Ans.: (a)
53. . .. , are sent along when browser requests server pages.

(a) Cookie (b) Session (c) Method (d) Server
Ans.: (a)

54. . .. , is used to store information on server to track user activities.

(a) Cookie (b) session (c) Presentation (d) Object
Ans.: (b)
55. . helps web application to maintain user information on all the pages.

(a) Session

(c) Cookie
Ans.: (a)

(b) presentation

(d) object

5.1 Introduction to PHP

1. PHP runs on following platform.

(a) Linux (b) Excel (c) Word
Ans. : (a), (d)
2. PHP is compatible with following servers.

(a) Unix (b) XAMMP (c) Linux
Ans. : (b), (d)

(d) Windows

(d) Apache

5.2 Server Side Scripting

3. Programming languages for server side programming are .
(a) PHP (b) Tally (c) Excel (d) Python

Ans. : (a), (d)

5.3 Features of PHP

4. Features of PHP are .
(a) Interpreted

(c) Difficult
Ans.: (a), (b)

(b) Open source

(d) Platform dependent
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5.4 First Sample code of PHP

5. Popular PHP Frameworks are ,.

(a) Echo (b) Laravel (c) ServerSide (d) Symfony
Ans. : (b), (d)
6. Variables are used for storing values such as and............ .

(a) Methods (b) Numeric values

(c) Character Strings
Ans. : (b), (c)

7. A variable starts with the sign followed by of the variable.

(a) $ (b) # (c) name (d) value
Ans. : (a), (c)
8. A variable declared a function has GLOBAL SCOPE and a variable

declared a function has LOCAL SCOPE.

(a) inside (b) outside (c) within (d) between
Ans. : (b), (c)
9. Following are the data types used in PHP .

'(a) Boolean (b) Text (c) Number (d) Array
Ans. : (a), (d)

(d) Functions

10. Control structures in PHP are .

(a) for

(c) for each
Ans. : (b), (d)
11. . Loop structure in PHP are .

(a) for (b) for each (c) if

(b) if statement

(d) if else statement

(d) if else
Ans. : (a), (b)
12. Comments in PHP is possible in following ways.

(a) II (b) \\ (c) /*and*1
Ans. : (a), (c)
13. Comments are of and type.

(a) Single line (b) No line (c) Two line (d) Multi-line
Ans. : (a), (d)
14. Following are the pre defined functions in PHP to manipulate string.

(a) trimt) (b) substrt) (c) lengthO (D) strreverset)

(d) 1# and #1

Ans, : (a), (b)
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5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

15. A function name can start with a or .

(a) symbol
Ans. : (c), (d)

(b) Number (c) Letter (d) Underscore

5.8 PHP Form Handling

16. Form data can be sub~itted by or method.

(a) Return (b) forward (c) GET (d) POST
Ans. : (c), (d)

17. T~e PHP super globals and are used to collect form data.

(a) $_GET (b) $POST (c) $GET (d) $_POST
Ans. : (a), (d)

18. .., is an array of variables passed via URL parameters and is an
array of variables passed via HTTP POST method.

(a) $GET
Ans. : (b), (c)

19. . has limits on the amount of information to sends whereas has no

(d) $POST

limits on the amount of information to send.

(a) Value
Ans. : (c), (d)

(b) Method (c) GET (d) POST

5.1 Introduction to PHP

1. PHP runs on following platforms .

(a) Systems (b) Words (c) Linux (d) Excel

(f) Windows(e) Unix
Ans. : (c), (e), (f)

2. PHP is compatible with following servers.

(a) XAMMP (b) Linux (c) Apache

(d) Unix (e) Lightpad (f) Word
Ans. : (a), (c), (e)
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5.2 Server Side Scripting

3. Programming languages for server side programming are

(a) PHP

(e) Unix
Ans, : (a), (d), (f)

(b) Windows (c) Linux

(f) Java and JSP

(d) Python

5.3 Features of PHP

4. Features of PHP are .

(a) Difficult (b) Simple (c) Error Creating

(e) Error Reporting(d) Platform Independent

(f) Platform Dependent
Ans. : (b), (d), (e)

5.4 First Sample code of PHP

5. Variables are used for storing values such as , : , and

(a) Character

(e) Functions
Ans. : (a), (b), (f)

(b) Numeric (c) Objects

(f) Memory addresses

(d) Methods

6. The scope of variable in PHP are .

(a) Local (b) Regional (c) National (d) Global

(e) Static
Ans. : (a), (d), (e)

(f) International

PHP data types are .

(a) Text (b) String (c) Number

(e) Empty (f) Boolean
Ans. : (b), (d), (f)

7.

(d) Integer

8. Following are the predefined functions in PHP to manipulate string

(a) Lowert) (b) stropsf) (c) substrt) (d) strleru)

(e) upperf) (f) strlengtht)
Ans. : (b), (c), (d)
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5.6
9. In PHP three types of arrays are • 0·•••••••••••••••••• 0" 0'. ,

....................... ,
(a) inside

(e) outside
Ans. : (c), (d), (f)

(b) multiple (c) indexed (d) associate

(f) multi-dimensional

5.1 Introduction to PHP

PHP (Hypertext Pre-processor ) is a widely-used open source general-purpose
scripting language. PHP runs on various platforms (Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, Windows
etc.). PHP supports a wide range of databases. PHP is easy to learn and runs efficiently on
the server side.

5.2 Server Side Scripting

A server is a computer system that serves as a central repository of data and
programs and is shared by the clients. The server-side environment mAT runs a scripting
language is termed web server. A user's request is fulfilled by running A script directly
on the web server to generate dynamic html pages. This html is then sent to the client
browser.

Few programming languages for server side programming are:-

1) PHP 2) Java and JSP 3) Python

5.3 Features of PHP

PHP is the most popular and frequently used worldwide server-side scripting
language. Following are some of the features of PHP :

• Simple: It is very simple and easy to use, as compared to other scripting languages.

• Interpreted: It is an interpreted language, i.e. there is no need for compilation.

• Open Source: Open source means you need not pay for use of PHP. You can freely
download and use.

• Platform Independent: PHP code will be run on every platform, Linux, Unix, Mac
OS X,Windows.

• Error Reporting: PHP have some predefined error reporting constants to generate a
warning or error notice.
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5. 4 First sample code of PHP

The PHP code usually enclosed in a special start and end processing instructions
<?php and?> that allows us to move in to and out of PHP mode. All PHP files have .php
extension.

Simple example to display "Hello world" message on the web page

Coding: .

<!DOCTYPEhtml>
<html>
<body>
<h1>My First Web Page</hl>
<?php
echo "Hello World";
?>
</body>
</html>

Steps to save and execute PHP programs:-
1. Type the above program and save it as "demo.php" using any text editor. (for eg

Notepad, gedit).
2. Create a folder with yourname (for example php).

Note: Create folder in server's root directory. For Ubuntu the path of root directory
is var/www /htmL For Windows the path of root directory is c:/XAMPP /htdocs.

3. Save the "demo.php" file in your folder.
4. Open browser and type in address bar http://localhost/php/.Click on demo.php.

Output :.ibi[§Ji ..21
~ be;!host/pcp/dem"php X

:My Fit'st 'Veb Page
Hello World
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PHP case sensitivity

In PHPf the variable names are case sensitive. However keywords, function and
class names are not case sensitive. The echo keyword is not case sensitive.

PHP variables

Variable is a name that stands for a value. Variables are used to store values

such as numeric and character values etc.

Rules for declaring PHP variables:

• A variable starts with the $ sign, followed by the name of the variable

• A variable name must start with a letter or the underscore character

• A variable name cannot start with a number

• A variable name can only contain alpha-numeric characters and underscores (A-Zf
0-9f and _)

• Variable names are case-sensitive ($name and $name are two different variables)

• There are three different variable scopes in PHP :
1. local

2. global

3. static

A variable declared outside a function has a GLOBAL SCOPE and can only be
accessed outside a function (variable $a). And a variable declared within a function has a
LOCAL SCOPE and can only be accessed within that function (variable $b). In some cases,
if we want a local variable not to be deleted then the use of "static" keyword is must.

Example

PHP Program to print sum of two numbers.

Coding:

<Pphp

$a=lO;

$b=20;

$c=$a+$b;
echo "<brc-cbr> Sum of two numbers is $c";

?>
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Output:

Sum of two numbers is30

f- C (j) iocaiho5t'php/,uf]1,pnp * , e

PHP Data Types

Variables can store different types of data. PHP supports following data types:
1) String 2) Integer
3) Float 4) Boolean
5) Array 6) Null
Note: To check the data type of the variable var dumpt) method is used.

Comments in PHP

Comments are the statement in PHP block which are not executed in the program.
There are two types of comments, Single line comment and multi-line comments.

How to use Single line comment

/ / Single line comment

How to use Multi line comment

/* Multi
line
comment*/
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Operators in PHP are:

1. Arithmetic Operators

Operator Definition Example

+ Addition a+b
- Subtraction a-b

* Multiplication a*b

/ Division a/b
~

% Modulus a%b

2. Relational Operators

Operator Definition Example.

> Greater than a>b

< Less than a<b

>= Greater than or equal to ar-=b

<= Less than or equal to a<=b

-- Equal to a=b

Control Structures in PHP

1. If statement in PHP:-

If statement allows the programmer to make decision based on one or more
conditions, and execute statement accordingly.

Syntax :-

if(condition)

Block of statements;

2. If else if statement in PHP:-

If else if statement allows the programmer to make decision based on eitherth
that conditions.

Syntax-

if(condition)

Block of statements;

J
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else

Block of statements;

Example

PHP program to check and print greatest among two numbers.

Coding:

<?php
$a=100;
$b=200;
if($a>$b)
echo "$a is greater than $b";
else
echo "$b is greater than $a";
?>

Output:-

200 is greater than 100

Icca''''os!/phpigreat.php X

C (D loca!host/pi1p/greatphp

2. Loop Structure in PHP

Loops are used to execute the same block of code repeatedly as long as certain
condition is satisfied.
Syntax For Loop

for(initialization;condition;increment)

Statements of loop;
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Example
PHP program to print numbers from 1 to 10 using for loop.

Coding:

<?php
for($i=l;$i<=lO;$i++ )

. {

echo "<br> $i";

?>

Output:-

8
9
10

x

~ CO (j) tocalhcst/php/tor.php

'}

3
.t
5
6
7

3. ForeachLoop
This loop works only for arrays.
Syntax:-

foreach($array as $value)
{

Statements of loop;

5.5 PHP String Functions

A string is a series of characters. Following are the predefined string functions in
PHP.
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Function Description

strlenl) Returns the length of a string (i.e. total no. of characters)

str_ word_countO Counts the number of words in a string

strrevt) Reverses a string
"

strposi) Searches for a specific text within a string and returns the
character position of the first match and if no match is found,
then it will return false

strJeplaceO Replaces some characters with some other characters in a string

substrt) Returns a part of a string

strtolowerO Converts a string to lowercase

substr_countO Counts the number of times a substring occurs ina string

ucwordst) Converts the first character of each word in a string to uppercase

triml) Removes whitespace and other predefined characters from both
sides of a string

Example

PHP program to demonstrate string functions

Coding:

<?php

$a="information technology";

echo "cbre-cbr> String is ".$a;

echo "<bre-cbr> Length of String is ".strlen($a);

echo "cbre-cbr> Words in String is ".stcword_count($a);

echo "cbrc-cbrc- Reverse of String is ".strrev($a);

echo "<bre-cbr> Position of 0 in String is ".strpos($a,"o");

echo "cbre-cbr> Replace Informtaion with Inform "str replace

("Information","Inform",$a);

echo "xbrc-cbr> Extract some part of String ".substr($a,5,3);

echo "xbrc-cbr> Converts String in lowercase ".strtolower($a);

echo "cbrc-cbr> Capitalize each word of string ".ucwords($a);

?>
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Output:

lo::a'rost/phpistrin'SI,p,""p

C ill e
String is information technology

Length of String is 22

\\lords ill String is 2

Reverse of String is ygolonhcer noitamrefni

Position of 0 in String IS 3

Replace Informtaicn 'with Inform information technology

Extract some part of String mat

Converts Stringin Iowercase information technology

Capitalize each word of string Information Technology

5.6 PHP Arrays

An array is a special variable, which can hold more than one value ata time.

Creating array in PHP :
In PHP, the arrayt) function is used to create an array.

Syntax is:-

$x=array(values)
There are three types of arrays:
Indexed Arrays: - Arrays with a numeric index. Index always start with zero (0).
Syntax is: - $x=(valuel,value2, ... value n)
PHP program to print the name of colors store in array variable.

Coding

<?php
$x=array("Red","Blue","Brown","Pink","Purple");
echo "Color names are -cbrc-":
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Output:

\Ye1come to PHP

li!il b~aihost/php/ms9,php X

C CD localhost/php/msg.php

PHPFunction Arguments
Information can be passed to function through arguments. Arguments are specified
after function name,
PHP program to print Name and Price of the product by passing arguments to
function.

Coding:

<?php
function pr($n,$price)
{

echo "Product name is $n and Price is $price <br>cbr>":

pr("Notebook",45);
pr("Calculator",400);
pr("Pen",30);
?>
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Output:

f- C (i) locajhcst/php/fum.tionarqs.php "" '$ '£'1 e ;
Product name is Notebook and Price is 45

Product name is Calculator and Price is 400

PCOOUL""'t name is Pen and Price is 30

Returning Value:

To let a function return a value, return statement is used.

PHP program to print sum of two numbers using function.

Coding:

<Pphp

function sum(int $a,int $b)

$c=$a+$b;

return $c;

echo "10+20= " .sum(10,20). "<bre-cbr>":

echo "11+2= " .sum(11,2). "cbrc-cbr>":

echo "31+9= " .sum(31,9). "<bre-cbr>":

?>
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foreach($x as $value)

echo "$value <br>":

?>

Output:

Color names are
Red
Bfue
Brov •.'n
Pink
Purple

Associative Arrays : - Arrays with named index. This uses name key instead of
index to identify record/value.

Syntax: - $x=(keyl>= valuel, key2>= value2, .... Key n>= value n)
PHP program to print the cost of product store in array variable.

Coding:

<?php
$p = array("Pen"=>"35", "Ball"=>"37", "eraser"=>"43");

echo "cbrc-Pen cost is ".$p['Pen'];

echo "<brc-Eraser cost is ".$p['eraser'];

?>

Output:

Pen cost is :35
Eraser cost is 43
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Multi-dimensional Arrays: - Arrays containing one or more arrays.

PHP program to print the information about cars sold and cars in stock.

Coding:

<?php

$cars = array

array("Volvo",22,18) ,

array("BMW",15,13),

array("Saab",5,2),

array("Land Rover",17,15)

);

echo $cars[O][O].": In stock: ".$cars[O][l].", sold: ".$cars[O][2].".<br>";

echo $cars[l][O].": In stock: ".$cars[l][l].", sold: ".$cars[1][2].".<br>";

echo $cars[2][O].": In stock: ".$cars[2][1].", sold: ".$cars[2][2].".<br>";

echo $cars[3][O].": In stock: ".$cars[3][1].", sold: ".$cars[3][2].".<br>";

?>

5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

A function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.

Syntax is:

function functionnamet)

statements;

PHP program to print message "Welcome to PHP" using function.

Coding:

<?php
function msgt) / / declaring a function

{

echo "Welcome to PHP"; j /defining function

msgt); / / calling function

?>
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Output:

10+20=30

11+2= 13

31+9=40

5.8 PHP Form Handling

Create a HTML form with two input fields to accept number from the user and a
button to print addition of two numbers.

Coding:

Form.html

<html>

<body>

<form action="add.php" method =post">

Enter First Number

<input type='fext" name="tl"><br><br>

Enter Second Number

<input type="text" name=TZ'c-cbrc-cbr>

<input type="submit" valuee.'Add">

</form>

</body>

</html>
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add.php

<?php

$tl=$_GET["tl "];

$t2=$_GET["t2"];

$c=$tl +$t2;

echo "cbrc-cbr> Sum of two numbers is $c";

?>

Output:

The PHP superglobals $_GETand $_POST are used to collect form data.

GETvsPOST
Both GET and POST are treated as superglobals which means that they are always
accessible regardless of scope. It can be accessed from any function, class or file
without having to do anything special.
Example to create admission form for student. Accept name and gender from the
student. Create a college database and create table student having the fields name
and gender. .

Steps to create database and Table:
1) For database creation ~ open postgres sql terminal=-s create database college; and

press enter.
2) For Table creation -~ create table student(name text, gender Boolean); press enter,

table will be created.
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Now type code inadmission.php

<!DOCTYPEhtml>

<html>

<body>

<hl align="center">Addmission Form</hl>

<form method=Ipost''>

<labels-Enter Name-c/Iabel>

<input type='fext" name="name" id="id_name"><br><br>

<label>Gender</label>

<input type="radio" name="gender" id="id-sender" valueemale'c-Malecbro-cbr>

<input type="radio" name="gender" id="id_gender" value="female">FeMale<br><br>

<input typeeradio'' name=gender" id="id_gender" valuee'tother'c-Other-cbrc-cbr>

<input type="submit" name="submit" valueesubmit" id="submit">

</form>

</body>
-c/html»

<?php

$servername="pgsql:host=localhost;dbname=college";.

$username="postgres";

$password ="laxmi";

$conn=new PDO($servernarrie,$username,$password);

if(isset($~POST['submit']) )

$name=$_POST["name"];

$gender=$_POST["gender"];
$sql="INSERT INTO student(name,gender) VALUES (,".$name."','".$gender.''')'';

$conn->exec($sql);

echo "New record added successfully";

?>
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5.2 Server Side Scripting

1. Explain Server Side Scripting?
Ans.:
(i) A server is a computer system that serves as a central control of data and programs

shared by clients.

(ii) The server side environment that runs a scripting language is termed as web server.

(iii)A user's request is fulfilled by running a script directly on the web server.

(iv) It is used to provide interactive web sites.

(v) Programming language for server side programming are PHP, Python JSP.

5.3 Features of PHP

2. Explain features of PHP (any 5).
Ans. PHP is most popular and frequently used worldwide server side scripting
language. Following are features of PHP :

(i) Simple: It is very simple and easy to use, as compared to other scripting languages.

(ii) Interpreted: It is an interpreted language, i.e. there is no need for compilation.

(Hi) Faster: It is faster than other scripting language e.g. JSP and ASP.

(iv) Open Source: Open source means you need not pay for use of PHP. You can freely
download and use.

(v) Platform Independent: PHP code will be run on every platform, Linux, Unix, Mac
as x,Windows.

I 5.4 First sample code of PHP

3. Explain how to save and execute PHP program.
Ans.:
(i) Type the PHP code using any text editor (Notepad).

(ii) Save with .php extension in appropriate folder.

(iii) Go to browser and type http://localhost/php/first.php

4. What is a variable?
Ans.:
(i) Variable is a symbol or name that contains value.

(ii) Variables are used for storing values such as numbers or characters,

(iii) The stored values can be used in any part of the program.

http://localhost/php/first.php
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5. What are the rules for declaring PHP variables?
Ans.:
Following are the rules for declaring variables in PHP:-

(i) A variable starts with the $ sign, followed by the name of the variable

(ii) A variable name must start with a letter or the underscore character

(Hi) A variable name cannot start with a number

(iv) A variable name can only contain alpha-numeric characters and underscores
(A-z, 0-9, and _)

(v) Variable names are case-sensitive ($age and $AGE are two different variables)

6. Explain variable scopes in PHP.
Ans.:
There are three different variables scopes in PHP :

• local

• global

• static
(i) A variable declared outside a function has a GLOBAL SCOPE and can only be

accessed outside a function. ' '

(ii) A variable declared within a function has a LOCAL SCOPE and can only be
accessed within that function.

(iii) If we want a local variable not to be deleted then we have to use of static keyboard.

7. Explain PHP data types.
Ans. :
(i) String: - A string is a sequence of characters. A string can be any text inside quotes.

You can use single or double quotes: .

(ii) Integer:- An integer data type is a non-decimal number between -2,147,483,648 and
2,147,483,647.

(iii) Float (floating point numbers) :- A float (floating point number) is a number with a
decimal point or a number in exponential form.

{iv) Boolean: A Boolean represents two possible states: TRUE or FALSE.

(v) Array.- An array stores multiple values in one single variable.

(vi) NULL:- Null is a special data type' which can have only one value: NULL. A
variable of data type NULL is a variable that has no value assigned to it.

8. Explain Single line and multi line comments in PHP.

Ans.:
(i) ,A comment in PHP code is a line that is not executed as a part of the program.

(ii) Its only purpose is to be read by someone who is looking at the code.
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(iii) PHP supports several ways of commenting: Single line comment and multi line
comment.

(iv) Single line comment can be written in two ways, they are :-

/ / This is a single-line comment

# This is also a single-line comment

(v) Multi line comment can be written as.-

/* This is a multiple-lines comment block that spans over multiple lines */

9. Explain PHP If statement with syntax.
Ans.:

if statement - executes some code if one condition is true.

Syntax of if statement is

if (condition) {
code to be executed if condition is true;

10. Explain PHP If else statement with syntax.
Ans.:

The if...else statement executes some code if a condition is true and another code if
that condition is false.

Syntax of if else is

if (condition) {
code to be executed if condition is true;

}else {
code to be executed if condition is false;

11. Explain PHP for loop with syntax.
Ans.:
(i) Loops are used to execute the same block of code again and again, as long as a

certain condition is true.

(ii) The for loop is used when you know in advance how many times the script should
run.

Syntax

for (init counter; test counter; increment counter) {
code to be executed for each iteration;
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12. Explain PHP foreach with syntax.
Ans.:

The foreach loop works only on arrays, and is used to loop through each key /value
pair in an array.

Syntax

foreach ($array as $value) {
code to be executed;

}

5.5 PHP String 'Functions

13. Explain String functions used in PHP (any 5).

Function Description

strleru) Returns the length of a string (i.e. total no. of characters)

str_ word_countO Counts the number of words in a string

strrevt) Reverses a string

strpost) Searches for a specific text within a string and returns the
character position of the first match and if no match is found,
then it will return false

str replacet) Replaces some characters with some other characters in a string

5.6 PHP Arrays

14. Explain how to create arrays in PHP with syntax.

Ans.:
(i) An array stores multiple values in one single variable

(ii) In PHP the arrayt) function is used to create an array.

(iii) Syntax to create array is :- $a=array(value)

15. Explain types of Arrays in PHP.
Ans.:
In PHP, there are three types of arrays:
(i) Indexed arrays - Arrays with a numeric index. For example.- $cars = array("Volvo",

"BMW", "Toyota");

(ii) Associative arrays - Arrays with named keys. For example :- $age =
array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43");
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(iii) Multidimensional arrays - Arrays containing one or more arrays. Fro example :-
$cars = array

(
array("Volvo",22,18),
array("BMW",15,13),
array("Saab",5,2),
array("Land Rover",17,15)
);

5.7 PHP User Defined Functions

16. Explain how to declare user defined function in PHP.
Ans.:
(i) A function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.

(ii) A function will not execute automatically when a page loads.

(iii) A function will be executed by a call to the function.

(iv) A user-defined function declaration starts with the word function:

Syntax

function functionNameO {
code to be executed;

17. Explain PHP function arguments.
Ans.:
(i) Information can be passed to functions through arguments. An argument is just like

a variable.
(ii) Arguments are specified after the function name, inside the parentheses. You can

add as many arguments as you want, just separate them with a comma.

(iii) Example is :-

<?php
function familyName($fname) {

echo "$fname Refsnes.cbr>":

familyName("Jani");
familyName("Hege");
familyName("Stale");
familyName("Kai Jim");
familylvamei''Borge''):
?>
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5.8 PHPFormHandling

18. Explain difference between GET and POST.
Ans.:

(i) Both GET and POST are treated as superglobals which means that they are always
accessible regardless of scope.

(ii) It can be accessed from any function, class or file without. having to do anything
special.

(iii) $_GET is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.

(iv) $_POST is an array of variables passed via the HTTP POST method.

19. Explain issett) method in PHP.
Ans.:
(i) issetf) method is used in PHP to check whether variable has value or not.

(ii) This helps us to know if the button is clicked or not.

20. Short note on Cookies and d Session in PHP.
Ans.:
(a) Cockiest-

(i) A cookie is often used to identify a user.

(ii) A cookie is a small file that the server embeds on the user's computer.

(iii) Each time the same computer requests a page with a browser, it will send the
cookie too.

(iv) With PHP, you can both create and retrieve cookie values.

(b)· Session

(i) Session is used to store user information on server to track user activities.

(ii) It helps in web application to maintain user information on all the pages.

(iii) For example, if you login to gmail account, the session helps to access youtube
account also.
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1. Write a PHP code which calculates and prints addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division of two numbers using form.

Ans.:
Coding :-

<html>

<body>

<form method=post''>

Enter First Number
<input type="text" name='first'c-cbr>-cbr>

Enter Second Number

<input type='fext'' name="second"><br><br> .
<input type="submit" name='tsubmit" value="Submit">

</form>

</body>

</html>

<?php
if(isset($_POST[' submit'])

{

$first = $_POST['first'];

$second = $_POST['second'];

$sum = $first+$second;

$sub = $first-$second;

$mul = $first*$second;

$div = $first/$second;

echo" <br><br> The Addition is: ".$sum;

echo" <bre-cbr> The Subtraction is: ".$sub;

echo "<brc-cbre-The Multiplication is: ".$mul;

echo "<brc-cbre-The Division is: ".$div;

?>
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2. Write a PHP code which calculates and prints area and circumference of a circle.

Hint(area=3.14x r- and c=2x3.14xr) using form.
Ans.:
Coding:

<html>

<body>

<form method="post">

Enter Radius

<input type='fext'' nameeradius'c-cbrc-cbrc-

<input type='eubmit'' name="submit" value='Submit"> ..

</form>

</body>
</html>

<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit']) )

{

$p=3.14;
$radius = $_POST['radius'];

$a= $p*$radius*$radius;

$c == $p*2*$radius;
echo "<brc-xbrc-The Area of circle is: ".$a;

echo "<bre-cbrc-The Circumference of circle is: ".$c;

?>

3. Write a PHP code which calculates square of a number using form.
Ans.:
Coding:

<html>
<body>
<form method=rpost">

Enter a Number
<input type="text" nameesq'c-cbrc-cbro

<input type="submit" nameesubmit" value='Sqaure">
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</form>

</body>
</html>

<?php

if(isset($_POST['submit']))

{

$sq = $_POST['sq'];

$s=$sq*$sq;

echo "<brc-cbrx'Ihe Square of number is: ".$s;

?>

4. Write a PHP code which calculates cube of a number using form.
Ans.:

<html>

<body>
<form method="post">

Enter a Number
<input type="text" name='tsq'c-cbrc-cbr>

<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Cube">

<Iform>

</body>
</html>

<?php
if(isset( $_POST[' submit']) )

{

$sq = $_POST['sq'];

$s=$sq*$sq*$sq;
echo "<brc-cbre-The Cube of number is: ".$s;

?>
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5. Write a PHP code to check and print greatest among two numbers using form an
function.

Ans.:

Coding:

<html>
<body>
dorm method=post">
Enter First Number
<input type='fext" name='f'c-cbrc-cbr>
Enter Second Number
<input type="text" name="s"><br><br>
<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Greatest">
</form>
.</body>
</html>
<?php
function grtt)
{

if(isset($_POST['submit'J))
{

$f = $_POST['f'];
$s = $_POST['s'];
if($f>$s)
echo" <br><br>The greater number is " .$f;
else
echo" <bre-xbr> The greater number is " .$s;

grtt):
?>
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6. Write a PHP code to check and print greatest among three numbers using form.
Ans.:

Coding:

<html>

<body>
<form method=l'post">

Enter First Number

<input type='fext" name="f"><br><br>

Enter Second Number
<input type="text" namees'c-cbro-cbr>

Enter Third Number
<input type="text" namev'f'c-cbro-cbr>

<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Greatest 3">

</form>

</body>
</htm1>

<?php
function grtO

if(isset($_POST['submit'])

{

$f = $_POST['£'];

$s = $_POST['s'];

$t = $_POST['t'];

if($f>$s && $f>$t)

echo "<bre-cbrc-The greater number is" .$f;

else

if($s>$f && $s>$t)
echo "<br>«br> The greater number is " .$s;

else

if($t>$f && $t>$s)
echo "cbrc--cbrc-The greater number is" .$t;
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grtt):
?>

7. Write a PHP code to check and print whether the number is Odd or Even using
form.

Ans.:
Coding:

<html>

<body>

<form method=post">

Enter a Number

<input type='fext" name=T'e-cbr>«br>
<input type=Hsubmit" name='tsubmit'' value='Even Odd">

</form>

</body>

</html>

<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit'])

{

$f = $_POST['£,];

if($f%2==O)
echo "<brc-xbrc-The number is Even number";

else

echo "<bre-cbr> The number is Odd number";

?> ..
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8. Write a PHP code to check and print whether the number is positive, negative or
Zero using form.

Ans.:

Coding:

-chtml»
<body>
<form method="post">
Enter a Number
<input typee'fexr" namee'f'c-cbre-cbr»
<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Positive Negative Zero">
</form>
</body>
</html>
<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit'D)
{

$f = $_POST['f'];
if($f>O)
echo "<bre-cbrc-Thenumber is Positive number";
else

if($f<O)
echo "<brc-cbre-Thenumber is Negative number";
else
echo "<bre-cbrc-Thenumber is Zero";

?>
9. Write a PHP code to print even numbers between 1-20.
Ans.:

Coding:

<?php I
for($i=2;$i<=20;$i=$i+2)

~{~---<
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echo "<br>".$i;

?>

10. Write a PHP code to input a number and print the factorial of a number.
Ans.:
Coding:

<html>

<body>
<form method=Ipost">

Enter a Number

<input type='fext" name="f"><br><br>

<input type="submit" name=t'submit" value="Factorial">

</form>

</body>
</html>

<?php

$fc=l;
if(isset($_POST['submit']) )

{

$f = $_POST['f];

for($i=$f;$i>=l;$i-- )

{

$fc=$fc*$i;

echo "cbrc-cbre-The Factorial is ".$fc;

?>

11. Write a PHP code to print multiplication table of a number.

Ans.:
Coding:

<html>

<body>
<form method;::"post">

I
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Enter a Number

<input type="text" name=T'c--cbrc-cbr>

<input type="submit" name=rsubmit'' value=Table">

</form>

</body>
</html>

<Pphp

if(isset($_POST['submit'D)
{

$f ==$_POST['£,];

for($i=1;$i<=10;$i++ )
{

$m=$f*$i;

echo "<brc--cbr> ".$f. "x".$i."=".$m;

J

?>

12. Write a PHP code to check whether the number is prime number or not.
Ans.:
Coding:

<html>

<body>
<form method='tpost">

Enter a Number
<input type="text" namee'f'c-cbrc-cbrc-

<input type="submit" nameesubmit" value="Prime number">

</form>

</body>
</html>

<?php

$p==l;
if(isset($ _POST['submit'D)
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for($i=2;$i <$f;$i++)
{

H($f%$i ==0)

$p=O;
}

H($p==l)

echo "<brc-cbre-Number is Prime Number";

else

echo "<bre-cbrc-Number is not a Prime Number";

?>

13. Write a PHP code to count the number of words in the given string.
Ans.:
Coding:

<?php

$a="Hypertext Preprocessor";
echo "<bre-cbr> String is ".$a;

echo "<bre-cbr> Words in String is "strword countrsa):

?>

14. Create a website with two PHP webpage in which each webpage is connected. The
first page of the website contains two form fields for taking 'name' and 'password'
from users. On onclick event, details of forms should be displayed on second web
page.

Ans.:
Coding:

Form.html
<html>

<body>
<form action="wc.php" method="post">

Enter Name
<input type="text" namee'tname'c-cbrc-cbr»

Enter Password

<input type="password" name="pass"><br><br>

<input type="submit" name="submit" value='Submit''>
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</form>
</body>
</html>
wc.php
<html>
<body>
Welcome
<?php
echo $_POST["name"]; 't» <bre-cbr>

Your Password is
<Pphp
echo $_POST["pass"];
?>

Fill in the blanks

1. PHP is scripting language.
Ans. : Server
2. PHPis language i.e. there is no need for compilation.
Ans, : interpreted
3. A variable starts with sign followed by variable name.
Ans. :'$
4. An is a variable, which can hold more than one value at a time.
Ans.: array
5. Information can be passed to functions through _
Ans. : arguments

State TruelFalse

1. PHP is platform dependent scripting language.
Ans.: False
2. $_POST is an array of variables passed via the URL parameters.
Ans.: False
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3. . A Function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program.
Ans.: True
4. PHP cannot be embedded along, with HTMLtags.
Ans.: False
5. GET should NEVER be used for sending sensitive information.
Ans. :True

Multiple Choice Question (1 correct)

1. The program file of PHP have extension.

(a) .asp (b) .php

(c) .js

Ans.: (b)
(d) .txt

2. A variable declared a function has global scope.

(a) outside

(c) inside
Ans.: (a)
3. The

(a) trimt)

(c) substrt)
Ans.: (c)

(b) anywhere

(d) none

____ function returns a part of a string.

(b) ucwordst)

(d) strpost)

Multiple Choice Question. (2 correct)

1. The ~ __ & are valid datatype ill PHP.

(b) Varchar(a) Double
(c) Integer (d) Array (e) BigInt

Ans. : (c,d)
2. Single line comment in PHP is possible using _

(a) II (b) 1* *1
(c) #

Ans.: (a,b)
(d) <!> (e) $
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Multiple Choice Question. (3 correct)

1. In PHP, three types of arrays are _

(a) Indexed (b) Simple

(c) Associative (d) Multidimensional

(e) Complex
Ans. : (a,c,d)

(f) General

The scope of variable can be _

(a) local (b) global

(d) static (e) final
Ans. : (a,b,d)

2.
(c) universal

(f) outside

Brief Questions

1. Explain any two features of PHP?
Ans.: Refer answer the following Ql 5.3

2. What are the rules to declare variable inPHP?
Ans.: Refer answer the following Q3 5.4

3. What is server side scripting?
. Ans. : Refer answer the following Ql 5.2

4. List the supported datatypes in PHP
Ans. : Refer answer the following Q5 5.4

5. Explain any two string manipulation function.
Ans. : Refer answer the following Ql 5.5

Write Programs for the following

1. Write a PHP code which calculates square of any number using form.
Ans.: Refer PHP Extra programs for practice Program No 3

2. Write a PHPcode to count no. of words in the given string.
Ans.: Refer PHP Extra programs for practice Program No 13

3. Create a website with two PHP webpage in which each webpage is connected.

The first page of the website contains two form fields for taking 'name' and
'password' from users. On onclick event, details of forms should be displayed on
second webpage.

Ans.: Refer PHP Extra programs for practice Program No 14

ODD
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Chapter at a Glance 6.1 Introduction to E-Commerce
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Advantages of E-commerce; •
Global scope, anytime shopping,

cost saving, public services.

6.3 E-Commerce
Trade cycle

6.2 Defi.nition of E·Commerce I
Disadvantages of E-commerce ; •

Setup cost, security. goods
delivery physical presence.

Meaning, Phases 'Of Trade cycle are
Pre-sales, Execution,Settiement, After-Sales

6.4 Forms of
E-Commerce

Types of E-commerce; -
Business to Consumer, Business to
Business, Consumer to Consumer,

Consumer to Business

6.4 Modes of
Payment

Credit cards, Mobile Payments,

Bank Transfers, E-\jVallets.

6.6 E-Commerce
Technology

M-commerce, Social Commerce. ( Concept of EI~~ctronicData lntl~r{~hange (E01) )

6.7 E-govemance 6.8 Security measures
in E·Commerce

Advantages of E-Governance, Types of E-Govermmce
are Government to Citizen, Government to Business,

Government to Government, Government to Employee,

Encryption, types of encryption Le,

Symmetric and Asymmetric,

Digital Signature, Digital Certificate.
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6.1 Introduction

1. E-commerce stands for .
Ans. : Electronic Commerce
2. . is nothing but buying and selling of goods.
Ans. : Commerce

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

3. ., is the process of buying and selling of goods and services using electronic
medium.

Ans. : Electronic Commerce
4. . is also referred as paperless exchange of business information.
Ans. : Electronic Commerce
5. Commerce focuses on the exchange of products and services through

personal interactions.
Ans. : Traditional
6. . Commerce has limited business hours.
Ans.: Traditional
7. . ,. Commerce is limited to a particular geographical location.
Ans. : Traditional
8. Modes of payment in commerce include cash, cheques and credits cards.
Ans. : Traditional
9. In Commerce scope is local.
Ans. : Traditional
10. . . . . . . . . . . . . Commerce trading activities are online via the internet and can be

considered automatic.
Ans. : Electronic
11. . Commerce is 24 x 7, it can be done anytime day and night.
Ans. : Electronic
12. In Commerce modes of payment are bank transfer, credit card, e-wallet

etc.
Ans. : Electronic
13. In Commerce scope is global.
Ans. : Electronic
14. B2C stands for .
Ans. : Business to Consumer
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15. In model business sells it's product directly to a customer.
Ans. : B2C (Business to Consumer)
16. B2B stands for .
Ans. : Business to Business
17. In model business sells.its products to an intermediate buyer.
Ans. : B2B (Business to Business)
18. C2C stands for .
Ans. : Consumer to Consumer
19. In model, consumer helps consumer to sell their assets by publishing their

information on the website.
Ans. : C2C (Consumer to Consumer)
20. C2B Stands for .
Ans. : Consumer to Business
21. In model, consumers have products or services of value that can be

consumed by businesses.
Ans.: C2B (Consumer to Business)

6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

22. A is the series of exchanges between a customer and supplier that takes
place when a commercial exchange is executed.

Ans. ~Trade Cycle
23. The phase of Trade cycle consist of two steps like search and negotiate.
Ans.: Pre-sales
24. The phase of Trade cycle consists of Order and Delivery.
Ans. : Execution
25. The phase of Trade Cycle consist of Invoice and Payment.
Ans. : Settlement
26. The phase of Trade Cycle consist of warranty and After Sale Services.
Ans. : After sales

6.4 Modes of Payment

27. . transfer is used when money is sent from one bank account to another.
Ans. : Bank
28. . . . . . . . . . . .. is a type of electronic card which is used for transactions made online

through a computer or a smartphone.
Ans. : E-Wallet
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6.5 Forms of E-commerce

29. . is the buying and selling of goods and services through wireless handheld
devices such as smartphones and tablets.

Ans. :M-Commerce (Mobile Commerce)
30. . . .. .. . . . . .. Commerce is a form of electronic, commerce that involves social media

that supports social interaction.
Ans. : Social
31. ; Commerce is the use of networking websites such as facebook, Instagram

and Twitter as vehicles to promote and sell products and services.
Ans. : Social

6.6 E-Commerce Technology

32. EDI stands for .
Ans.: Electronic Data Interchange
33. .. is the electronic interchange of business information using a standardized

format.
Ans. : EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
34. The......... ... is a process which allows one company to send information to

another company electronically rather than a paper.
Ans. : EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
35. Business entities conducting business electronically are called .
Ans. : Trading Partners
36. E-wallet is a type of account in which a user-can store money for any

future online transaction.
Ans, : Prepaid
37. . is computer-to-computer interchange of strictly formatted documents via

telecommunication or physically transported on electronic storage media.
Ans. : EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)

6.7 E-governance

38. .' signifies the implementation of information technology in the government
processes and function.

Ans. : E-Governance
39. E-Governance is of types.
Ans. : 4 (Four)
40. G2C stands for .
Ans. : Government-to-Citizen
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41. The refers to the government services which enable citizens to get access
to wide variety of public services.

Ans. : G2C (Government to Citizen)
42. G2B stands for ,
Ans. :Government to Business
43. The ... " .. " ... is the exchange of services between Government and Business

Organization.
Ans. : G2B (Government to Business)
44. The " consists of many services exchanged between business sectors and

government.
Ans. : G2B (Government to Business)
45. G2G stands for .
Ans. :'Government to Government
46. The refers to 'the interaction between different government departments,

organizations and agencies.
Ans. : G2G (Government to Government)
47. The E-Governance which provides safe and secure inter-relationship between

domestic and foreign government is .
Ans, :G2G (Government to Government)
48. G2E stands for .
Ans. : Government to Employee
49. The is the internal part to G2G sector.
Ans. : G2E (Government to Employee)
50. The... governance aims to bring employees together and' improvise

knowledge sharing.
Ans. : G2E (Government to Employee)

6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce '

51. is widely used on the internet to protect user information being sent
between a browser and a server.

Ans. : Encryption
52. . converts plain text into Cipher text.
Ans. : Encryption
53. . converts Cipher text into plain text.
Ans. : Decryption
54. A is also known as an electronic signature.
Ans. : Digital Signature
55. A guarantees the authenticity of an electronic document.
Ans. : Digital Signature
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56. A is an electronic password that allows a person to exchange data securely
over the Internet using public key infrastructure.

Ans. : Digital Certificate
57. ..., is also known as a public key certificate or identity certificate.
Ans. : Digital Certificate
58. PKI stands for .' .
Ans. : Public Key Infrastructure

6.1 Introduction

1. E-Commerce stands for Electroniccommerce.
Ans. : True
2. Commerce is an important part of business.
Ans.: True
3. Commerce means buying and selling of goods and services.
Ans. :True

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

4. E-Commerce is a process of buying and selling of goods or services using Internet.
Ans. :True
5. E-Commerce focuses on the exchange of products and services through personal

interactions.
Ans.: False
6. Traditional Commerce is manual.
Ans. :True
7. E-Commerce trading activities are online via the internet.
Ans. :True
8. Traditional Commerce is limited to business hours.
Ans. : True
9. E-Commerce is 24x 7.
Ans. :True
10. E-Commerceprovides face to face interaction.
Ans.: False
11. Traditional Commerce is limited to a particular geographical location.
Ans. : True
12. E-Commerce is local.
Ans.: false
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13. Modes of payments in E-commerceare bank transfer, e-wallet etc.
Ans.: True
14. Goods and delivery of services is instant with Traditional commerce.
Ans. : True
15. Traditional Commerce's Scope is global.
Ans.: false
16. E-Commercereduces paper work.
Ans. : True
17. E-commerceincreases the cost of searching a product.
Ans.: False
18. E-commercedoes not allow intermediaries.
Ans. : True
19. Set-up cost of E-Commerce is expensive.
Ans. : True
20. In B2CModel business sells its products to an intermediate buyer who then sells

product to the final customer.
Ans.: False
21. In B2Cmodel business sells its product directly to customer.
Ans.: True
22. 'In C2C model, consumer helps consumer to sell their assets by publishing their

information on website.
Ans. : True
23. OLX,Quikr, online auction are the examples of B2Bmodel.
Ans.: False
24. . In C2Bmodel consumers have products or services of value that can be consumed

by businesses.
Ans. : True
25. Types of E-commerceare B2B,C2B,C2Cetc.
Ans.: True

6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

26. Trade Cycle is the series of exchanges between a customer and supplier that take
place when a commercial exchange is executed.

Ans. :True
27. Executionphase consists of two steps like search and negotiate.
Ans.: False
28. The execution phase consists of Order and Delivery.
Ans, : True
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29. TheAfter sales phase consists of Invoice and Payment.
Ans.: False
30. Invoicemeans customer will receive a bill for purchased product.
Ans. :True
31. After sales phase consists ofwarranty and after sales services.
Ans.: True
32. Settlement means customer will do complaints about the performance of product

and get maintenance service from supplier.
Ans. : False.

6.4 Modes of Payment

33. Credit cards are most common way for customers to pay online.
Ans.: True
34. Mobile payment apps are UPI,Paytm, Paypal etc.
Ans.: True
35. Bank transfer cannot be used when money is sent from one bank account to

another.
Ans.: False
36. NEFT,IMPSetc. are the examples ofBank transfer.
Ans.: True
37. E-Wallet is electronic card which is used for transactions made online through a

computer or smartphone.
Ans. :True
38. E-wallet is a type of post paid account.
Ans.: False
39. State bank Buddy, Paytm wallets are examples of E-wallets.
Ans.: True

6.5 Forms of E-commerce

40. Some common forms of Eecommerce are C2B,B2B,C2Cetc.
Ans.: False
41. M-Commerce is buying and selling of goods and services through smartphones and

tablets.
Ans. :True
42. M-Commerceenables users to accessonline shopping by using a desktop computer.
Ans.: False
43. The applications of M-Commerce are mobile banking, E-bill payment, online

auctions etc.
Ans.: True
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44. SocialCommerce is a form of electronic commerce that involves online media·that
supports social interaction.

Ans.: True

6.6 E-Commerce Technology

45. EDIstands for ElectronicData Information.
Ans.: False
46. EDI is the non-electronic interchange of business information using a standardised

format.
Ans.: False
47. EDI is a process which allows one company to send information to another

electronically rather than paper.
Ans. : True
48. EDI is paperless exchange of electronic information.
Ans. : True
49. Business entities conducting business electronically are called trading partners.
Ans. : True
50. Two most common documents exchanged using EDI are purchase orders and

invoices.
Ans. : True

6.7 E-govemance

51. E-Governance is the implementation of information technology in the government
processes and function.

Ans.: True
52. E-Governance delivers SMARTgovernance.
Ans.: True
53. Types of E-Governance are B2B,B2C,C2C.
Ans.: False
54. The G2C refers to the government services which enable citizens to get access to

wide variety of public services.
Ans.: True
55. License renewals and paying tax are the examples of G2C.
Ans.: True
56. The G2Bis the internal part of G2Gsector.
Ans.: False
57. G2Bprovides access to relevant forms needed to comply.
Ans. : True
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58. The G2G refers to the interaction between different government departments,
organizations and agencies.

Ans.: True
59. In G2G type of e-governance, government agencies can share the same database

using online communication:
Ans. : True
60. The G2Eis the internal part of G2Gsector.
Ans.: True
61. Checking balance of holiday.is example of G2E.
Ans. :True
62. Reviewing salary payment records, applying for leave is the example of G2C.
Ans. : False
63. Digital India is a campaign launched by the Government of India is order to make

Government's Servicesavailable to citizens electronically.
Ans. :True
64. e-mitra project, e-Seva project, CET are the examples of successful implementation

of E-Governance.
Ans. : True

6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

65. Encryption is used to protect user information being sent between browser and a
server.

Ans. : True
66. Encryption converts plain text into coded form of data.
Ans.: True
67. Conversion of plain text into Cipher text is called decryption.
Ans.: False
68. Decryption converts Cipher text into plain text.
Ans.: True
69. Encryption is of two types Symmetric and Asymmetric.
Ans. :True.
70. Digital Signature is also known as electronic signature.
Ans. :True
71. Digital Signature is also known as public key certificate.
Ans.: False
72. Digital Signature is on electronic passwords that allows organization to exchange

data securely over the Internet using PKl.
Ans. : True
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6.1 Introduction

1. E-Commerce stands for .
(a) Engage Commerce

(c) Electronic Commerce
Ans.: (c)

(b) Evolve Commerce

(d) Easy Commerce

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

2. . is the process of buying and selling of goods and services using electronic.
medium.
(a) E-Commerce

(c) E-Governance

(b) Digital Certificate

(d) Digital Signature

Ans.: (a)
3. Commerce focuses on the exchange of products and services through

personal interactions.
(a) E-Governance (b) Electronic

(c) Digital Signature (d) Traditional
Ans.: (d)
4. . Commerce has limited to business hours.

(a) Traditional

(c) Digital

(b) Electronic

(d) E-governance

Ans.: (a)
5. . Commerce provides face to face interaction.

(a) Electronic (b) Traditional

(d) Web hasting(c) Digital
Ans.: (b)
6. In Commerce scope is local.

(a) Electronic (b) Divisional

(c) Digital (d) Traditional
Ans.: (d)

7. . Commerce has no time limits, it is available 24 x 7.
(a) Electronic

(c) Traditional
Ans~: (a)

(b) Divisional
(d) Digital
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8. In Commerce trading activities are online via the internet.
(a) Digital (b) Traditional

(c) Electronic (d) Divisional
Ans.: (c)
9. In Commerce scope is a global.

(a) Digital (b) Electronic

(c) Traditional (d) Divisional
Ans.: (b)
10. . Commerce reduces the paper work and lower the transaction cost.

(a) Electronic (b) Divisional
(c) Traditional

Ans.: (a)
11. . application provides users with more options to compare and select the

cheaper and better option.
(a) Z-Commerce

(d) local

(b) G - Commerce

(d) V-Commerce(c) E-Commerce
Ans. : (c)
12. . Commerce allows the customers and "thebusiness to be in touch directly

without any intermediaries.
(a) Traditional (b) Electronic (c) Divisional

Ans.: (b)
(d) Digital

13. In model business sells its product directly to a customer.
(a) C2B (b) B2C (c) B2B (d) C2C

Ans.: (b)
14. In model, business sells its products to an intermediate buyer who then

sells the product to the final customer.
(a) C2B (b) B2C (c) B2B (d) C2C

Ans.: (c)
15. In............ model, consumer helps consumer to sells their assets by publishing

their information on the website.
(a) C2B (b) B2C (c) B2B (d) C2C

Ans.: (d)
16. On-line auction is example of model.

(a) C2B (b) B2C (c) B2B
Ans.: (d)

(d) C2C
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17. In model consumers have products or services of value that can be
consumed by businesses.
(a) C2B (b) B2B (c) C2C (d) B2C

Ans.: (a)

I 6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

18. A " is the series of exchanges between a customer and supplier that takes
place when a commercial exchange is executed.
(a) EDI (b) Trade Cycle

(c) Encryption (d) Decryption
Ans.: (b)
19. . phase of Trade cycle consist of two steps like search and negotiate.

(a) Presale (b) Execution (c) Settlement (d) After sales
Ans.: (a)

20. . phase of Trade cycle consists of Order and Delivery.
(a) Presale (b) Execution (c) Settlement (d) After sales

Ans.: (b)
21. In phase of Trade Cycle the customer sends an order for the selected

product and receives delivery of the product.
(a) Presale (b) After sales (c) Execution (d) Settlement

Ans.: (c)
22. The phase of Trade Cycle consist of warranty and After Sale Services.

(a) Presale (b) Execution (c) Settlement (d) After sales

Ans.: (d)

23. . services means customer will do complaints about the performance of
product and get maintenance service from the suppliers.
(a) Presale (b) After sales (c) Execution (d) Settlement

Ans.: (b)

6.4 Modes of Payment

24. ., offer a quick solution for customers to purchase on e-commerce website.
(a) Mobile Payments (b) Digital Signature

(c) Cost Payments (d) Cheque Payments
Ans.: (a)
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25. Apps the BHIM, UPI, paytm are the examples of .
(a) cheque payment (b) cash payment

(c) EDI (d) Mobile payments
Ans.: (d)
26. . is used when money is sent from one bank account to another.

(a) EDI (b) Bank Transfer

(c) Digital Signature
Ans.: (b)
27. NEFT, IMPS are the examples of .

(a) Credit Card (b) Trade Cycle

(c) Debit Card (d) Bank Transfer
Ans.: (d)

(d) Trade Cycle

28. . . . . . .. . .. .. is a type of electronic card which is used for transactions made online
through a Computer or a smart-phone.
(a) E-Wallets (b) E-Book (c) E-Pocket (d) E-Draw

Ans.: (a)
29. State Bank Buddy, paytm wallets are the examples of .

(a) E-Book (b) E-Pocket (c) E-Wallet (d) E-Draw.

Ans.: (c) I
30. E-wallet is a type of account in which a user can store money for any

future online transaction.
(a) Pre-paid

Ans.: (a)

(b) Cash-paid (c) Bank paid (d) Cheque paid

6.5 Forms of E-commerce

31. . is the buying and selling of goods and services through wireless handheld
devices such as smartphones and tablets.
(a) Trade Cycle (b) M-Commerce

(c) Social Commerce
Ans.: (b)
32. . enables users to access online shopping platforms without using desktop

computer.
(a) M-Commerce (b) EDI

(d) EDI

(c) T-Commerce
Ans. : (a)

(d) Trade Cycle
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33. Mobile banking, E-bill payment, ticket booking are the examples of .
(a) EDI (b) Trade Cycle

(c) M-Commerce (d) Digital Certificate
Ans.: (c)
34. Commerce is a form of electronic commerce that involves social media

that supports social interaction.
(a) Social (b) National (c) Local (d) Divisional

Ans.: (a)
'35. . Commerce is a subset of electronic commerce that involves social media

like facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
(a) Local (b) Divisional (c) National (d) Social

Ans.: (a)

.6.6 E-CommerceTechnology

36. EDI stands for .
(a) Easy Data Interchange (b) Economic Data Interchange

(c) Electronic Data Interchange (d) Enable Data Interchange
Ans.: (c)

37. .., is the electronic interchange of business information using a standardized
format.
(a) EDI

(c) Digital Signature

(b) Trade Cycle

(d) Digital Certificate
Ans.: (a)
38. . is a process which allows one company to send information to another

company electronically rather than a paper.
(a) Trade Cycle (b) EDI

(d) Mobile Commerce(c) Social Commerce
Ans.: (b)
39. Business entities conducting business electronically are called .

(a) Global partners (b) Local partners

(c) Visitin~ partners
Ans.: (d)

(d) Trading partners
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6.7 E-governance

40. ... ... . ..... is the implementation of information technology in the government
processes and functions.
(a) E-Governance (b) E-Commerce

(c) Social Commerce (d) M-Commerce
Ans.: (a)
41. The type of e-governance refers to the government services which enable

citizens to get access to wide variety of public services.
(a) G2E (b) G2C (c) G2B (d) G2G

Ans.: (b)
42. License renewals and paying tax can be done through .. .. .. . .. .. . type of

E-Governance.
. (a) G2E (b) G2G (d) G2B(c) G2C

Ans.: (c)
43. The type of E-governance is the exchange of services between government

and business organizations.
(a) G2C (b) G2B (c) G2G (d) G2E

Ans.: (b)
44. The. .. .. . .. .. .. type of E-governance refers to the interaction between different

government departments, organizations and agencies.
(a) G2C (b) G2B (c) G2G (d) G2E

Ans.: (c)
45. In type of E-governance, government agencies can share the same database

using on line communication.
(a) G2C (b) G2B (d) G2E(c) G2G

Ans.: (c)
46. The type of E-governance is the internet part of G2G sector.

(a). G2C (b) G2B (c) G2G (d) G2E
Ans.: (d)
47. . type of E-Governance provides facilities to employers like applying for

leave, reviewing salary payment record and checking balance of holiday.
(a) G2C (b) G2B (c) G2G (d) G2E

Ans.: (d)
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6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

48. . is used on the internet to protect user information being sent between a
browser and a server.
(a) Encryption

(c) Digital Signature

(b) Decryption

(d) Digital Certificate
Ans.: (a)
49. . converts plain text into Cipher text.

(a) Decryption (b) Encryption

(c) Digital Signature
Ans.: (b)
50. . converts Cipher text into plain text.

(a) Decryption (b) Encryption

(c) Digital Signature (d) Digital Certificate
Ans.: (a)
51. . is of two types symmetric and Asymmetric.

(a) Encryption (b) Private key
(c) Public key (d) Decryption

Ans.: (a)
52. A is also known as an electronic signature.

(a) Digital Certificate (b) Digital Signature

(c) Cryptography (d) EDI

(d) Digital Certificate

Ans.: (b)
53. PKI stands for .

(a) Public Key Infrastructure

(c) Publish Key Certificate

(b) Personal Key Certificate

(d) Person Key Certificate
Ans.: (a)
54. . is also known as Public key certificate or identity certificate.

(a) EDI (b) Digital Certificate

(c) Trade Cycle (d) Digital Signature
Ans.: (b)
55. A , is an electronic password that allows organization to exchange data

securely over the Internet using PKI.
(a) Digital Signature (b) EDI

(c) Trade Cycle (d) Digital Certificate
Ans.: (d)
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6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

1. E-Commerce is also referred as paperless exchange of business information using
••••••••••• "' •••••••••• 0.0

(a) EDI,

(c) Private Key
Ans. : (a), (b)
2. Advantages of E-Commerce are .

(a) Security (b) Global scope

(c) Cost saving (d) High setup cost
Ans. : (b), (c)
3. Disadvantages of E-Commerce are .

(a) High set up cost (b) Late delivery

(b) Electronic Fund Transfer

(d) Public Key

(c) Public serves
Ans. : (a), (b)

(d) Any time shopping

Types of E-Commerce are .
(a) B2C (b) C2B (c) G2G

Ans. : (a), (b)

4.
(d) G2E

5. Examples of B2Cmodel are , .
(a) Linux (b) Flipkart (c) Amazon

Ans. : (b), (c)
6. Examples of C2C model are .

(a) Network provider (b) OLX

(c) EDI (d) Quikr
Ans. : (b), (d)

(d) Window

6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

7. Following are the phases of Trade cycle.
(a) Pre-sales (b) EDI (c) Trade Cycle (d) Execution

Ans. : (a), (d)
8. Pre-sales consists of two steps and .

(a) Order (b) Delivery (c) Search (d) Negotiate
Ans. : (c), (d)
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9. The execution phase consists of and .
(a) Order (b) Delivery (c) Search (d) Negotiate

Ans. : (a), (b)
10. The settlement phase consist of and .

(a) Order (b) Invoice (c) Search (d) Payment
Ans. : (b), (d)
11. The After sales phase consists of , and .

(a) Order (b) Delivery (c) warranty (d) After sale service
Ans. : (c), (d)

6.4 Modes of Payment

12. Modes of payments are .
(a) M-Commerce

(c) E-Commerce
Ans. : (b), (d)
13. Examples of Mobile payments apps are .

(a) BHIM (b) EDI (c) Paytm
Ans, : (a), (d
14. Examples of Bank Transfers are .

(a) EDI (b) NEFT (c) IMPS

(b) Mobile Payments

(d) E-Wallets

(d) Trade Cycle

(d) Cash Transfer
Ans, : (b), (c)
15. Examples of E-Wallets are .

(a) Paytm Wallets (b) State Bank Buddy

(c) EDI (d) Trade Cycle
Ans. : (a), (b)

6.5 Forms of E-commerce .

16. Common forms of E-commerce are '" "
(a) Local Commerce (b) M-Commerce

(d) Social Commerce(c) National Commerce
Ans, : (b), (d)
17. Application of M-Commerce are " , "

(a) E-bill payment (b) Local Commerce

(c) Mobile Banking
Ans. : (a), (c)

(d) Social CO]JID1erce
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18. Social Commerce is the use of networking websites such as , as
vehicles to promote and sell products and services.
(a) G-mail (b) Google Docs

(c) Facebook (d) Twitter
Ans. : (c), (d)

6.6 E-Commerce Technology

19. Two common documents can be exchanged using EDI are , .
(a) Purchase orders (b) DOCs

(c) Trading (d) Invoices
Ans. : (a), (d)

6.7 E-governance

20. Advantages of E-governance are .
(a) Increase of overall cost (b) Decrease convenience

(c) High transparency (d) Reduced corruption
Ans. : (c), (d)
21. Type of E-Governance are .

(a) B2C (b) C2C (c) G2E (d) G2G
Ans. : (c), (d) .
22. G2C type of E-governance provides services like And .

(a) .License renewals (b) Paying tax

(c) Trade Cycle (d) EDI
Ans. : (a), (b)
23. G2E type of E-governance provides .

employees.
, .. "." . Online facilities to

(a) License renewals

(c) Booking Tickets
Ans. : (b), (d)
24. Examples of successful implementation of E-Governance projects are and

(b) Salary payment record

(d) applying for leave

(a) e-seva
Ans. : (a), (b)

(b) e-Mitra (d) e-friend(c) e-tax
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6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

25. Encryption is of two types and .
(a) Plaintext (b) symmetric (c) Coded text (d) asymmetric

Ans. : (b), (d)
26. Encryption consists of two processes and .

(a) EDI (b) Trade cycle

(c) Encryption (d) Decryption
Ans. : (c), (d)
27. Encryption converts text into text.

(a) Plain (b) Cipher (c) Random (d) General
Ans. : (a), (b)
28. Decryption converts text into text.

(a) Cipher (b) Plain (c) Random (d) General
Ans. : (a), (b)
29. Following are the security measure in E-commerce.

(a) EDI (b) Trade cycle

(c) Digital signature (d) Digital certificate
Ans. : (c), (d)

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

1. Advantages of E-Commerce are .
(a) Global scope (b) Local scope

(c) Cost saving (d) Time restriction

(e) Anytime shopping (f) Involve intermediaries
Ans. : (a), (c), (e)
2. Disadvantages of E-Commerce are .

(a) Global scope (b) Expensive

(c) Cost saving (d) Lack of personal touch

(e) Anytime shopping (f) Late deliveries
Ans. : (b), (d), (f)
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3. Types of E-Commerce are .
(a) B2C (b) G2E (c) B2B
(d) G2G (e) G2C (f) C2C

Ans. : (a), (c), (f)

6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

4. Following are the phases of Trade Cycle.
(a) C2B (b) Presale (c) Execution
(e) B2C (f) C2C

Ans. : (b), (c), (d)

(d) Settlement

6.4 Modes of Payment

5. Following are the Modes of Payment .
(a) Presale (b) Execution
(c) Settlement (d) Mobile payments
(e) Bank transfer (f) E-wallets

Ans. : (d), (e), (f)
.6. Examples of Mobile payment apps are ; .

(a) BHIM (b) Trade Cycle (c) EDI
(d) UPI (e) Google pay (f) Google Docs

Ans. : (a), (d), (e)

6.5 Forms of E-commerce

Applications of M-Commerce are.: ~ .
(a) Ticket booking (b) RTGS
(d) E-Bill payment (e) IMPS

Ans. : (a), (d), (f)
8. Social Commerce is the use of networking websites such as ,

............... and as vehicles to promote and sell products and services.
(a) Facebook (b) Instagram (c) Twitter (d) Gmail
(e) Google Docs (f) Google pay

Ans. : (a), (b), (c)

7.
(c) NEFT
(f) Online auctions

6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

9. Types of E-Governance are .
(a) G2C (b) G2G (c) C2B
(d) B2B (e) C2C (f) G2E

Ans. : (a), (b), (f)
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10. Advantages of E-Governance are .
(a) Increased convenience

(c) Reduction in overall cost
(b) No transparency

(d) Increase in cost

(e) Expanded reach of government (f) More corruption
Ans. : (a), (c), (e)
11. Examples of successful iinplementation of E-Governance projects are .

(a) e-Mitra (b) B2B (c) C2B (d) e-Seva

(e) C2G (f) CET
Ans. : (a), (d), (f)

6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

12. Security measure in E-Commerce are .
(a) EDI (b) Trade Cycle

(c) Encryption

(e) E-commerce
Ans. : (c), (d, (f)

(d) Digital Signature

(f) Digital Certificate

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

(I)

A B

(1) Traditional Commerce (a) Scope is Global

(2) E-Commerce (b) Sells products to an intermediate buyer

(3) B2C (c) Helps consumer to sell their assets by publishing
information 011 website

(4) B2B (d) Scope is local

(5) C2C (e) Consumers have products or services of value that
can be consumed by business

(6) C2B (f) Sells products directly to a customer
Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (a), (3) - (f), (4) - (b), (5) - (c), (6) - (e)

1
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6.3 E-Commerce Trade cycle

(I)

A B

(1) Presale (a) Consists of Order and Delivery

(2) Execution (b) Consists of Warranty and After sales

(3) Settlement I (c) Consists of Invoice and Payment

(4) After sales (d) Consists of Search and negotiate
Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (a), (3) - (c), (4) - (b)

6.4 Modes of Payment

(I)

A ! B

(1) Credit cards (a) Money sent from one bank to another
(2) I Mobile payments (b) Type of prepaid account in which user can store money

(3) Bank transfer (c) Cards used by customers to pay online

(4) E-Wallets (d) Forms of E-commerce

(e) Offers quick solution for customers to purchase on e-
commerce websites

Ans. : (1) - (c), (2) - (e), (3) - (a), (4) - (b)

6.S Forms of E-commerce, 6.6 E-Commerce Technology

(I)

A B
-

(1) M-Commerce (a) Form of E-commerce that involves social media that
supports social interaction

(2) Social Commerce (b) Electronic interchange of business information

(3) EDI (c) Buying and selling of goods and services through
smart phones and tablets

Ans. : (1) - (c), (2) - (a), (3) - (b)
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6.7 E-governance

(I)

A B

(1) G2C (a) Exchange of services between Government and Business organizations

(2) G2B (b) Is the internet part of G2G sector

(3) G2.G (c) Refers to the interaction between different government departments,
organization and agencies.

(4) G2E (d) Refers to government services which enable citizens to access wide
variety of public services.

Ans. : (1) - (d), (2) - (a), (3) - (c), (4) - (b)

6.8 Securitymeasures in E-Commerce

(I)

A B

(1) Encryption (a) Also known as electronic signature

(2) Decryption (b) Converts plain text into cipher text

(3) Digital Signature (c) Is a electronic password

(4) Digital Certificate (d) Convertschipher textinto plain text
Ans. : (1) - (b), (2) - (d), (3) - (a), (4) - (c)

6.2 Definition of E-Commerce

1. Define E-Commerce.
Ans.:
(i) E-Commerce is defined as the process of buying and selling of goods or services

using anelectronic medium such as Internet.

(ii) E-commerce is also referred as a paperless exchange of business information using
EDI, E-mail, Electronic fund transfer etc.

2. Explain Advantages and Disadvantages of E-Commerce.
Ans.:
Advantages of E-Commerce :

(i) Global scope: E-commerce provides the sellers with a global reach. Now sellers
and buyers can meet in the virtual world, without barrier of place.

1
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(ii) Electronic transaction: E-commerce reduces the paper work and significantly lower
the transaction cost.

(iii) Anytime shopping : The great advantage of E-Commerce is the convenience. A
customer can shop 24 x 7.

(iv) No intermediaries: Electronic commerce also allows the customer and the business
to be in touch directly, without any intermediaries.

Disadvantages of E-Commerce :

(i) . Setup Cost : The setup of the hardware and the software, the training cost of
employees, the constant maintenance and upkeep are all quite expensive.

(ii) Security: Security is another area of concern. Credit card theft, identity theft etc.
remain big concerns with the customers.

(iii) Goods Delivery: There may arrive some problem with fulfillment of order. Even
after the order is placed there can be problems with shipping, delivery.rnix-ups etc.
This leaves the customers unhappy and dissatisfied.

3. Difference between Traditional Commerce and E-Commerce.
Ans.:

Traditional Commerce E-commerce

Traditional commerce focuses on the ex- E-commerce trading activities are
change of products and services through online via the internet.
personal interactions so it is manual.

Traditional commerce is limited to E-commerce is 24 x 7, it can be done
business hours. anytime day and night.

Traditional commerce provides face to E-commerce can be termed as screen
face interaction. to face interaction.

Traditional commerce is limited to a E-commerce is global and has no
particular geographical location. physical limitation.

Modes of payment in traditional In E-commerce modes of payments are
commerce include cash, cheques and bank transfer, credit card, e-wallet,
credit cards. mobile payment and many more.

Goods and delivery of services is instant In E-commerce delivery of goods or
with traditional commerce. services takes some time.

Traditional Commerce's scope is local. E-commerce's scope is global.
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4. Explain type of E-Commerce.
Ans.:

Types of E-Commerce are as follows:

(i) Business to Consumer (B2C) :

(a) In B2Cmodel, business sells it's products directly to customer.

(b) Customer can view and choose to order the products shown on the website.

(c) The website will send notification and organization will dispatch the product to
customer.

(d) Examples Amazon, Flipkart etc.

(ii) Business to Business (B2B) :

(a) In B2Bmodel, business sells products to an intermediate buyer.

(b) Buyer then sells the product to final customer .:

(c) Example Tata communications.

(Hi) Consumer to Consumer (C2C):

(a) In C2C model, consumer helps consumer to sell their assets like cars, bikes, rent
a room etc by publishing their information on websites.

(b) Example OLX, Quikr online auction.

(iv) Consumer to Business (C2B) :

(a) In C2B model, consumers have products or services of value that can be
consumed by businesses.

(b) For example A blog can be written by an author for a business to improve sale
of product ebay.

6.3 E-CommerceTrade cycle

5. Explain phases of Trade Cycle.
Ans.:

A trade cycle is the series of exchanges, between a customer and supplier that
take place when a commercial exchange is executed. A general trade cycle consists of
following phases:
(i) Pre-Sales: It consist of two steps like Search and Negotiate. Customer search for

required website for product to be purchased. In Negotiate step customer find a
supplier who offers good quality product at cheaper price and then customer agrees
the terms forwarded by supplier.

(ii) Execution: This phase consist of Order and Delivery. Customer sends an order for
the selected product and after processing the order, customer receives delivery of
the product.
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(iii) Settlement: This phase consist of Invoice' (if any) and Payment. Invoice means
customer will receive a bill for purchased product and after confirmation of
received product, customer will pay for the same.

(iv) After-Sales: This phase consists of warranty and After Sale Services. In warranty
period, customer will get all maintenance services for free or at minimum cost. After
sale services means customer will do complaints (if any) about the performance of
product and get maintenance service from the supplier.

6.4 Modes of Payment

6. Explain various Modes of Payment.
Ans.:
(i) Credit Cards: Credit cards are the most common ways for customers to pay online.

Merchants can reach out to an international market with credit cards by integrating
a payment gateway into their business.

(ii) Mobile Payments : Mobile payments offer a quick solution for customers to
purchase on 'e-commerce websites. Examples are apps like Paytm, Coogle Pay,
BHIMetc. . .

(iii) Bank Transfers : Bank transfer is used when money is send from one bank account
to another. Transferring money from bank account is fast and safe then cash
withdrawal. Example NEFT, IMPS etc.

(iv) E-wallets: E-wallet is a type of electronic card which is sued for transactions made
online through a computer or smart phone. It is a type of prepaid account in which
user can store money for future transaction. Examples are State Bank Buddy, Paytm
Wallets.

6.5 Forms of F:-commerce

7. Write Short notes on:
(i) M-commerce (Mobile Commerce)

(ii) Social Commerce

Ans.:
(i) M-commerce (Mobile Commerce) :

(a) M-commerce is buying and selling of goods and services through wireless
devices such as smart phones and tablets.

(b) M-Commerce enables the user to access online shopping platforms without
. using desktop computers.

(c) Applications of M-Commerce are Mobile banking, E-bill payment, ticket
booking etc.
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(ii) Social Commerce:

(a) Social Commerce is a form of electronic commerce that involves social media
that supports social interaction.

(b) It enables shoppers to get advice from trusted individuals, find good and
services and then purchase them.

(c) Social commerce is the use of networking websites such as Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter to promote and sell products and services.

(d) The success is measured by the degree to which consumers interact with
company's marketing through retweets, likes and shares.

6.6 E-Commerce Technology

8. Short note on Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
Ans.:

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

(i) EDI is the electronic interchange of business information using a standardized
format.

It is a process which allows one company to send information to another company
electronically rather than on paper. I'l

Business entities conducting business electronically are called trading partners.

In EDI, two most common documents which are exchanged are purchase order and
invoices.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

6.7 E-governance

9. What is E-Governance?
Ans.:
(i) E-Governance signifies the implementation of Information Technology in the

Government processes.
(ii) The basic purpose of E-Governance is to simply processes for all, i.e. government,

citizens, businesses etc. at all levels.
(Hi) E-Governance delivers SMART (S-Simple, M-Moral, A-Accessible, R-Responsive, T-

Transparent Government).

10. List the advantages of E-Governance.
Ans.:
Advantages of E-Governance are:

1. Improves delivery and efficiency of government services

2. Improved government interactions with business and industry
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3. Citizen empowerment through access to information"

4. More efficient government management

5. Less corruption in the administration

6. Increased transparency in administration

7. Greater convenience to citizens and businesses

8. Cost reductions and revenue growth

9. Increased legitimacy of government

10. Improved relations between the public authorities and civil society

11. Explain types of E-Governance.
Ans.:

E-Governance is of 4 types depending on the specific types of services:

1. Government to Citizen (G2C) :

(i) The Government to citizen refers to the government services which enable
citizens to get access to wide variety of public services.

(ii) Most of the government services fall under G2C.

(iii) A citizen can have access to the services anytime from anywhere.

(iv) Services like license renewals and paying tax are essential in G2C.

(v) It also focuses on geographic land barriers.

2. Government to Business (G2B):

(i) G2B is the exchange of services between Government and Business
organizations.

(ii) G2B provides access to relevant forms needed to comply.

(iii) The G2B consists of many services exchanged between business sectors and
government.

(iv) It aims at eliminating of paper work, cost and establish transparency in the
business environment while interacting with government.

3. Government to Government (G2G) :

(i) The Government to Government refers to the interaction between different
government departments, organizations and agencies.

(ii) In G2G government agencies can share the same database using online
communication.

(iii) The government departments can work together.

(iv) G2G services can be at the local level or international level.

(v) It provides safe and secure inter relationship between domestic or foreign
government.
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4. Government to Employee (G2E) :

(i) The Government to Employee is the internal part of G2G sector.

(ii) G2E aims to bring employees together and improvise knowledge sharing.

(iii) G2E provides online facilities to the employees like applying for leave,
reviewing salary payment record and checking the balance of holiday.

(iv) This sector provides human resource training and development.

(v) Examples of successful implementation of E-governance are e-Mitra, e-Seva
project, CET (Common Entrance Test).

6.8 Security measures in E-Commerce

12. Explain process of Encryption.
Ans.:
(i) Encryption is widely used on the internet to protect user information being sent

between a browser and a server.
(ii) This includes passwords, payment information and other personal information that

should be considered private.

(iii) Encryption converts Plain text into Cipher text means non readable form of data.

(iv) Decryption is opposite of encryption i.e. it converts Cipher text into Plain text.

(v) Encryption is of two types: Symmetric and Asymmetric.
13. Write short notes on:

(b) Digital Certificate(a) Digital Signature
Ans.:
(a) Digital Signature:

(i) Digital Signature is also known as electronic signature.

(ii) Digital Signature guarantees the authenticity of an electronic document or
message in digital communication and uses encryption technique to provide
proof of original and unmodified documentation.

(iii) Digital Signatures are used in E-commerce, financial transactions.

(iv) This is the direct transfer of information between two partners.

(b) Digital Certificate:

(i) Digital Certificate is an electronic record "password" that allows a person,
organization to exchange data securely over the internet using the public key
infrastructure (PKI).

(ii) It is also known as public key certificate or identity certificate.

(iii) Using Digital Certificate information is transferred between two authorized
partners who have digital certificates issued by supreme authority.
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Fill in the blanks.

1. E-Commerce's scope is .
Ans. : global
2. A customer can do shopping online using type of E-Commerce.
Ans.:B2C
3. The phase consist of Order and Delivery.
Ans. : execution
4. E-wallet is a type of account in which a user can store his/her money for

any future online transaction.
Ans. : prepaid
5. EDI is exchange of information.
Ans. : electronic
6. The .... '" type of e-governance refers to the government services which enable

citizens to get access to wide variety of public services.
Ans.:G2C
7. The e-governance which provides safe and secure inter-relationship between

domestic or foreign government is .
Ans.:G2G

State True/False.

1. C2C type of E-commercedeals with Business and Customer.
Ans.: False
2. The lack of a personal touch can be a disadvantage for many types of services and

products in E-commerce.
Ans. : True
3. Checking the balance of holiday is an example of G2C.
Ans.: False
4. E-commerce provides more options to compare and select the cheaper and better

options.
Ans. : True
5. M-commerce can be used through desktop computer.
Ans.: False
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Multiple Choice Question. (1 correct answer) .

1. Invoice and payment are included in phase of trade cycle.
(a) Presale (b) execution (c) settlement (d) After sale

Ans.: (c)

2. License renewal is an example of e-governance.
(a) G2C (b) G2B (c) G2G (d) G2E

Ans.: (a)

Multiple Choice Question. (2 correct answer)

1. Encryption consist of two processes and .
(a) encryption (b) signature (c) decryption

(d) digitization (e) security
Ans.: (a, c)

. 2. Social commerce is a subset of electronic commerce that involves social media like
............ and .
(a) Facebook (b) Instagram (c) gmail

(d) whatsapp (e) software
Ans.: (a, b)

Match the following.

A B
l. M-commerce (a) Coded form of data

2. Cipher Text (b) B2B

3. EDI (c) E-bill payment

4. Wholesaler-to (d) Paperless exchange of information

5. License renewal services (e) G2G

6. Online facility to employees (f) G2C
like leave

7. Government agencies share (g) G2E
same database

Ans. : 1 -c , 2-a, 3-d, 4-b, 5-£, 6-g, 7-e
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Answer in brief.

1. Explainphases of trade cycle.
Ans. : Refer 6.3,Q. 1
2. ExplainM-Commerce.
Ans.: Refer 6.5,Q. 1
3. Describeprocess of encryption.
Ans. : Refer 6.8,Q. 1
4. What isE-governance.
Aus.: Refer 6.7,Q. 1
5. List out advantages of E-commerce.
Ans, : Refer 6.2, Q.2
6. Which are the different types of e-governance?
Ans. : Refer 6.7,Q. 3
7. State two examples ofG2Eservices.
Ans, : Refer 6.7,Q. 3
8. Write any four advantages of e-governance.
Ans.: Refer 6.7,Q. 2

CJCJCJ
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1. AdvancedWebDesi nin

» SOP 1 : Creation of website using HTML5
Create a website using HTML5 and CSS using any 4 CSS properties. Write a code
for 2 separate pages having different file names such as first page as Index. html
and second page aspage2.html. Use any theme such as college profile or
company profile etc. Every page must contain proper Meta information and
design web page as follows:
1) The index page must contain a heading which is highest among other text on

pages and must be at centre of the page. There must be a paragraph which
introduces general information about the theme chosen must have at least 3
physical style tags and one image with alternate text. This page must be
connected to other two pages with proper navigational links.

2) The 2nd page must contain the feedback or enrolment form related with
theme chosen with features of HTML5. The form must contain text element
and email address of the company or person. Include the submit button.

Coding:

index.html
<!DOCTYPEhtml>
<html»
<head>
<title>
TataGroup
</title>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name='Iauthor'' content='Physical Tags">
<style>
hl {border-style:dotted}
p{color:red;font-size: I5pt}
body{background-color:pink}
b{text-decoration:overline}
u{text-align:right}
</style>
-c/head»
<body>
<hI align="center"> Tata Sons Private Limited-c/h l»
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<p>
66% of the equity share capital of Tata Sons is held by philanthropic trusts, which
support education, health, livelihood generation, and art and culture. Each Tata
company or enterprise operates independently under the guidance and
supervision of its own Board of Directors.

</p>
<bc-Covernance Philosophy</b><br><br>

<i>Tata Code of Conduct-c/L-cbro-cbr>

<ue-Tata Business Excellence Model (TBEM)</u><br><br>

<h3>Image of Tata Industries</h3>

<img src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \images\tata.jpg" width="200" height="2S0"
alt='Tata Industries">

<br><bt>
<:ahref="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \SOP Web\SOP1 vsecond.html'c-Second Page-c/a>

</body>
</html>

Output:

second.html
<!OOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>

Forms
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</title>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name='tauthor" content="Form">
<style>
hl [border-style.dashed}
body{background-color:aqua}
</style>
</head>
<body>
-chl align="centet">Enrollment Form</hl>
<fprm namee'f'l">
Ertter Your Name
<input type='fext" name="tl" required>
<br><br>
Enter your Email ID
<input type="email" namee'temailid'c-cbrc-cbrc-
<input type~"submit" nameesubmitbtn" value='Bubmit''>
</form>
<a href="E:\ XIISCI IT 2020-21\ SOPWeb\SOPI vindex.html'c-First Page-c/ a>
</body>
</html>

Output:
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~ SOP 2 : Create a webpage using HTML and CSS code to design a web page as the
layout displayed below.

The top section will display the heading, 'Tourist places' in header. The section
on the left has list of cities. The right hand side displays tourist places of anyone
of the city.

Use Inline style sheet in the top section to display background color for the text
'Tourist places'. Use internal stylesheet for the left and right section with
background color and font styles.

Coding:

Tourist places

City Tourist places in Pune
1. Pune • Shanivarwada

2. Banglore • Kelkar Museum,

3. Hyderabad • Sinhgad fort

4. Delhi

pagel.html

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>

<title>

Tourist Places

</title>

<style>

section{background-color:pink;width:50%;height50%;floatright}

aside{width:50%;float:1eft}

ollfont-style.italicfont-size.lfipt]

ul {font-weight:bold;font-size:20pt}

</style>

</head>

<body>
<header style="background-color:skyblue;height:IOOpt">

-chl align="center"> Tourist Places</hl>

</header>

<br>
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<aside>

<h3>City</h3>

<01>

<Ii>Pune</Ii>

<Ii>Banglore-c/Ii>

<lic-Hyberabad-c/Ti>

-cli»Delhi </Ii>

</01>

</aside>
<section>

<h3>Tourist places in Pune</h3>

<ul>
<li>Shanivarwada</Ii>

-clic-Kelkar Museum-c/Ii>

<Iic-Sinhgad fort-c/Ii>

-clic-Aga khan Palace-c/Ii>

</u1>

</section>

</body>
</htm1>

Output: x

C <DHie E:/XII%20SCl%20IT%202020-211S0P%20Web(SOP2/pagel.. ..

City

1. Pune
2. Banglore
3. Hyberabad
4. Delhi
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~ SOP 3 : Create a website using HTML and CSS code to design webpages as
follows:

The first webpage will accept the name of the traveller, date of travel, telephone
number. It also has submit button as an image.

The second webpage has information about the name of transporter, time , seat
no and destination displayed one below the other in the form of unordered list as

.Name of transporter - Air Asia-Time - 09:30 am

Seat no - B39 Destination - Delhi

Both pages should be interlinked. Create external stylesheet with relevant tags.

Coding:

pagel.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>
Information Form
</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" type='fext/ css" href="external.css">

</head>
<body>
<hl align="center"> Traveller Infomation form</hl>
<form name=Tl">
Enter your name
<input type='fext'' name=t'name" auotcompletee-cbrc-cbr>
Select Date of Travel
<input type="date" namee'frvdate'c-cbre-cbr>
Enter Telephone Number
<input type='fel" name="phone" placeholder="123-456-
7890"pattern="[0-9]{3}-[0-9] {3}[0-9]{4}"requiredc-cbre-cbr>
<input type="submit" namee'submit'' value="Submit">

</form>
<br> <br>
<a href="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \ SOP Web\SOP3\page2.html">
<img src="E: \ XII SCI IT 2020-21 \ images \submit.jpg" width="150"></ a>
</body>
</html>
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Output:

page2.htm!
<html>
<head>
<title>
Information about Transporter
</title>
<link rel=stylesheet" type='fext/ css" href='external.css''>
</head>
<body>
-chl align="center">Information about Transporter-c/h l>
<ul>

<li> Name of Transporter - Air Asia</li>
<li>Time - 09.30am-c/Ii»
<li>Seat no - B39</li>
<li>Destination - Delhk/Ii>
</ul>
<a href="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21\SOP Web\SOP3\pagel.htrnl">Connect First
Page</a>
</body>
</html>
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extemal.css

ht{background-color:green;border-style:double}
body{background-color:1ightgreen}

ul{font-family:Algerian}

Output:

~ SOP 4 : Creation of website using HTML5 and CSS.

Create a webpage as given layout use <nav>,<header>,<footer>,<aside>, <article>
withCSS.
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Coding:

Semantic.html

<!DOCTYPEhtml>

<html>

<head>
<style>
header{background-color:pink;width:lOO%;height:20%}

nav{background -color:skyblue;width: lOO%;height:20%}
aside{background-color:grey;width:40%;float:right}

section{background -color:1ightyellow; w~dth:60%;height:lO%;float:left}

article{background-color:violet;width: 60%;height:40%}

footer{background -color:blue;width: lOO%;height:30%}

</style>
-c/head»

<body>
<header>

<h3>News</h3>
Local and National News

</header>

<br>
<nay>

<a href=''http://www.horne.in''>HOME</a>
<a href=''http://www.archives.in''>ARCHNES</ a>

<a href=''http://www.about.in''>ABOUT</ a>

<br>

</nav>

<br>

<aside>

<h3>Be a News Reporter</h3>

.If you see news happening - Send us a text.c/ aside>

<article>Local News</ article>
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<section>

<h4>Fire fighters rescue man from building this is local newsl</h4>

(reporter name,date)<br>

This is the fighter details text. This is the story of fighter-cbr>

This is the detail of rescue man. This is the story of how he rescued <br>

</section>

<br>

<section>

<h4>New library to be built this is local news 2</h4>

(reporter name,date)<br>

This is the story text. This is the story text.cbr>

This is the story text. This is the story text.cbr>

</section>

<br>

«articlec-cbc-National News</b></ article>

<section>

<h4>Snow strom is making travel difficult-c/h-l>

(reporter name.datej-cbr>

This is the story of Snow strom. This is the story of distroial of storm <br>

This is the story part continued. This is the story text continued-cbr>

</section>

<article>

<h-l>Thousands are without power</h4>

(reporter name.datej-cbr>

This is the story of not having power. This is the story text continued-cbr>

This is the story bad effect. This is the story about dsitroyal of economy-cbr>

</article>

<br>

<footer> Footer Information</ footer>

</body>

</html>
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Output: o sem;.;n!;c.htrnl

C ill Fi:'E' E:/XTI%2(}SCI%20IT%202020-21/S0P-%20W.e-bjSOP4/semantic,htmi * ~ e

Fire fll:lden rescue man from building this is local news!

(reporter name.date)
TIlls is the fighter details- text. This if> the story of fighter
This is the detail of rescue man. This is the story of how he-rescued

New library to be 'built this is local news 2

(repone! name.dare)
This is the story text. This. is the story text.

Snow strom is .II,lakiDg travel diffitult

(:reportern~,date)
This is the story of Snow strom. This ie th'e srory cf distroial of storm

liiiiii5!!i:5:_~",;,," ~

» SOP 5 : Use of Audio on web pages using HTML5.
Create a webpage named audio.html to set an audio file in web page with
controls such that it uses HTML5 elements. The audio file must playas soon as
the webpage loads in browser and it will start over again, every time when it is
completed.
Create another webpage named audiol.html which provides multiple source file
formats for the same audio file that plays a sound automatically with controls.
The browser should display the message with appropriate attribute, when audio
file is not supported by browser. The code must incorporate the list of sound files
formats (like wav, MP3 or ogg etc).

Coding:

audio.html
<!DOCTYPE htmb-

<html>

<head>
<titles-Single Audio with controls</title>
</head>
<body>
<hI align="center">Audio with controls</hl>
<audio controls autoplay loop="-I">
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<source src=l'C: \ Users \ Public \ Music \ Sample Music \Kalimba.mp3"
type="audio/mpeg">

</audio>

</body>

</html>

Output:

Single Audio with controls
. ... .. ," ..". . .
.@. 0:00:00 .' .. ' .... '. (~) ..... ,' .•

Audiol.html
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>
Multiple Audio Files with controls</title>

</head>

<body>
<h l align="center">Multiple Audio Files with controls-c/h l>

<h2>
The text between the audio tags will only be displayed in browsers that do not
support the audio element.</h2>

<h3>List of sound files formats</h3>
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<01>
<li>mp3 - audio/mpeg</li>
<li>ogg - audic /ogg-c/Ii>

<li>wav - audio/wav-e/It>

</01>

<audio controls autoplay>
<source src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \sound\test.wav" type="audio/wav">

<source src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \sound\test.mp3" type="audio/mp3">

<source src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \ sound \test.ogg" type="audi%gg">

Your browser does not support the audio element.

</audio>

</body>

</htm1>

Output:

lVlultiple Audio Files with controls
The text between the audio tags will only be
displayed in browsers that do not support the audio
element.

List of sound files formats

I. mp3 - audio/mpeg
2. -egg - audio/egg
3. ',TaY - audio.wav

·,··••.•·IL.'·;0:00:24· • @'

~ SOP 6 : Use of video on web pages using html5.

Create a web page named video.HTML to display a video file on web page and
plays automatically with controls. The dimension of video area should be 150 *
150 pixels.
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Create another webpage which provide multiple source file formats for the same
video file that plays a video automatically with controls. The dimension of video
area should be 100*100 pixels. The browser should display the message with
appropriate attribute when video file is not supported by browser. The code must
incorporate the list of video files formats (like webM, MP4 or ogg etc).

Coding:

Video.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>

<title>

Single Video File on Web Page with controls

</title>

</head>

<body>
<h'l a:lign="center">Single Video File on Web Page with controls-c/h l>

. <video src="C: \ Users \ Public \ Videos \Sample Videos \shuttle.mp4" controls
width="150" height="150" loop="-I" autoplay>

</video>

</body>
</html>

Output:
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videol.html

<!DOCTYPE htm1>

<html>

<head>

<title>

Multiple Video File on Web Page with controls

,</title>

</head>

<body>

<h l align="center">

Multiple Video File on Web Page with controls

</hl>

<h2>

The text between the video tags will only be displayed in browsers that do not
support the video element.</h2>

<h3>List of video files formats</h3>

<01>

<li>mp3 - video/mpeg</li>

<li>ogg - videoyogg-c/Ii>

<li>WebM - vfideo/webM</li>

</01>

<video controls width="lOO" height="100" autoplay>

<source src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \video\movie.mp4" type="video/mp4">

<source src="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \video\movie.webm" type='video/webm''>

<source src="E: \ XII SCI IT 2020-21 \ video \movie.ogg" type="vide%gg">

</video>

</body>

</htm1>
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Output:

Multiple \Tideo File on Web Page with
controls

The text between the video tags will only be displayed
in browsers that do not support the video element.

List of video files formats

1. mp3 - video.mpeg
2. ogg - video/ogg
3. IVebM - vfideo/weblvl

~ SOP 7: Navigation on an image using Client side image Mapping in web page
using html 5.

Create a webpage named imagemap. html with an inserted image having jpeg,
png or gif extension. Create 3 different shapes (like rectangle, circle and polygon)
which do not overlap. Note the co-ordinates making use of Ms-
PaintlGIMP/lrfan View/Pinta. Each shape should be mapped or navigate with a
different URL that should navigate to a local webpage.

Coding:

imagemap.html
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>
Client Side Image Mapping

</title>

</head>

<body>
-chl align="center">Client Side Image Mapping</hl>
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<img src="E: \XII SCI IT 2020-21 \images \beachl.jpg" width="600"
usemap="#imagemap">

<map name="imagemap">

<area shape="rect" coords="44,29,244,81" href="E:\XII SCI IT 2020-21 \SOP
Web \SOP7\page1.html" alt="Page1.html">

<area shape="circ" coords="380,271,60" href="E: \ XII SCI IT 2020-21 \ SOP
Web \SOP7\page2.html" alt=T'agez.html">

<area shape=poly'' coords="162,279,81,373,191,431,168,368,245,388" href="E:\XII
SCI IT 2020-21 \SOP Web\SOP7\page3.html" a1t="Page3.html">

</map>
. </body>

</htm!>

Output:

~ SOP 8 :Use of SEOmethodology to improvise the website.
Select a website.
Use an appropriate SED software and list out the page optimization
requirements.
Write down at least 4 suggestions to optimise the web pages.
Write importance of SEO.
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OFF-PAGE SEaON-PAGE SFO

Steps:

1. The website is https:/ /snehasadan.org/

2. The software used is SEOoptimer

3. The four suggestions to improve website

For ONPAGE SEO

• Use meta data descriptions wherever needed

• Use alt tag in images

• Keywords are not distributed well across the important HTML tags.ie improve
keyword consistency

• Page speed is good

For OFFPAGESEO

• Make friendly urls

• Not connected to any social media

• Guest blogging is not done

• 2 broken links found

Importance of SEO

• It is the technique for designing and developing a website to be rank high in search
engine results.

• It is a subset of SEM(Search Engine Marketing).

• SEO is useful in increasing number of visitors in a website.
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c:t •• seop1:;if"'l"ller •.c-orn em c::»

==seC:::>ptirnE!!'r

see> Audit &. R.Ei!!'porting
TooL

[:03',-,t'..~'r i.~l.--1 Lj!=-~ L_ clc·.{cl r~.Cc",,~,c__; <~,I ,el
V\/'cC:' L:> ,c_;I tc'

.Now Click on audit button it will display result.

color.html

;Co,

Sne-hasadan.org

.'Javascri' t: . :
~ SOP 1 : Create a web page in HTML having a white background and two Button

Objects. Write code using JavaScript such that when the mouse is placed over the
first button object without clicking, the color of the background of the page
should change after every seconds. There should at least be 7 different and
visibly distinct background colors excluding the default color. When the second
button object is clicked, appropriate message should be displayed in Browsers
status bar.

Create another web page using JavaScript where the background color changes
automatically after every seconds. This event must be triggered automatically
after the page gets loaded in the browser. There should at least be 7 different and
visibly distinct background colors. When the page is unloaded, the appropriate
alert message should be displayed.

Coding:

<!DOCTYPEhtml>
<html>
<head>
<title>
Background Colors
</title>
</head>
<body>

I
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<hI align="center">7 Different & visibly distinct background colors</hl>

<form name=lfrm l.">

<center>

<input type=l'button" name=Ibtncolor" value="Change Colors"
onMouseOver="flO">

<input type="button" name="btnmsg" value="Message Display" onClick="msgO">

</form>

</body>

<script type="text/javascript">

function fl 0

document.bgColor="red";

window.setTimeout("f20",1500);

function f20

document.bgColor=."green";

window.setTimeout("f30",1500);

function f30

document.bgColor="pink";

window.setTimeout("f4()",1500);

function f40

document.bgColor="orange" ;

window .setTimeout("f50" ,1500);

function f50
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document.bgColor=" skyblue ":

window.setTimeout("f60",1500);

function £60

document.bgColorv'voilet":

window.setTimeout("f70",1500);

function f70

document.bgColor="aqua";

window.setTimeout("flO",1500);

function msgO

window.status="Display of 7 different colors";

</script>

</html>

Output:
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colorl.html
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>

Background Colors

</title>

</head>

<body onLoad="£1O" onUnload="msgO">

<h l align="center">7 Different & visibly distinct background colors</hl>

</body>
<script type="text/javascript">

function £10

document.bgColor="red";

window .setTimeout("f20 ",1500);

function f20

document.bgColor="green";

window.setTimeout("f30",1500);

}

function f30

document.bgColor="pink";

window.setTimeout("f40",1500);

function f40

document.bgColor="orange";

window.setTimeout("f50",1500);

function f50
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document.bgColor="skyblue";

window.setTimeout("f60",1500);

function f60

document.bgColor="voilet";

window.setTimeout("f7()",1500);

function f70

document.bgColor="aqua";

window.setTimeout("flO",1500);

function msgO

alert("Display of 7 different colors");

</script>

</html>

Output:
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~ SOP 2: Create JavaScript program for the following form validations. Make use
of HTML5 properties to do the following validations:

1) Name, address, contact number and email are required fields of the form.

2) Address field should show the hint value which will disappear when field
gets focus or key press event.

3) Telephone number should be maximum 10 digit number only.

4) Email field should contain valid email address, @ should appear only once
and not at the beginning or at end. It must contain at least one dot(.).

5) Make use of pattern attribute for email to accept lowercase, uppercase
alphabets, digits and specified symbols.

Your Name:---

Coding:

email.html

<html>

<body>
<form name="frml">

Enter Name

<input type="text" name="tl"><br><br>

Enter Address-cbr>

-ctextarea name="t2" placeholder="PERMENANT
ADDRESS"></ textareas-cbrc-<br>

Enter Telehpone Number

<input type="tel" maxlength="lO"><br><br>

Enter Email Address

<input type="email" name="t3" pattern="[A-Z a-z]{5}-[@]{1}-[.]{1}"
placeholder="lax2107@gmail.com"><br><br>

<input type="button" name="bl" value="Submit" onClick="chkO">

</form>
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</body>
<script type="text/javascript">

function chki)

var x=frm1.t3.value;

var atpos=x.indexOf("@");

var lastat=x.lastIndexOf("@");

var firstdot=x.indexOf(". ");

var dotpos =x.lastIndexOf(".");

if(atpos<11 Idotpos-catpos+Z] Idotpos+2>=x.length I Ifirstdot<atpos I Iatpos-clastat)

alert("Not a valid email address");

frm'l.t.Lfocust):

else

alert( ..Email address is accepted");

return true;

</script>
</htm1>

Output:

" -emaiLhtm:r x

C (1).FilB e/Xl!%20SCJ%20IT%2a2020-21/S01'%20JavaScript/SOP2!ema,l,html *. ~ it
Ihis page says

Ern-ajj :~ddres5 r:s:3c(~pted
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y SOP 3 : Create event driven JavaScript program for the following. Make use of
appropriate variables, JavaScript inbuilt string functions and control structures.

To accept string from user and count number of vowels in the given string.

Coding:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>
String functions
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form name="frml">
Enter Your Name
<input type='fext" name="tl "><br><br>
<input type="button" name="btncheck" value="Count Vowels" onClick="cntO">
</form>
</body>
<script type="text/ javascript">
function cntt)
{
var s,i,ch,c;
c=U:
s=frm l.tlvalue:
for(i=O;i<=s.length;i++ )
{

ches.chanAtfi):
if(ch=="A" I I ch=="a" I I ch=="E" I I ch=="e" I I ch=="I" I I ch=="i" I I ch=="O"
I I ch=="o" I I ch=="U" I I ch=="u")
c++;

alert(,Number of Vowels in string are "+c);
}

</script>
</html>
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Output:

~ SOP 4 : Create event driven JavaScript program for the following. Make use of
appropriate variables, JavaScript inbuilt string functions and control structures.

To accept string from user and reverse the -given string and check whether it is
palindrome or not.

Coding:

palindrome.html
<!DOCTYPEhtmb-
-chtml»
<head>
<title>
Palindrome
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form namee'frml ">
Enter Your Name
<input type='fext" name='t.l'c-cbrc-cbr>
<input type='button" nameebtncheck" value='Check Palindrome"
onClick::::"chkO">
</form>
</body>
<script type="text/javascript">
function chkt)
{
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var a,s,i,ch,n;
a=frml. tl. value;
sea, tol.oweeCasef):
n=s.length:
var p=l;
for(i=O; i<n/2;i++)

ins.char.Atfi)!« s.char.Attn-l-ij)
{
p=O;
break;

if(p==l)
alert("String is Palindrome");
else
alert("String is not a Palindrome");
}
-c/script»
</html>

Output:

String i5 PalindlOtne
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~ SOP 6: Create JavaScript program which compute the average marks of students.
Accept six subject marks of student from user. Calculate average marks of
student which is used to determine the corresponding grades.

Output:

,Ja,'aScript Celcius to Fahrenhet
Insert a number into one of the input fields below:

1401 )( 1degrees Celsius

[i'04" .......\ degrees Fahrenheit

Note that the Math.round() method is used, so that the result will be returned as an
integer.

Range Grade
35 to 60 F

61 to 70 D

71 to 80 C
81 to 90 B

91 to 100 A

Coding:

grade.html

<html> , .

<body> -

<form name='frml ">

Enter Marks of English

<input type="number" name="tl "c-cbre-cbr>

Enter Marks of Maths

<input type="number" name="f2"><br><br>

Enter Marks of Physics

<input type="number" name="t3"><br><br>

Enter Marks of Chemistry
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<input type="number" name="t4"><br><br>

Enter Marks of IT

<input type="number" name="t5"><br><br>

<input type='button" name="btnclick" value='Print Grade" onClick="gradeO">

</form>

</body>

<script type="text/javascript">

function grader)

var ml,m2,m3,m4,m5,a;

ml=frml.t1.value;

m2=frml. t2.value;

m3=frm1.t3.value;

m4=frml.t4. value;

m5=frml.t5.value;

a==(ml+m2+m3+m4+m5) / 5;

alert("Average Marks of Student is "+a);

if(a>==91)

alert("Grade A");

else

if(a>==81)

alert;("Grade B");

else

if(a>==71)

alert("Grade C");

else

if(a>==61)
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alert("Grade D");
else
alert("Grade F");
}
}
}
}

</script>
<html>

Output:

Enter Marks ofMathslS5 1

Enter Marks of Physics 135 ~

Enter Marks of IT L.17"-=-~ ----.I

~ SOP 7 :Write a JavaScript function to get difference between two dates in days.
Create a page in HTML that contains input box to accept date from user. The
input boxes should be used by users to enter their date of birth in the format
dd-mm-yyyy. Do not make use of any dropdown boxes.
Example:
date_difCindays('04/02l2019', '11/04/2019'); date_diff_indays('01/01/2020',
'31/0112019');

Output:
66

-30
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Coding:

date.html
<htm1>

<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
function GetDays(LDatel, i_Date2)

var str=i Date l:

var day = str.slice(O, 2);

var month = str.slice(3, 5);

var year = str.slice(6, 10);

I/this is first date

dtl =new Date(month + "I" + day + "I" + year);

var strl=LDate2;
var dayl = strl.slice(O, 2);

var monthl = strl.slice(3, 5);

var year! = strl.slice(6, 10);

II this is second date

dt2 =new Date(monthl + "I" + dayl + "I" + yearl);
var one_day=lOOO*60*60*24;

var datelms = dtl.getTime();

var date2_ms = dt2.getTimeO;

var difference_ms = date2_ms - date.l jns:

document.writeln(Math.round(difference.:..ms Ione dayj):
}

<Iscript>
</heaq>
<body>

<form name="form_task">

Datel.cinput type="text" name="dl" placeholder="dd/mm/yyyy">

<br>

<br>

Date2:<input type="text" name="d2" placeholder="dd/mm/yyyy">

<hr>
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<br>
<input type="button" value="Submit" onclick="GetDays(dl.value,d2.val\le)">
</form>
</body>
</html>

Output: x

8423

" days.html

~ ..

3. Server-Side Scriptin (PHP)

~ SOP 1 : Write a PHP program to check if a person is eligible to vote or not. The
programshould include the following-
Minimum age required for vote is 18.
Use PHP functions.
Use Decision making statement.

Coding:

age.html

<html>

<body>

<hl align="center">Person Eligible to vote or not</hl>

<form method=l'post" action='age.php">

Enter Your age

<input type="text" namee'uge'c-cbrc-cbr»
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<input type="submit" nameesubmit" value="Check Eligible">

</fonn> </body>

</html>

age.php

<?php

if(isset($ _POST[' submit'[)

$age = $_POST['age'J;

if($age>=18)

echo" <br><br> You are Eligible to vote";

else

echo "<br> <br> You are not Eligible to vote";

}.

?>

Output:

Enter Your age ::_~ ... I

[~~~~~~I~~]

" age.htm'

,,~-. -3> C (J) File

Person EHgible' to vote or not
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)0> SOP 2 : Write a PHP function to count the total number of vowels (a,e,i,o,u) from
the string. Accept a string by using HTML form.

Coding:

vowel.html

<html>

<body>
<hl align="center">String Functions</hl>

<form methode'post" action="vowel.php">

Enter Sring

<input type='fext" name="str"><br><br>

<input type="submit" namee'tsubmit'' value='Count Vowels">

<Iform>

</body>

</html>

vowel.php

<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit'])

{

$str = strtolower($_POST['str']);

$vowels = array('a','e','i','o','u');

$len = strlen($str);

Snum e O:

for($i=O; $i<$len; $i++){

if(in_array($str[$i], Svowelsl)
{

$num++;

echo "Number of vowels :.$num";

?>
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Output:

String .Functions
Enter Sring Ilaxmi )( I

»- .SOP 3 : Write a PHP program to perform the following operations on an
associative array.
Display elements of an array along with their keys.
Display the size of an array.
Delete an element from an array'from the given index.

Coding:

echo "<bre-cbro-cbc-Elements of an array along with their keys :</b>";

echo "cbrc- <br> Your score ".$ml[,English']. "in English";

echo "<br> -cbr> Your score ".$ml['Hindi']. "in Hindi";

echo "<br> <br> Your score ".$ml['Maths']. " in Maths";

echo "cbr» <br> Your score ".$ml['Marathil "in Marathi";

echo "<brc-cbre-cbc-Size of an array is :</b>".count($ml);

array.php
<?php

$ml=
array("English"=>"55",

"Hindi"=>"60",

"Maths"=>"70",

"Marathi" => "85");

array _splice($ml,O,l);
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echo "<brc-cbrc-cbe-After deleting array is :</b>";

foreach($ml as $x => $x_value)

echo "<bro-cbrc-Keye" . $x. ", Valuee" . $x_value;

echo "<br>":

?>

Output:

C <D Toc:aihost;/php/SOP3,/.a;rr-ay.php -tr ,.

Elements o.faD array alone: with 'their keys:

""}:.•..our score 55 in English

Your score 60 in Hinch

Your score 70 in A!ath$

Your score 85 in.1\.:faratl#

Size of an array is :4

.After deletiDIl array is :

Key=Hindi, 'Value=60

Key=:Maths. Value=70

Key=l\.1arathi. Value=85

» SOP 4 : Write a PHP program to save marks of English, Hindi, Marathi, Maths
and Information Technology in an array. Display marks of individual subject
along with total marks and percentage.

Coding:

marks.phpi-
<?php

$a=array(60,78,74,85,96);

$t=O;

$x=O;

$c=,count($a);

for($x=O;$x<$c;$x++ )

{


